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ABSTRACT 

The legacy of apartheid is one that has left traces of racial oppression and inequitable 

distribution of state resources across the landscape of the country. Cape Town in particular is 

a city of many contrasts with grand residential estates often tucked far away from decaying 

townships and forgotten slums outside of the CBD. One particular domain that epitomizes the 

continuing inequality between racial groups is that of education.  

Even though South Africa officially achieved independence in 1994, little is known about 

changes in the status quo at many formerly white schools. The all-girls high school of Sans 

Souci Girls High School (SSGHS) in Cape Town recently came to light as a site of conflict 

and tension with learners taking to Twitter to voice their anger towards what they deemed as 

unfair and racialized practices at the school. 

This thesis investigates the protest of young black learners at SSGHS, with particular focus on 

the languages used, videos and images uploaded as well as the complementary and 

contradictory online press releases. The study further explores the ways in which racialized 

and gendered practices are resemiotized and (re)contextualised through the protest.  

The use of online platforms such as Twitter and the emergence of protests at institutions across 

South Africa has become a regular feature of South African media reports. Under the banner 

of decolonizing education, many of these anti-establishment movements have become quite 

effective in getting their voices heard, both locally and internationally. Of interest to this study 

is whether and how the protest at Sans Souci fits into a larger paradigm of decolonizing 

education and furthermore, what these protests contribute to a larger conversation regarding 

gender, racial tensions and naturalised racialized discourses and practices at formerly white 

schools. It is hoped that a multimodal discourse analysis of images, videos and comments 

online will provide much-needed information about the semiotics of protest and 

transformation at the school as they emerge on the internet. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Overview of the Study 

1.1 Introduction 

South Africa is well-known for its history of racial oppression known as apartheid1. During 

this time, there was clearly defined racial hierarchy established placing white people at the top, 

followed by Indians and Coloureds2, with Blacks occupying the lowest position. This 

hierarchization was evident in every domain of social life in South Africa, with the domains 

of education clearly affected. Racialized practices of pedagogy undergirded hostility and 

conflict between black and white people as education for blacks was designed to develop black 

children for unskilled labour positions (Carrim, 2006). More importantly, it further aided the 

apartheid government’s objective of creating a sustainable white supremacy and dominance 

over the majority of coloureds and blacks (Carrim, 2006).  

The Soweto uprising of June 1976, presently celebrated as Youth Day marks an event in which 

black students protested against the apartheid superstructure. The protests arose as a means of 

defying the decree in which the apartheid government instructed all marginalised schools to 

use Afrikaans and English as languages of instruction in subjects such as mathematics, 

arithmetic and social studies to name a few (https://www.sahistory.org.za, 2013). Apart from 

the ongoing racial discrimination present at the time, the Afrikaans and English languages 

were perceived as symbols of power and control over black bodies. At the same time, this went 

a long way to enforce the idea that African languages did not belong within the domain of 

                                            
1Apartheid: Always written with a small character as a stylistically marker of its lowered status due to the horrific 

scars placed on the oppressed people during this particular era.  

2Coloureds: a term defined under the apartheid law as a multiracial ethnic group native to South Africa whose 

ancestry include Khoisan, Bantu, Afrikaner and English  
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education. The conflation of whiteness with ‘good’ education is also one that has persisted 

over the years (Kallaway, 1984). One of the ways in which the masses challenged the status 

quo was through various anti-government protest action. In fact, protest action during 

apartheid become a common means in which marginalised groups voiced how their bodies 

were being politicised through ideologies constructed by whites. One way to regulate black 

bodies in white spaces was through the employment of the ‘dompas’. The dompas is Afrikaans 

for ‘dumb pass/passport’ and ensured that black people could operate in white areas solely for 

labour purposes and failure to preserve this law would result in disciplinary measures such as 

fines, imprisonment or physical attacks (https://www.sahistory.org.za, 2011). 

Protests are a form of expression bearing witness to and or voicing opposition to policies or 

situations (The-law-Dictionary, 2017). There were many instances of protest action during 

apartheid that lead to the eventual downfall of the apartheid government. Protests allowed for 

a mass of black bodies to gather at one time to voice the discrimination and prejudice 

embedded in the institutional policies and socio-political structures that governed South Africa 

at the time. In addition, protests were also an expression of black empowerment and black 

consciousness (https://www.sahistory.org.za, 2013). Protest were effective to the point where 

it contributed to the loss of power by the apartheid government, further leading to the 1994 

elections that established the beginning of a democratic South Africa.  

The achievement of this led to drafting a new legislation for the South African public in which 

marginalised groups could be liberated and alleviated from the hierarchies of social class and 

race. One of the changes that would take place is that in educational practices. The impact of 

black governance in South Africa led to many whites fleeing and in turn left many privileged 

white model-c schools empty. This presented black, Indian and coloured children the 

opportunity to attend former model-C schools solely afforded to white children previously. In 

other words, former marginalized learners could be taught at institutions that already surpassed 

schools in South Africa which now needed to ‘transform’ due to the newly democratised 

education system.  

Moreover, the effect of black children having access to the knowledge systems and resources 

of formally white-only schools (now referred to as ex-model-C schools) contributed to the 

greater issue of decolonising South African institutions. Decolonising education was one of 

the primary outcomes laid forth in the newly drafted constitution of South Africa, which made 
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statements of inclusivity of African languages, cultures, gender practices, and ultimately 

Africanising institutional policies. Decoloniality, according to Ndlovu-Gatsheni (2015, p. 

488), is a “fairly modern concept built on the premise of dismantling power relations and 

conceptions of knowledge that foment the reproduction of racial, gender, and geo-political 

hierarchies and the ideologies imposed by white colonisers”.  

In South Africa currently there has been a tremendous change in pedagogical practices. 

Children born free3 of the apartheid era have had access to resources and knowledge systems 

by attending ex-model-C schools. The effect of this is that young black, coloured and Indian 

children have developed a ‘white/European’ accent and are immersed in a white environment 

although educational policies have been decentralised (Carrim, 2003, 2006). One of the major 

issues present in South African institutions is the permanence of white knowledge systems and 

practices (Carrim, 2006). 

1.2 Decoloniality 

Decoloniality is a paradigm viewed as a liberal means to create new realities from the ones 

constructed through colonialism. In addition, it is about changing the narrative of black people 

in the domains of society and placing equal value and opportunity for all. Decolonialty further 

includes a liberation from patriarchy and celebrates people’s unique identities and sexual 

orientation and ultimately represents an unchaining from white knowledge and social 

practices. Social media activism has recently emerged as one kind of instantiation of 

decolonial praxis  among other forms of conventional protests that often bare its own rigid and 

often dangerous consequences, i.e. protests observed via television or street protest. Social 

media platforms are increasingly becoming a popular source for activism as it allows for 

immediate global visibility and creates a space for ‘keyboard activism’4. Nonetheless, social 

media activism challenges the status quo that averts a lack of transformation within society 

locally and globally. Global campaigns, for instance, Black Lives Matter, challenge the 

realities imbedded through colonialism. Locally Fees Must Fall, Racism Must Fall, Free 

Education, Outsourcing Must Fall, and Luister can observe this. Decloniality centres on 

                                            
3Born Free: A generation of youth born post 1994, supposedly free and racially undivided. 

4Keyboard Activism: People who posts entries or comments (online) that is unrelated to the topic currently under 
discussion, usually with some political interest. 
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reawakening the voices and identities of marginalised societies scarred through racialization. 

One of the many causes of decoloniality is that of gender-based ideologies, particularly the 

juxtaposition of black women into white aesthetics (Phoenix, 2009). With this in mind the 

research intends to examine the experience of black female learner’s as they are represented 

in school documents and through online tweets.  

Moreover, the decolonizing paradigm is one that shifts the way knowledge and power operates 

within former marginalized societies. According to Ndlovu-Gatsheni (2015), decoloniality 

seeks to unmask, unveil, and reveal coloniality as an underside of modernity that coexisted 

with its rhetoric of progress, equality, fraternity, and liberty. It is a particular kind of critical 

intellectual theory as well as political project that seeks to disentangle ex-colonised parts of 

the world from coloniality (p. 485). The dismantling of relations of power and conceptions of 

knowledge that foment the reproduction of racial, gender, and geo-political hierarchies that 

came into being or new and more powerful forms of expression in the modern/colonial world 

(p. 489). Lastly, decoloniality can be understood as a pluriversal epistemology of the future 

(p. 487) meaning that it de-links itself from the tyranny of abstract universals and informs the 

struggles of inhumanity. With this in mind, I will investigate whether and or how the learners’ 

form of protest is constitutive of the decolonizing paradigm given South Africa’s history with 

racialization and gender discrimination during colonialism and apartheid. This is particularly 

important in an era in which the nation is thought to have transformed post-1994. 

In an article appearing in the Sunday Times, Anjie Krog (2017) states, “anyone who is serious 

about decolonisation of tertiary education should start by nurturing indigenous languages as a 

medium of academic study.” This statement is useful considering the ongoing issues of 

language in education nationally, both at tertiary level and secondary level, and as observed in 

the case of SSGHS. The use of African languages in education in unification with decolonising 

Africa is a vital and undeniable step in creating a society of multilingual actors. The 

constitution of South Africa recognises eleven official languages of which only a few are 

spoken and even less, used as a medium of instruction. One of the major issues in South Africa 

is the debate on which African language(s) are utilized as a form of developing a productive 

and more Africanised society. Ngugi cited in Krog (2017) recognises that to establish the 

centrality of Africa is to remove the feeling of being de-centred at one’s own institution. The 

use of mother tongue would be a significant pad in establishing such coherence.” In this way, 
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students radiate outward to link the heritage and struggles of other people in Africa and 

beyond.  

In South Africa multilingualism is still a very contentious topic, Kaschla and Docrat (2018) 

recognises that indigenous language suffer in education as many still view multilingualism as 

problematic rather than a rich resource. One of the many problems in establishing South Africa 

as rich multilingual society lies within a more centralized language policy across the nation. 

Instead, language policies should be established at provincial level as each province in the 

country houses different African languages that should be promoted alongside English and 

Afrikaans. Kaschla and Docrat (2018) go on to say that, multilingualism in South Africa holds 

many possibilities of reform within society as this would create opportunities for language 

development and ultimately new job opportunities for African language speakers. The issue 

of the black learners at SSGHS presents a mere glance at the many issues surrounding 

multilingualism in education. However, in observing the learners protest online, young 

learners and university students appear to be more challenging of language policies and argue 

to a more diversified connection of African Languages amidst English and Afrikaans. There 

appears to be a glimmer of a multilingual society envisioned by students and learners 

nationally. The age of online protest serves as a means to create the needed exposure of a more 

de-centralised education and places the severity of such a concern on a space that will have 

such concerns dealt with. 

1.3 The Fallist Era 

In 2015, university students across South Africa broke out in protest that emerged online and 

voiced their displacement in former white institutions that has been housing students of colour 

since 1994. Claiming that while having the privilege of learning at prestigious institutes, their 

own cultures, languages and knowledge systems are unrecognised and uncelebrated within the 

institutional environment and even more so in practices of learning. 

The protest initially began with students at the University of Cape Town (UCT, here forth) 

taking to online platforms such as Facebook and Twitter enacting their action towards 

dethroning the Cecil John Rhodes Statue which appeared at the main entrance of the university. 

The hashtag #RMF (Rhodes Must fall) became a popular beacon in which to publicise that 

South Africa’s racialized past is still pulsating post 1994 (http://sahistoryonline.co.az, 2016). 
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For many Black, Indian, and Coloured students the statue was a reminder of the apartheid 

system and the lurking of racialization felt through daily discourses within the institutions. It 

was not long after that students at the University of Witwatersrand (UW, here forth) also 

vocalised their concerns with the hashtag #FeesMustFall.  

This added another dimension of the financial struggles many middle class students were 

facing. Students even went as far as initiating a campaign known as ‘1million 1month’ to help 

relieve students at the university from their financial burdens, which to a large extent 

contributed to the high percentage of student not completing their degrees 

(http://sahistoryonline.co.az, 2016). This again pointing towards the issue that former 

marginalized groups are still financially hindered even though they are ‘free’ to attend former 

white institutions. In the same year students at the University of the Western Cape (UWC, here 

forth) also took to social media with the hashtag #FreeEducation and #endoutsourcing. This 

was to place pressure on government in fulfilling promises made in the constitution of 

decolonising South Africa after a long history of racial oppression.  

In 2016, this energy filtered down to high school learners taking to twitter and exposing their 

enlivened experiences at former white schools. Pretoria Girls High School first emerged online 

with the hashtag #stopracsimatpretoriagirlshigh and revealed how their blackness was seen as 

problematic within the institution. This by black girls’ hair and use of African Languages. Sans 

Souci Girls High School soon followed by taking to twitter with the hashtag 

#StopRacismAtSSGH. It was revealed that black learners at the school suffered forms of 

exclusion daily through rules instructed in the schools policy pertaining to African hair, 

language and general comportment.  

This is how the Fallist era came into being as online protests articulates the lack of 

transformation occurring in South Africa and with the education domain affected once again. 

Even more, bringing to light the larger paradox of an acclaimed rainbow nation. It is thus, the 

born free generation who makes use of online resources to expose, challenge and pressure 

government in making education inclusive for all racial and ethnic groups in South Africa.  

This study is thus interested in the protest action that occurred at a Cape Town girl’s school in 

2016 and made international headlines due to its impactful trending on Twitter. 
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1.4 Sans Souci Girls High School (SSGHS) 

Sans Souci is an all-girls high school established in 1960 at the height of the apartheid era. It 

is located in the formally white-only area of Newlands and is still an affluent area home to 

middle and upper class residents in Cape Town. During apartheid the school primarily taught 

middle class and upper class white English and Afrikaner girls 

(https://www.sanssouci.co.za/about-us/. 2017). However, in 1991 the school established itself 

as a model B school, accommodating girls of all racial and demographic backgrounds (https: 

//www.sanssouci.co.za/about-us/, 2017).  

Sans Souci presently appears to be inclusive of girls from different racial backgrounds; 

however, the majority of learners attending are black girls from middle class income 

households. Sans Souci further presents itself as a former Model –C school. As stated 

previously, these schools are government schools that are administrated and largely funded by 

a governing body of parents and alumni. Former model-c schools such as Sans Souci and 

Pretoria Girls High needed to implement change due the transformations occurring in 

education in South Africa pre-1994. 

During this time, education especially became a site of intense reformation due to the heated 

protests and tensions among blacks and whites. During the 1980’s-1990’s the apartheid regime 

was crippled immensely and the power exerted by whites was slowly deteriorating ("Education 

in South Africa," 2017). In the wait for the release of Nelson Mandela the transformations 

within South African society strengthened as policies and legislation were also re-drafted, one 

of these would be the redrafting of education to become more suitable and equalised for 

children of colour ("Education in South Africa," 2017). 

1.5 Protesting at Sans Souci 

In the early days of September 2016 protest erupted at Sans Souci Girls High School (SSGHS 

here forth). The protest action could plausibly be seen as a ripple effect from the Fees Must 

Fall movement, initiated late in 2015 by university students across South Africa who began 

protesting their discontent of having to practice education the ‘white’ way 

(http://sahistoryonline.co.za, 2015). The protest is observed as a contention by black learners 

against privatised or former white institutions’ lack of inclusivity of the South African 

education system drawn up in the constitution of South Africa post 1994.  
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The issues raised by the learners dealt directly with well-established ideologies of white 

education and the conflation of English with superiority and pedagogical prowess. In addition, 

the protest enacted by black girls of SSGHS is supported by another former white girl’s school 

experiencing protest of the same kind where black girls also took to social media to expose the 

ongoing racial and gendered tensions juxtaposed between Africa and the West. 

Young black adolescent girls attending the former ex model-C school protested against the 

institution’s regulations of hairstyles, prohibition of speaking African languages and the 

adoption of white names in favour of ethnic ones (Fredericks, 2016; L Isaacs, 2017). In 

addition, students were also required to carry yellow books in which their ‘undisciplined’ 

actions would be recorded and result in receiving a demerit for unruly behaviour, untidy hair 

and the use of African languages. During the protest action, young black adolescent girls at 

SSGHS further voiced the means in which educators and the school management would 

exercise control of transgressors, namely through body- shaming (cf. Mowatt, French, & 

Malebranche, 2013) them for appearing untidy and proclaiming that they emit a foul odour. 

The protests action performed by these young girls appeared in the form of images, videos, 

trending hashtags and posts on Twitter. In addition, the online protesters further appended 

itself to the international movement against white supremacy in the United States of America, 

namely Black Lives Matter. This was done by protesters online drawing parallels to their 

struggle by revoicing their protest as Black Hair Matters.  

Considering the above, this research is interested in both investigating racism within an 

institutional environment, but also questioning how this environment impacts on identity 

formation through an analysis of how the black body is experienced within a formerly white 

space and (re)contextualized on Twitter. Therefore, this particular study will focus on practices 

of protest which resemiotizes and (re)contextualises South Africa’s racial legacy in South 

Africa presently. The study aims to investigate the practice of naturalising white feminine 

bodily practices on black girls within the ex-Model C school. This study also aims to analyse 

the semiotics of exclusion imposed on black female learners and position this protest 

phenomenon within a greater conversation regarding the de-colonising of western pedagogical 

practices in South Africa.  

1.6 Problem Statement 
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The South African constitution is designed to implement legislation that is democratic and 

promotes inclusivity regardless of race and equal access to education for all. Despite these 

promises stated in the post-1994 constitution, what appears in text and what occurs in reality 

is not always aligned. Very little is known about the experiences of black learners in schools 

and with educators, which was initially designed for young white girls only. One way in which 

to engage with transformation in this space is through an analysis of the Medium of Instruction 

(MOI) and preferred languages of interaction, dress code, and behaviour as it is articulated in 

a schools’ Code of Conduct (CoC). The document is made accessible to parents of learners 

and learners themselves and gives an indication of the expectation of the school regarding 

learners and their parents.  

It is the CoC at SSGHS that the learners began vehemently protesting about. Notably, many 

online protesters have bemoaned the fact that traditional channels of complaints had seem to 

have fallen on deaf ears at the Western Cape Education Department. For this reason, Twitter 

became a much more accessible and effective medium of communication. 

In particular, language restrictions at the school became one of the movements defining 

problems. In the South African Constitution, the Use of Official Languages Act 12 of 2012 

promotes the use and development of all official languages in South Africa to counter the 

disadvantages resulting from the mismatches between home languages and languages of 

learning and teaching ("Use of official languages act (draft)," 2015). This however, does not 

reflect the actual practice of language use in institutions nationwide, and in particular at 

SSGHS. What became glaringly clear on Twitter was the systematic attempt at erasing 

African-ness through penalizing students caught speaking an African language.  

This practice aptly highlights the problem between local (in-house) rules characterised by CoC 

and the national agenda of inclusivity across races. As it stands not much is known about actual 

transformations in former white institutions. The laws may have changed, but what about the 

practices? Many of the black learners at schools like SSGHS are considered outsiders from the 

areas or townships, which they may have hailed. At a very critical time in their growth, they 

may well be suffering with issues of identity management and confidence in their own skin. 

Furthermore, the protest action performed by young girls at SSGHS indexes the struggle for 

decolonising pedagogical practices in South Africa and creates a starting point on which to 

investigate just how black girls’ identities become moulded through discriminatory, but also 
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naturalized institutional practices. Furthermore, this paper problematizes the politics of black 

girls’ hair at SSGHS, language usage and general comportment. Of interest here is the school’s 

CoC, which may influence the naturalization of white English superiority, not only verbally 

but also corporeally. Also of interest, is the manner in which apartheid-like practices are re-

enlivened by the practices of the school. It is hoped that by critiquing ostensibly anachronistic 

institutional practices at SSGHS, this study will make a contribution to an emerging sense of 

black consciousness and black femininity among young South African girls who are 

considered ‘born free’. 

Thus, this study problematizes the notion of a ‘rainbow’ nation that does not critically engage 

with policies and practices, which may very well disempower many young black learners, 

which they profess to protect.  

1.7 Research Aim 

This study investigates the protest as it emerged online, with particular emphasis on languages, 

images, posts and videos used. The study aims to observe the protest performed by the young 

black learners which helps uncover the scrutiny of the practices of the school and how racism 

in educational practices are naturalised through semiotic systems of exclusion and penalty. 

For these reasons, the study investigates how young black female learners protest what they 

articulates unfair and racist practices at their school with Twitter. This study hopes to 

contribute to a larger conversation regarding the decolonising paradigm (Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 

2015) in South Africa and obtain an understanding of what the protesting students perceive as 

Westernized pedagogies. The study is thus interested in the semiotics of erasure/exclusion that 

these black learners voice in their protest. 

The study will pay particular attention to the semiotics of protest- that is the semiotics of the 

bodies within the institutional environment and the desired use of hair and language practices 

for black girls as observed by the protest action emerging online. The researcher will examine 

the (re)contextualization and resemiotization of racial practices as experienced by the ’born-

free’ generation in South Africa.  

1.8 Objectives of the Study 
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The objectives of the study were: 

1. To create an archive of multimodal and print data related to the SSGHS protest. 

2. To conduct a multimodal discourse analysis of images and videos of the SSGHS protest 

online.  

3. To analyse online posts made by the heterogeneous online public through discourse 

analysis. 

4. Further, situate this research within the broader paradigm of decoloniality and 

transformation in the pedagogical arena.  

1.9 Research Questions 

The following questions guided the study:  

1. What semiotics is apparent through the curation of a Multimodal online archive of the 

protest? 

2. What can be learnt about the way the body, voice, and performance emerge as semiotics 

of protest on Twitter by the use of a Multimodal Discourse Analysis? 

3. What are the main issues that these young black learners raise? What is the reaction by 

the heterogeneous users online? 

4. How does the protest at this school link with the greater dialogue regarding decolonising 

education in the South African context? 

1.10 Scope of the Study 

The study utilizes Twitter as a main research site. This is because the researcher focuses on the 

protest as it emerges online and relates it to the macro-discourses of decoloniality. The study 

also utilizes documentation such as the schools code of conduct with reference to the revised 

code of conduct 2015 and the redrafted code of conduct 2017 (post-protest). Further details 

are provided in the Methodology chapter.  
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1.11 Significance of the Study 

This study is salient because it uses Twitter to engage with a multifaceted crisis at the school. 

It opens the door to better understanding of social spaces that would otherwise be the reserve 

of a handful of parents, learners and teachers. In particular, this study hopes to reveal the 

critical role which social media plays in the lives of so-called ‘born frees’ in South Africa. 

Social media acts a medium that places pressure on institutions in South Africa to practice the 

South African constitution adequately by not only having things in written form but by 

implementing inclusivity the way it’s supposed to. 

1.12 Chapter Summary 

The chapter begins by problematizing the history of education in South Africa with particular 

reference to the apartheid system and the impacts this has had on South Africa post-1994 after 

becoming democratically restored. The chapter further discusses the role of decoloniality in 

South Africa and presently the globe, referring to it as an epistemological transformation of 

former marginalised societies. The chapter problematizes the scars that racial classification 

has had on South Africa concurrently and the implicit manifestation of racial hierarchy and 

white supremacy.  

This is done by examining the cause and effects of a former privatised institution, Sans Souci 

Girls High that led to online protesting by the black demographic at the school in 2016. The 

chapter discusses the problem stating wherein the online protesting mentioned above is 

suggested to form part of the de-colonial shift becoming effervescent within former 

marginalised societies, both locally and globally. Hereafter, the chapter outlines the research 

aim; objectives, research questions; scope of the study and significance of the study. This 

chapter also provides an outline for succeeding chapters. 

1.13 Chapter Outline and Structure of Thesis 

Chapter 1 introduces the topic of racialized practices at a formerly white school, specifically 

SSGHS in Cape Town, South Africa. A brief overview of colonialism, apartheid, decoloniality 

and the Fallist era are provided. The chapter further highlights online protesting looking the 

important role of protesting by young learners in South Africa. Furthermore, the problem 

statement is discussed together with research aims, objectives, and research questions. The 
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chapter then discusses the scope and significance of the study and finally summarises the main 

points brought forth in the research.  

Chapter 2 looks at literature pertaining to colonialism, apartheid, and decoloniality. 

Thereafter, the chapter discusses black femininity and identity and focuses on protesting as a 

cause of action in South African history. The chapter also briefly touches on the role of social 

media as a site for activism and concludes with a summary of the chapter’s main points. The 

chapter hopes to formulate literature relevant to the research and the contributing factors other 

literature has in making the research effective. 

Chapter 3 looks at the theoretical and analytical framework of the study. Paying particular 

attention to black feminist theory, resmiotization and decoloniality as means to uncover the 

significance of the protest emerging online.  

Chapter 4 discusses the research design of the study, where a qualitative method is the main 

point of reference for the study. In the study, I use virtual ethnography as a qualitative 

methodology and outline the data collection process to be used as form of analysis. Thereafter, 

the chapter discusses the ethics of online data collection as well as the feasibility of the study. 

Chapters 5, 6, and 7 are data analysis chapters that deal with: a discourse analysis of two 

Code of conduct from SSGHS, a multimodal analysis of videos posted on Twitter and a 

hashtag analysis of three significant threads on Twitter respectively.  

Chapter 8 is the discussion chapter that revisits the objectives outlined in this chapter as well 

as key points emergent from the data analysis chapters. 

Chapter 9 is the concluding chapter that offer my final thoughts on the school, macro-

discourses of decoloniality and the role of social media during the protest. I also offer possible 

recommendations for future research. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

Decoloniality as we know it is a historical process, this is to say that, it cannot be understood 

or become intelligible nor clear to itself except in the exact measure that we can discern the 

movements which give it historical form and content. Put another way, in order to appreciate 

the decoloniality paradigm, it is important to engage with the colonial underpinnings that it 

endeavours to counter. Specifically, this chapter begins by drawing on coloniality/colonialism 

and the impacts this had on societies where colonisation ensued. Further, the chapter addresses 

racialization, in particular focusing on the apartheid regime, which had many black people 

marginalised through colour coding in South Africa.  

The chapter will then move on to discuss decoloniality and its place within society today and 

as an inevitable result of colonialism (see Fanon, 1965). The chapter then discusses gendered 

discrimination as part of decoloniality by contextualising this through student led protest and 

movements in South Africa and linking it to larger activist’s movements globally. The chapter 

makes use of black femininity and further contextualises this in South Africa where blackness, 

post-apartheid, is still an issue of contestation but also looking at the role that the born free 

generation has in changing the discourses that has long been the promise of change in South 

Africa. The chapter then concludes by drawing a close on the main points of departure that is 

important to the study. 

2.2 Colonialism, Apartheid and Decolonisation 

Colonialism is conceptualised as a political and epistemological movement by white/European 

people exploring non-western societies such as African, Indian, Asian, and Jamaican, 

Australian an Arabian/Arabic (Charles, 2003; Cooper, 1992; Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 2015). The 

general assumption was that there was a need to ‘civilize’/Westernize peoples and their 
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practices in these societies. Colonialism was strongly fuelled by the control of resources and 

religion and largely, the control African’s wealth. This was done by monitoring what they 

produced, how they produced, and the distribution of produce (wa Thiong'o, 1986). 

Colonialism is observed as introducing white culture and knowledge systems to so-called 

‘uncivilised’ (Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 2015) ‘apelike’ (wa Thiong'o, 1986) people. Colonialism was 

a sense of taking possession over African societies by teaching them that white culture is 

naturally superior, and in so doing, changing the perceptions that Africans held of themselves 

and their relationship to the world.  

This Ndlovu-Gatsheni (2015) stresses was achieved through politicising states of existence 

through objectification, thingification and dehumanization and effectively, the internalization 

of hierarchy in class, gender (male-female; heterosexual-homosexual) and race. wa Thiong'o 

(1986) further adds that colonialism was devaluing African cultures, languages, art, history 

and education and the conscious elevation of the language of the colonizer. Rose (2004) 

expresses that colonialism was ‘catastrophic’ in the sense that colonisers presented the world 

as opportunistic to natives and hopes of building more generous and equitable societies for the 

future, this was established through migration, settlement, oftentimes the guiding hand of God 

or the destiny of empire. However, what followed was violence, callous indifference, death 

and despair. Likewise, Fanon and Chevalier (1970) expresses that colonialism could not exist 

without some form of torturing, violating and massacre in order to maintain the occupant-

occupied relationship status quo. Ndlovu-Gatsheni (2015) states that: 1. colonialism forcibly 

dragged Africa into a capitalist system beginning with slave trade; and 2. Africa was 

incorporated into a Euro-North American-centric world, culture, language and international 

law.  

Fanon and Chevalier (1970); Ndlovu-Gatsheni (2015)and Rose (2004) attribute to many 

factors that fuelled colonialist strategies of power and control and all speak towards the 

magnificent impact of the race factor. Racial categories became the standard for establishing 

Euro/Western peoples in conjunction to African, Asian or Indian people. However, African 

people were above the contentious racial category, as Fanon and Chevalier (1970)asserts upon 

interviewing an intellectual Indian man stained by the French regime in Martinique, that Indian 

people, although, dark in complexion considered themselves slightly above black African 

people, because to be a black proletariat from Africa is much inferior than being a black 

proletariat from India, regardless of both enduring discrimination and being stained by 
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Eurocentrism (Fanon & Chevalier, 1970). 

Further, Césaire, Kelley, and Pinkham (2000) speaks toward colonialism as a discursive 

indoctrination of black, Asian and Arab culture, Fanon and Chevalier (1970) speaks towards 

this of language and education. Both Césaire et al. (2000) and Fanon and Chevalier (1970) 

point to colonialism a serious flaw in Western civilization. Césaire et al. (2000) and Fanon and 

Chevalier (1970) view Europe as a bourgeoisie civilisation that sought the need to civilised, 

or de-barbarize African, Asian and Arab countries. Césaire et al. (2000) and Fanon and 

Chevalier (1970) further insist that colonialist regimes disguised as philanthropic enterprises 

or evangelical missions, however their mercantile endeavours was designed to extend the 

economic structure of their own societies, other scholars such as Ndlovu-Gatsheni (2015); 

Rose (2004) and Cooper (1992) vouch for capitalist and imperialist missions as well. This 

Césaire et al. (2000) further expresses of colonialism as “morally, spiritually indefensible”, 

Rose (2004) views colonialism as catastrophic and Fanon and Chevalier (1970) as violent. 

What this means is that colonialism achieved capitalist excellence through de-humanising 

strategies, which by default meant that this would be societies in the African diaspora. 

Moreover, countries enslaved by racial categorization include South Africa, Martinque, 

Algeria, and Australia. South Africa particularly experienced racial hierarchy through a 

colour-coded system that stratified people of colour in every aspect of social life during 

apartheid. Apartheid was the systematic use of a racialized hierarchy in South Africa. This 

hierarchy is especially important, as it has enabled one of the successes of colonialism and 

coloniality for many ages. Racism for instance became a strong political and institutional tool 

used to maintain the status quo and simultaneously saw the reproduction of white culture and 

knowledge while also producing discourses and beliefs of black inferiority. Racism or 

racialization further apprehended the systematic control of black bodies which perpetuated the 

(re)production of perceptions and stereotypes associated with being black.  

Fanon and Chevalier (1970) state that racism is the object lumping all Negro people together 

to deprive them of any individual expression. In many African societies, racialization has been 

naturalised and embedded in the policies of institutional structures, further preserving white 

supremacy, dominance, and power and the suppression of black realities. South Africa is one 

of many African countries that is sculpted by racialization within its society, and is popularly 

associated with the political governing system known as apartheid. Carrim (2006) defines 
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apartheid as: 

 

A system based on white supremacy, racism and the oppression of the majority of ‘black’ South Africans. 

Being based on the philosophy of white supremacy and justified ideologically through Afrikaner Calvinism 

and racist (pseudo) scientific discourses, apartheid ensured the abject segregation of people defined racially 

by the apartheid regime. This segregation included separate and unequal provision of housing, schooling, 

social amenities and economic and political oppression and exploitation of the majority of ‘black’ South 

Africans. As such, ‘black’ South Africans were for all intents and purposes excluded from the ‘mainstream’ 

of South African society: included in disenfranchised, disadvantaged and colonised groupings, and 

excluded from socio-economic and political positions of power.’ 

 

The apartheid system in South Africa was a form of political governing that was directed at 

discriminating and marginalising black people. In many instances, this would take place 

through institutional structures and policies. Education during apartheid especially aggravated 

racialized and exclusionary practices. This is to say that many black schools were supplied 

with minimal resources to maintain black people’s standard of un-skilled labour and 

knowledge development. In turn, this is what fuelled the racialized conflict between white and 

black people in South Africa. 

Scholars such as Fanon and Chevalier (1970), wa Thiong'o (1986) and Ndlovu-Gatsheni 

(2015) express that racialization or the application of racialized identities inevitably gave rise 

to decoloniality. Decoloniality is a paradigm that would epitomise the positions and agency of 

black people seeking to escape the realities birthed from the scars of coloniality and racism. 

Therefore, to challenge the apartheid government, Black South Africans would protest against 

the laws of segregation, marginalisation, and discrimination. Protests were especially common 

during the apartheid regime as it enabled Blacks to gain attention from the media both 

nationally and internationally. Masses of ‘black bodies’ in protest symbolized unity among 

Africans but also voiced the erasure of being black in Africa. Through bodies in protest, the 

media could report to the world on how the apartheid laws created a space of deference, which 

lead to shaming, and loss of African identities. In a similar vein, this study hopes to show how 

social media has also become a tool to highlight the need to protest existing racist practices in 

South Africa. This will be discussed in-depth later. 
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2.3 Decolonialty 

Decoloniality is a paradigm developed as a means of resistance, thought, and action in the 

modern world in hopes of counteracting the impact of coloniality. Ndlovu-Gatsheni (2015, p. 

448) states that in recent times decoloniality has become a strong political and epistemological 

tool that relinquishes colonialist intervention and births a world where being a person of colour 

is less problematic and less constitutive of identity and belonging and that the relationship to 

the world is acknowledge without philosophies and prophecies of racial dominance. 

Maldonado-Torres cited in Ndlovu-Gatsheni (2015, p. 488) adds that decoloniality is the 

dismantling of power relations and conceptions of knowledge that foment the reproduction of 

racial, gender, and geo-political hierarchies that came into being or found more powerful 

expressions in the modern world.  

Decoloniality is about restoring Africa and African people by transforming institutional, 

political, and economic discourses within society, it is a paradigm that envisions a free and 

liberal state of existence of former colonized societies such as Africa, India, and Asia. A world 

where African cultures, languages, art, histories, traditions are celebrated and practiced 

without violence, indifference, racialization, marginalisation and discrimination. Fanon, 

Sartre, and Farrington (1963) further assert, “Decolonization never goes unnoticed as it 

influences individuals and modifies them fundamentally. Decoloniality transforms spectators 

crushed with their inessentiality into privileged actors, with the grandiose glare of history's 

floodlights upon them, decoloniality brings a natural rhythm into existence, introduced by new 

men, and with it a new language and anew humanity. Decolonization is the veritable creation 

of new men which owes nothing of its legitimacy to any supernatural power” (pg. 17). Ndlovu-

Gatsheni (2015) sketches decoloniality as a necessary language for the future of Africa, it is a 

way of thinking, knowing and doing. 

Decolonization is the veritable creation of new men which owes nothing of its legitimacy to 

any supernatural power (pg. 17). Fanon et al. (1963) further goes on to say that the proof of 

success lies in a complete social structure being changed from the bottom up and that the 

importance of this change is that it is willed, called for and demanded. Decolonization further 

sets out to change the order of the world, which cannot come because of magical practices, 

nor a natural shock, nor a friendly understanding.  
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An important contributing factor to decoloniality is the pursuit of Africanisation. Louw (2010) 

theorises about Africanisation stating that it has become “a very important issue for African 

people in search of unity, a sense of belonging, and a sense of pride in who and what they are 

and what they stand for.” Makgoba, 1997 cited in Louw (2010, p. 44) further explains that 

Africanisation is “not about excluding Europeans and their cultures, but about affirming the 

African culture and its identity in a world community. Makgoba (1997) further goes on to say 

that: 

 

“It is not a process of exclusion, but inclusion … [I]t is a learning process and a way of life for Africans. 

It involves incorporating, adapting and integrating other cultures into and through African visions to 

provide the dynamism, evolution and flexibility so essential in the global village. ‘Africanisation’ is the 

process of defining or interpreting African identity and culture.” 

 

 

In a similar vein Sium, Desai, and Ritskes (2012) speaks of the restoration of indigenous 

identities as one of the central and important departures of decoloniality. In addition, although 

decoloniality appears to be a messy, dynamic, and a contradictory process, indigenous 

knowledge and decoloniality subsequently forms part of communities and individuals, so 

much so that it cannot be codified or defined. Sium et al. (2012) further expresses that 

decoloniality centres indigenous methods, peoples, and lands, the future is a ‘tangible 

unknown’, a constant (re)negotiating of power, place, identity and sovereignty. What’s more 

is that decoloniality hopes to rectify a history that has been interrupted and failed to be 

recognized. Sium et al. (2012) further states that decoloniality is the first step into resurging, 

reimagining, and rearticulating power, change, and knowledge through a multiplicity of 

epistemologies, ontologies, and axiologies. 

Although, decoloniality is diametrically opposed to coloniality, indigenous people reap the 

material benefits owed to them, which would then enable them to lead better lives, not only 

for them, but also for their children in a necessary paradigm. Jackson, 2014 cited in Banda and 

Banda (2017) argues that using the term ‘Indigenous Knowledge’ by no means is a 

counteraction to colonialism. According to Jackson, indigenous knowledge is “a political and 

materialist perspective as a representation of local marginalised people’s voice in their 
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resistance of national and global cultural flows, interests, and forms of control.” Jackson, 2014 

cited in Banda and Banda (2017) opts rather for endogenous knowledge describing it as 

‘specific characteristics, values, ideas, knowledge, institutions, and practices that pertain 

within a society.  

Ultimately claiming that if we were to adopt this new African paradigm then there should be 

no traces of colonial intervention and that using the term indigenous would in itself be less 

decolonial than what decoloniality truly hopes to transform. For instance, one of the 

demonstrations observed in the protests of SSGHS was that of not having African Languages 

as part of the school curriculum and thus, black learners are not able to learn their African 

languages adequately. In turn this is what students argue is a loss of African identity and 

culture. Banda and Banda (2017) mentions that there is a misconception that people who speak 

their native tongue are aware of the grammaticality and structure of that language. However, 

this is farther from the truth, a consequence of this is that academic institutions assume this 

criteria as well and employ so called ‘native’ speakers to teach their ‘native’ language, when 

in fact they are without qualification to do so. Consequently, learners do not acquire an 

authentic application of an African language. Moreover, the deleterious effects of this 

language acquisition have been documented extensively Banda and Banda (2017). 

The decolonizing paradigm is one that shifts the way knowledge and power operates within 

former marginalized societies. According to Ndlovu-Gatsheni (2015), decoloniality seeks to 

unmask, unveil, and reveal coloniality as an underside of modernity that coexisted with its 

rhetoric of progress, equality, fraternity, and liberty. It is a particular kind of critical intellectual 

theory as well as political project that seeks to disentangle ex-colonised parts of the world from 

coloniality (p. 485). The dismantling of relations of power and conceptions of knowledge that 

foment the reproduction of racial, gender, and geo-political hierarchies that came into being 

or new and more powerful forms of expression in the modern/colonial world (p. 489). Lastly, 

decoloniality can be understood as a pluriversal epistemology of the future (p. 487) meaning 

that it de-links itself from the tyranny of abstract universals and informs the struggles of 

inhumanity. With this in mind, I will investigate whether and or how the learners’ form of 

protest is constitutive of the decolonizing paradigm given South Africa’s history with 

racialization and gender discrimination during colonialism and apartheid. This is particularly 

important in an era in which the nation is thought to have transformed post-1994. 
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2.4 Bantu Education 

In 1953, the apartheid government passed the Bantu Education Act, which further secured the 

ownership of whites over South Africa and the stratification of non-white bodies. Bantu 

education according to Kallaway (1984) served the interest of white supremacy and denied 

black children the same access to equal opportunities in education. Bantu education denigrated 

black people’s history, culture, language, and identity and further promoted racial stereotypes 

through learning materials. The ideology rooted in Bantu education was ultimately to paint 

black people as though they were still stuck in their primal dispositions and incapable of 

keeping up with the vast transformations occurring in Western cultures. In this way, black 

people would remain marginalized to the point where the aspirations and dreams black 

children had fell within the parameters drafted by the apartheid government. 

Even though South Africa may be now democratically governed and black children now 

afforded the opportunities they were previously denied. There are still forms of exclusion and 

the persistence of white supremacy exorcised in former white institutions. This is to say that, 

because of the highly celebrated nature of white-ness in South Africa during apartheid, the 

ideology of erasure is still façaded within the school policies of these former white institutions 

where the rules and instruction pertaining to learners’ language and identities goes 

unquestioned. This can be observed by the stratifying of learners within the school policy of 

Sans Souci where clear sections of the school’s policy stratify black learners’ cultural 

identities, home language and general comportment (this will be discussed in chapter 5). 

 

2.5 Protesting for Inclusivity 

As stated earlier institutions of learning were popular spaces in which forms of oppression and 

discrimination existed. Black students, however, challenged the apartheid system through 

protests and forming many student campaigns against white dominance. Protest groups 

emerged steadily across the country, with the Soweto Uprising ‘1976’ being the most notable. 

Nevertheless, other groups also gained favour, such as: Cape School Revolt (see Baruch, 

1979), the South African Student Organisation (SASO), Black Peoples Convention, South 
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African Students Movement (SASM), Black Consciousness Movement and South African 

National Students' Congress (SANSCO) to name a few (see Badat, 1999). These groups 

communicated a step towards weakening the apartheid socio-political power that immobilized 

young black students’ potential within academia, in addition to legislating laws that were not 

inclusive of Black identities. Carrim (2006, p. 176) suggests that these movements and 

campaigns created an ideology of a ‘people's education’ and connoted the right to education 

as a matter of social justice for all races, the promotion and protection of human rights, the 

establishment of a unitary, non-racial, non-sexist and democratic educational system, a system 

where racialization doesn’t determine how knowledge is distributed. 

Carrim (2003) highlights that although many campaigns as listed above communicated 

equality and inclusivity during apartheid and with the post-apartheid constitution echoing 

transformation and inclusivity of South Africa’s multi-racial groups, it is yet to be formalises 

within institutions. Carrim (2003: pp.5-7) further adds that legislative acts drafted after 

apartheid such National Education Policy Act (NEP Act) of 1996, the South African Schools 

Act (SAS Act) of 1996, Curriculum 2005 and its revised version in the National Curriculum 

Statement (NCS) of 2002 also highlights promises of inclusivity and addressing racism within 

schools. In reality however, the implementation of these acts appear feeble.  

Carrim (2003) argues that these frameworks are nothing more than hopeful promises as 

institutions still have inadequate representation of black, disabled people, women, and the 

working class on school governing bodies. Further, the representation of marginalized groups 

remains silenced on school governing bodies and their participation is minimal, or worse 

reinforced stereotypes and forms of exclusion. Furthermore, language continues to have 

exclusionary effects on school governing bodies, reducing the participation levels of those 

whose language is not English or Afrikaans (pp.5-7). More importantly, Carrim (2003) states 

that many schools still promote an assimilation of ‘black’ students into a ‘white’ ethos. This 

is an important point in this study, as learners at SSGHS were ‘learning’ within a white space 

where their own blackness were silenced or policed and where no African languages were 

allowed on school grounds and even cultural hairstyles were banned. Additionally, Louw 

(2010) has recognised that South African education has focused attentively on the facilitation 

of learning rather than the transmission thereof.  

In his study, Louw (2010) has demonstrated a typical consideration of how Africanisation has 
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been implemented as a starting point of inclusivity of African culture at the University of South 

Africa (UNISA). This was done in the coat of arms of UNISA, by exchanging the Latin logos 

for African ones. Louw (2010) who is a Directorate for Curriculum and Learning Development 

(DCLD) at UNISA further transformed learning material within the university based on a 

constructivist approach and the REAL’s (Rich Environment for Active Learning) model. 

Louw (2010) uses a constructivist approach because it is based on the idea that we all construct 

our own perspectives of the world through individual experiences and schema, constructivism 

also focuses on preparing the learner to solve problems in personally authentic situations. 

Mergel, 1998 cited in Louw (2010) lists some advantages of constructivism  

● provides a multiple representation of reality; 

● presents authentic tasks which are contextualised; 

● provides real-world case-based learning environments; 

● fosters reflective practice; 

● enables context- and content-dependent knowledge construction; 

● supports collaborative construction of knowledge through social negotiation, but 

does not compete among learners for recognition. 

With this in mind, it is important to note that to Africanise education, learning materials should 

allow students to draw on their personal narratives and use this as a form of assessment. In 

addition, the interaction among students, to filter Africanised knowledge into a learning 

scheme. In this way, Africanised ideologies and knowledge become known and can be utilised 

to create curricula that is African based. Moreover, Nyamnjoh (2015) introduces the concept 

‘academic freedom’, stating that academic freedom entails full autonomy of thought and 

practice at the service of knowledge production on the African condition and of relevance to 

African predicament and is the ability to engage in the exploration or articulation of any topic 

or subscribe to any belief system without being held up. This concept arose as part of the 

student-led protest occurring in Zimbabwe during the 1980’s, 1970’s and 1960’s in the context 

of the second Chimurenga war (Nyamnjoh, 2015). Zimbabwe, a country also known for 

colonial transformation and a history of unequal racial and ethnic encounters. Similar to South 

Africa, Zimbabwe has faced issues of student unrest, where black university students at the 
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then University of Rhodesia (now the University of Zimbabwe) claimed to be imprisoned as 

they represented the marginalised population within the university.  

Students’ claims were based on receiving less or no access to medical facilities, lack of 

educational opportunities such as exclusion of financial grants and recruitment based on 

equity, forced labour and a lack of participation in government and politics to name just a few 

(Maposa and Mlambo cited in Nyamnjoh, 2015). This then led to student protest where these 

issues where raised and a call for academic freedom and human rights came ashore. In light of 

globalisation, academic freedom is nothing more than an abstraction, however, Louw (2010) 

states that Africanisation needs to happen at a global scale in order to reimagine and re-

transform what is indigenous and how the west should not be excluded in the re-imaging of 

African knowledge in contexts of academia. This is to say that all black people hope for is to 

be recognised and become competitors in the quest for dominance.  

2.6 Protesting and the Fallist Era 

Moreover, protest action has been one of the significant and impactful methods for activist’s 

movements and is especially utilized by students vocalising the unchanged orders of white 

supremacy and the institutionalisation thereof. In recent times, there has been a rise in student 

lead protests globally and locally. Locally student protests have mainly transpired in higher 

education such as at university level. In South Africa, as early as 2015, university students 

have formed activists’ movements to symbolise the stagnation of decolonising education. 

Movements starting from, Rhodes Must Fall (2015) transpiring to Fees Must Fall (University 

of Cape Town, 2015), Luister (Stellenbosch University, 2015), Free Education (University of 

Witwatersrand and University of the Western Cape, 2016) and End Outsourcing (University 

of the Western Cape, 2016) (to name a few), have emerged as an urgent message for 

transformation and re-imagining African knowledge within academic arena. The protest 

enacted by University students then came to represent the ‘fall’ of white supremacy and is 

recognised as the Fallist movement, which was initially sparked by the Marikana massacre in 

2012. This highlighted the struggles of mine-workers’ squalid living conditions and lack of 

access to basic social services, single sex hostels, shacks, unsanitary toilets, untarred roads, 

shortages of water and lack of access to legal electricity in the new South Africa. However, 

only made its presence in 2015 with the Rhodes Must Fall movement (Headley & Kobe, 2017, 

p. 6). The Fallist movement according to Headley and Kobe (2017) is said to be divisive and 
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radical question around the socio-economic political dispensation that was negotiated in 1994 

between big business, the ruling elite, and the liberation movements and is further informed 

by Black Conscious politics.  

Headley and Kobe (2017) go on to say that Fallism is emergent in “the context of service 

delivery protests and trade unions negotiations for a living and decent wage for mineworkers 

and a watershed moment in South Africa’s democratic history”. Student led Fallism according 

to Booysen, 2016 cited in Headley and Kobe (2017) “challenges the hierarchical, top-down 

leadership system of university managements and their double speak of professing to act in 

workers, and students interests while being captive of old styles of governing”. This is further 

confirmed by Ndelu et al. (2016) who describes Fallism a movement based debates about fee 

increases in universities and ultimately the demand for decolonising the education and 

revolutionising universities to address racial and gender inequalities in terms of staff 

composition and insourcing general workers. 

In light of university student protesting, this spirit then filtered through to high school learners 

who soon joined in on these debates to further expose the manifestation of racial and gender 

discrimination in institutional spaces post 1994. One such exposure came about from all girls’ 

high school throughout South Africa. Initially Pretoria girl’s high school commenced such 

exposure in 2016, followed by Sans Souci Girls High School. Taking to twitter, black learners 

at SSGHS protested against what they perceived as imperialist and colonialist legacies still 

prevalent in the school. The learners at SSGHS revealed the racialized and gendered 

discrimination experienced by young black learners predominantly at the school. What came 

to light is apartheid-like legacies in which racial oppression and gender discrimination had 

persisted within the school. Images and videos surfaced on Twitter in hopes of gaining the 

needed attention as a matter of urgency and need for change in such institutional spaces. The 

protest falls in line with decolonial movements expressed by university students.  

One of the fundamental issues that captured the public’s attention was the issue of African or 

rather Black girl’s hair within former white owned institutions. African hair is thought to carry 

the burdens of apartheid post-1994 and is consequently still a matter of contestation in South 

Africa. This is supposedly re-imagined as a democratic state where African culture is 

immersed within the contours of society, and can be observed by the eleven official languages 

acclaimed by South Africa. The legacy of apartheid as it was racially enforced was felt 
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corporeally with the infamous ‘pencil test’. This test was another form of creating racial 

boundaries by testing Afro-textured hair. The test was done by pushing a pencil through a 

person’s hair, if the pencil slid through easily the person would pass, if one did so with 

difficulty, the person would fail. The effects of this test is still seen and felt today with coloured 

and black women preferring their hair ‘straight’ as it is seen as more beautiful than curly hair.  

2.7 The Born Frees 

In light of the 1994 elections (which confirmed South Africa democratically free due to Nelson 

Mandela elected as the first black president) children born post 1994 are considered the born 

free generation, who are unaffected by the racial indifferences enlivened by their parents and 

grandparents. The born free generation are considered the do-over generation who could 

potentially restore African culture and knowledge and who potentially could transform the 

way black people are perceived in South Africa and who could potentially transform the 

relationship South Africans have with the world. By becoming democratically free, many 

black South Africans placed their children in former white owned schools, as this would enable 

them to develop into liberal and economically inclined individuals. Other outcomes of this are 

the articulation of language, being able to converse the ‘white’ way instead of using clicks and 

dragging r’s during talk. Nonetheless, the born free generation, and particularly referring here 

to learners at SSGHS, have proven to display a sense of liberal thinking by being able to 

recognise the larger discourses occurring within their institution and the activist movements 

that allows such discourses to become public knowledge.  

SSGHS learners are part of this group. The learners protesting in this study would be between 

15 to 18 i.e. Grade 8 to 12. It is particularly fundamental how the high school learners of 

SSGHS have sought to seek refuge through these activist movements as means to further 

strengthen the ongoing debates surrounding blackness in South Africa, the issue of hair adds 

another layer to these debates and thus calls for action and change. 

2.8 Semiotics of the Body 

Carrim (2009) conducted a study at schools throughout South Africa where grade 9 learners 

(aged approximated 16) were interviewed in accordance to their perceptions and experience 

of human rights. This was prompted by a convergence of experiences and perceptions in 
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relation to hair as the shaping on black female learners’ bodies which was observed as the 

basis for the discrimination. In his study, Carrim (2009) expresses that in post-1994, black 

girls still experience racialization within schools where they are corrected or reprimanded by 

educators. Compared to white girls who are able to break the schools conduct and are given 

leniency, black girls are given harsher treatment for creating hairstyles deemed inappropriate 

for their hair type. This, in turn influences black girls perceptions of themselves and leaves 

them to feel ‘out of place’ and ‘shamed’ (pp.6). Carrim (2009) adds that these perceptions of 

black girls’ hair are an embodied vestige of the apartheid legacy (epitomized by the pencil 

test) and which continues to hierarchize gender, race, and class in schools. Thus, if perceptions 

and new forms of racialized practices were apprehended, an intersectional approach Carrim 

(2009) suggests would be best complementary to what is outlined in the School’s Act of 1996. 

Overall, Carrim’s work demonstrates how discrimination of hair is constructive and 

constitutive of racialization within schools. This argument is important to this study.  

Ahmed’s affective economy describes the politics of emotions, in particular, the emotion of 

shame Ahmed (2004) states that “emotions play a crucial role in the “surfacing” of individual 

and collective bodies through the way in which emotions circulate between bodies and signs”, 

this is particularly effective with shame. Ahmed further states, “emotions move sideways 

(through “sticky” associations between signs, figures, and objects) as well as backward 

(repression always leaves its trace in the present—hence “what sticks” is also bound up with 

the “absent presence” of historicity). Ahmed (2004) goes onto say that emotions are affective 

economically and is something that is greatly commodifiable. Fear is an affect, meaning that 

it “does not reside in an object or sign but is an effect of the circulation between objects and 

signs (= the accumulation of affective value over time). Some signs, Ahmed (2004) states; the 

more they circulate, the more affective they become, and the more they appear to “contain” 

affect.”  

How do we link shame/fear to current protest of SSGHS female learners? With this question 

in mind, it could be argued that these so-called racialized and discriminative practices observed 

by black learners are re-enlivened states of fear/shame instilled by the impact of apartheid, and 

signs that are generationally passed onto young black learners particularly. What I mean by 

this is that the signs described here are the narratives that are told by grandparents and further 

reinforced by parents, in so doing the object of fear/shame, of being black is observed in spaces 

that were formerly publically implemented.  
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These narratives are what (Ahmed, 2004) describes above as the sideways and backward 

movement of signs and the more they circulate the more they tend to have affect. Another sign 

of shame is that of African hair, this vehemently observed within the schools code of conduct, 

where African hair is discriminated within the school. This raises the emotion of shame, which 

stimulated the call for protest action by Black female learners at the school.  

Furthermore, in a panel discussion, themed Writing and rioting: Black womxn in the time of 

Fallism, held by fallist activists, Simamkele Dlakavu, Sandile Ndelu and Mbali Matandela, 

reflecting on black women’s presence in the fallist movement. Going onto state that women’s 

imprint on the Fallist movement and general history of South Africa has always been 

overshadowed by patriarchal and masculine versions of history. Dlakavu, Ndelu, and Mbali 

Matandela (2017) argue that there are two bodies of women who operate and express political 

ideas differently, this they distinguish as writing women and rioting women. Writing women 

have completed high school and university and have formal professions. Rioting women are 

women with working class background and without education.  

However, Prof. Pamela Gqolo (Professor) cited in Dlakavu et al. (2017) assures that both 

rioting and writing women can occupy the same body at one time. Dlakavu et al. (2017) further 

discuss the erasure of women’s experiences in mainstream discourse, and suggest that Fallist 

women are not only out on the streets engaging in action and protest but are also women who 

have made a political investment in documenting women’s role in the Fallist movement. The 

panel discussion by Dlakavu et al. (2017) concluded that the role of black women in the Fallist 

movement is about ensuring black women’s experiences have a long lasting imprint in the 

fight for decolonising education in South Africa and that a black women’s standpoint at this 

time in South Africa’s history will come to last. It will be interesting to see whether either one 

(or both) of these types of women emerge from learners during the protests. 

In this paper, the researcher further accounts for the learners of Sans Souci Girls High as 

contributors to the Fallist movement and redefining black feminine discourses in South Africa, 

further, contrasting between rioting and writing women and demonstrating how the learners 

embody these two bodies. 

2.9 Black Femininity and Identity 
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As protesters in this study are all girls and predominantly black, it is important to investigate 

(black) femininity in relation to identity within the educational domain. Many scholars have 

concluded that institutional spaces present a site of struggle in identity making for black girls. 

Studies have pointed to the perceptions of black girls by their peers and educators through 

ideologies of race, ethnicity, gender and class and how they (black girls) become characterised 

by these means Carrim (2009), Morris (2007) and Rollock (2007). Scholars also show how 

black girls are often excluded through forms of socialisation. For instance, Morris (2007) 

observed how issues relating to gender, race and class have affected the ways in which black 

girls are recognised and characterized within institutional spaces and how their behaviours are 

conditioned to suit the so-called correct attributes of gender roles within the institution.  

Morris (2007) further expresses how educators managed the traits and behaviours of African-

American girls and how they (educators) conditioned black girls to be more ‘ladylike’ like 

white girls. Accordingly, attributes of loudness and resistance would be associated with black 

girls particularly when demonstrating more inquisitive attributes during class lessons and often 

challenging what educators taught. Morris (2007, p. 12) further observed how educators would 

focus less on the academic progress of black girls and more on their comportment and social 

decorum, this stems from perceptions of black girls as challenging authority, being loud and 

un-ladylike. In turn, the disciplining of black girls’ behaviour by educators influenced 

perceptions of femininity as their experiences with their gendered identities were criticized 

within the institution. The constant criticism of black girls’ comportment thus affected their 

academic performance, from excellent to poor, which further resulted in emotions of 

displacement and exclusion. 

Morrow, 1973 cited in Thompson (2009) expresses that “[hair] is the basic, natural symbol of 

the things people want to be and its social-cultural significance should not be underestimated.” 

Thompson (2009) further states that “for the vast majority of Black women, hair is not just 

hair; it contains emotive qualities that are linked to one’s lived experience and that the ‘crux’ 

of the Black hair issue centres on three oppositional binaries—the natural/unnatural Black, 

good/bad hair, and the authentic/inauthentic Black”. These binaries are particularly 

fundamental when black hair is subjectified to white aesthetics. According to Thompson 

(2009) hair is a beauty marker in which women use to express and identify themselves. By 

using a social comparison approach Thompson (2009) expresses that the Eurocentric beauty 

standard of straight, long and flowing hair has a sociocultural affect (see Ahmed, 2004) on 
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Black women’s notions of physical attractiveness, courtship, self-esteem and identity, this is 

because social comparison theory suggest that people compare themselves to others when they 

are not certain about themselves.  

Thompson (2009) argues that “black” hair has been subjective to Eurocentric standards, 

however, before the slave trade began, African hairstyles such as dreadlocks, Nubian locks 

and braids were symbolic of spiritual and cultural meanings. This all changed when Africans 

were introduced into a ‘new’ world through slavery and colonialism. Thompson (2009) 

expresses how 20th century advertisements juxtapose black hair to white aesthetics, this can be 

observed by hair products promoting the straightening and lightening of black hair. In a way 

the desirability for changing classical African features to Caucasian characterises was linked 

to physical attractiveness and social mobility. Midge Wilson and Kathy Russell cited in 

Thompson (2009) further go on to recognise the impact white aesthetics has on adolescent 

girls stating that “hair becomes such a major preoccupation for adolescent girls of both races 

that their self-esteem can actually rise and fall with every glance in the mirror”. This is 

particularly important to the study as the black learners at SSGHS were reportedly ridiculed 

daily about their general demeanour and strict rules of hair, especially Africanised hairstyles.  

In a similar view, Tate (2007, p. 301) asserts that whiteness is about the embodiment of beauty 

and that European concepts of beauty are based on notions of purity, modesty, delicacy, 

asexuality and physical frailty while notions of black women are viewed as physically strong, 

immodest and as exuding an animal sensuality this can be observed by the fascination of Sarah 

Baartman and Josephine Baker’s banana tutu. Tate (2007) further situates black women within 

Black anti-racist aesthetics. This according to Tate (2007) can be viewed as an indigenous 

mode of cultural criticism-which is a negative black aesthetic, produced as a means to grapple 

with the uses and abuses of beauty in the experiences of black people. A part of the negative 

black aesthetic is the straight hair rule, which is the presumption that long straight hair is a 

necessary component of black women’s beauty and that the black anti-racist aesthetics position 

would be letting go of the view that hair straightening is a valorised signifier of black 

femininity.  

Black anti-racist aesthetic thus seeks to cultivate a collective black consciousness that 

perceives black as naturally beautiful, meaning that hairstyles such as dreadlocks, afro cane-

rows and plaits, in addition to blackness as dark-skinned would constitute authentic blackness. 
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However, this in itself produces its own normalizing standards and exclusions (p. 306). In her 

study, Tate (2007) further found that black women often repeat hegemonic norms of black 

beauty among other black women as fear or shame of expressing individuality. Black women 

who embody their natural black beauty however, are often othered, and defamed and 

seemingly misidentifying with larger hegemonic women embodying white/European 

ideologies of beauty and femininity. This is further important to the study as it can be observed 

that the learners are protesting for the school to embody this black anti-racist aesthetic and be 

more inclusive of black girls’ standards of hair styles as a normalising factor, this is observed 

by the erasure of black learners’ hair within the CoC of SSGHS.  

Feminist theory centralizes the social, cultural, and political experiences and positioning of 

woman. Feminist theorists observe the identities communicated about women, the norms 

associated with these identities and how the perceptions projected into society becomes 

normalized (Bucholtz, Weatherall & Gallois & Swann cited in Holmes & Meyerhoff, 2003). 

Feminist theories further aim to create a change in the way gender is idealized and said to be 

practiced. Feminist theories further stipulate a difference of femininity practiced by women of 

colour, i.e. black vs. white women, and have coined the term Black Femininity or standpoint 

theory (Collins, 1990) as this distinction.  

Black femininity or standpoint theory contrasts the experiences of femininity and gender 

between black and white females. Black Feminists argue that black women have endured a 

different form of oppression, marginalisation, and racism that white females have largely not 

experienced throughout history. Therefore, by considering feminist theories in this study, the 

researcher will analyse how these black learners in protest express their form of oppression 

for being black girls within the former white owned institutionalised space given South 

Africa’s history of racialization.  

 

2.10 Chapter Summary 

This chapter draws attention to the concept of decoloniality as a neo-liberal response to 

coloniality. The chapter suggests that decoloniality emerged as a response to an 

epistemological restitution of former marginalized communities. This is particularly imagined 
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in African countries where the act of coloniality has erased almost every aspect of African 

cultures, languages, knowledge, and histories. Decoloniality as suggested in the chapter is a 

way forward through careful inclusivity of people’s enlivened paradigms. Decoloniality is then 

observed within the South African context through a system known as apartheid and how this 

exemplified the impact of colonialism in the ‘native’ society.  

The impact of apartheid and imagination of decoloniality in South Africa is discussed through 

the quality of education distributed among the different racial groups, mainly white and black 

groups. The chapter goes on to highlight a history of the impacts apartheid has had on 

education through simple discourses between educators, learners and students. This is 

especially emphasised by the discourses among white educators and black learners. What’s 

more, is the uprising of students in challenging institutional discourses and policies that foment 

ongoing racialized practices after the apartheid era and where the call for a more inclusive 

institutional system is established.  

The chapter looks at how racialized practices within institutions create a space for the 

emergence of protest action and often the formation of activist campaigns. Protesting has also 

shed light on how the body becomes a semiotic symbol through which the injuries of 

racialization can be observed. As well as new forms of power established by students 

concurrently, that utilizes social platforms as a means to spread a power shift in institutional 

policy and exposure of the implementation of such institutional policies. The chapter pays 

particular attention to the impacts on black female learners’ experiences at a former white 

institution and therefore takes on the view of black feminist ideologies. It is suggested that 

black females experience the shaping of their feminine identities differently to that of white 

females as they (black females) have had to endure forms of racialization, discrimination, and 

marginalization, which is not easily observed by white females. In addition, black females are 

fashioned into a hegemonic fantasy imagining the image women should embody. The chapter 

thus is centred on the experiences of young black female learners in a former white institution 

where racialization and gendered discrimination transpired and erupted to an online frenzy of 

protest action by these young black girls.  
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CHAPTER 3 

Theoretical Framework 

3.1 Introduction 

The chapter highlights the theoretical framework of the study. The chapter will discuss theories 

of Resemiotization and (re)Contextualization, Discourse Analysis, Multimodal Discourse 

Analysis, and Virtual Ethnography will be used to analyse the data. The chapter hopes to build 

a consensus as to how the theoretical framework will help the researcher in extracting 

racializing and discriminative content through the protest emergent online.  

3.2 Resemiotization and (Re)Contextualisation 

Resemiotization according to Iedema (2001, p. 33) “is a process which produces not exact 

likenesses, but which represents “a multi-channel set of directions” and can be thought of as 

“modes of multi-semiotic characters which materially transposes one another and construct a 

practice”. Similarly, Scollon identifies resemiotization as “tracing pathways and trajectories 

of texts, actions, practices, and objects, of people and communications across time and space 

and multiple modes” (pp.241). In other words, resemiotization is how meaning making occurs 

through general accessibility and negotiability through talk, gesture and posture (Iedema, 

2001, 2003a). Resemiotization is supra-logogenetic, that is to say, resemiotization considers 

how semiotics constructs come about through the deliberations of actors involved and is 

interested in how specific social practices move through a content but also have a material and 

rematerializing history, i.e., (re)contextualizing past events and actions or integrating and 

modifying material to fit within a new context (Iedema, 2003b; Leppänen, Kytölä, Jousmäki, 

Peuronen, & Westinen, 2014). This means that history is continuously reproduced in some 

shape or form.  

Scollon in Bhatia, Flowerdew, and Jones (2008) utilizes resemiotization through a nexus of 

organic rice. Scollon mentions how the processing and historicity of the word ‘organic rice’ 
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comes to form part of a social practice identified through a series of ‘itinerary’. The itinerary 

process, which includes narrativization; certification; remodalization and technologization- 

captures the materialization of the ‘organic’ nature of organic rice. This Scollon claims is 

transformed throughout time and space and is socially and discursively processed through the 

narrativization of the historicity and social legitimization involved in ambling forward the 

‘organic rice’ as a social practice since its first appearance in 1937.  

Thus, the historicity of the process of organic rice and the social legitimization affords the 

‘organic’ rice a social practice; this is marked by not only the packaging of the rice bag or the 

nutritional information but by the individual purchasing the organic rice, using it daily and 

recommending the product to others. This qualifies the organic as a historical practice as it 

filters its way generationally through socialization. Bostad, Brandist, Evensen, and Faber 

(2004) consider this to be (re)contextualizing as words and concepts circulate across domains 

of practice and knowledge. Bostad et al. (2004) further state that words and ideas travel word 

of mouth, through discourses and texts and is never purely transferred or fixed.  

Likewise, Linell characterises (re)contextualization as the “the dynamic transfer and 

transformation of something from one discourse/text-in-context to another.” Brannen (2004) 

also asserts that (re)contextualization occurs as process in which signs evolve in social 

contexts and that contexts give meaning to languages, objects, and systems (p.604). With this 

in mind, the study shows a transformation of apartheid like actions within the school and how 

this is delegitimized and called out on social media. In like fashion, this study explores the 

repackaging of discrimination against black learners identities. The (re)contextualizing of 

black girl’s bodies within a white institutional space contributes to the historicity of 

racialization in South Africa and constitutes the claim of institutional racism embedded in 

socialising practices. Helpful to this study is Peck and Stroud (2015)‘corporeal linguistic 

landscape or ‘skinscape’ which theorizes that the body is a collection of inscriptions in place 

that features such as hair frame (re)presentations of place and subsequently offer affordances 

for situated identity work. Importantly, clothes, hairstyles, comportment, and languages use 

are important at the school and I argue that they make up the semiotics of the body.  

A brief introduction to the semiology and semiotics, which constitute the semiotics of the body, 

are provided further. 
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3.3 Semiotics 

Van Leeuwen (2005) states that semiotics is not a pure theory and comes into play when 

applied to specific instances and problems. Semiotics is viewed as a form of inquiry, where 

the answers to human interaction is not readily tailored, instead it offers ideas for formulating 

questions and ways for searching for answers (p. 14). Van Leeuwen (2005) extends the view 

of semiotics by considering Halliday’s notion that the ‘grammar of language’ is not a code nor 

a set of rules for producing correct sentences, it is however a ‘resource for making meaning’. 

These resources are defined as the artefacts people use to communicate physiologically or by 

means of technology and can be transformed through modes of semiotics known as signs. 

These modes can be thought of in terms of facial expression; vocality; gesture, verbal vs. non-

verbal; writing; performances (acting or demonstrations) technology, mediums, channels and 

so on.  

Furthermore, De Saussure, 1974 cited in Van Leeuwen (2005) offers the idea that semiotics 

can be seen as a science that studies the life of signs within society. In this way almost 

everything we do or make can be done and interpreted in in different ways, this is why social 

and cultural meanings are unalike. Van Leeuwen (2005) notes the importance of examining 

semiotic resources as this reveals the purpose of social intercourse by drawing on past, present 

and possibly future resources. Van Leeuwen (2005) identifies Discourse and Modality as key 

components in examining how semiotic resources are used to construct representations of 

what’s happening in the world and how these representations are meant to embody the truth 

or reality. Representations of reality is often embedded in signage (these are symbols, actions 

or gestures that stand for something else) and often unfold how meaning making shifts from 

context to context, practice to practice or the transformation of one stage to the next, this is 

what Iedema (2003b) calls resemiotization. Resmiotization as noted earlier is a multi-channel 

set of directions thought as modes of multi-semiotic characters that transposes one another and 

construct a practice, this is why meaning shifts in different contexts or practices. The protest 

is viewed in terms of how black learners are positioned at  SSGHS and how the practice of 

racialization is transposed within South Africa in the midst of overcoming apartheid. What is 

also important is the use of the body online as a semiotic resource in recreating the ideologies 

of blackness during apartheid concurrently.  
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3.4 Discourse Analysis 

There are a few common expressions that simplify the meaning of discourse, such as ‘language 

above the sentence’ (Cameron, 2001); ‘language in use’, ‘language in action’ (Blommaert, 

2005). Blommaert (2005) however, defines discourse as all forms of meaningful semiotic 

human activity seen in connection with social, cultural, and historical patterns and 

developments of use (p.3). More importantly, discourse transforms the environment into a 

socially and culturally meaningful one and transposes through conditions that are linguistic 

and sociocultural conditions, which cannot be exploited by everyone in the same way (p. 4). 

Bhatia et al. (2008) further mentions that discourse is interested in how language is the creation 

of the reality that surrounds us and ought to be analysed as a tool for social action. Discourse 

according to (Bhatia et al., 2008) has become fruitful for understanding the use of language in 

institutional, academic, workplace and professional environments.  

Furthermore, Jorgensen and Phillips (2002) expresses that Discourse analysis observes the 

patterns of language in the construction of social activity, paying particular interest in what 

people produce (i.e. what they say or write) when they take part in different domains of social 

life. Jorgensen and Phillips (2002, p. 2) have described a variation in which Discourse could 

express the social, that is the individual as a subject, the formation of power relations in 

formulating normative perspectives and that Discourse could be encapsulated within different 

philosophical and theoretical backgrounds. Cameron (1999) further adds that through 

discourse analysis different styles of language contributes to identity performance, different 

styles of talk occurring among a group for instance becomes expressive of masculine or 

feminine identities which are not easily recognisable without careful analysis.  

Discourse therefore is constituted by language, context, interaction, history, space; it is social, 

institutional, cultural, and political. Discourse Analysis contributes to the research in that the 

researcher intends to analyse the styles of conversation made by the comments and the larger 

contribution towards the learners’ experiences of institutional and gendered racism. 

3.5 Multimodal Discourse Analysis 

Multimodal Discourse Analysis (henceforth MDA) transforms communication through 

semiotic representations or modes of social phenomena, which is achieved through visual 

imagery, speech, writing, colour and so on (Jewitt, Bezemer, & O'Halloran, 2016). Jewitt et 
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al. (2016) observes writing as a mode of MDA, this (writing) coupled with images, still or 

moving; with colour or with sound in various forms contributes to meaning making. MDA is 

concerned with the distribution of the design, production, and distribution of multimodal 

resources in social settings. Kress and Leeuwen (1996) for instance, is concerned with how 

visual representations are distributed for meaning making, and thus identifies that visualisation 

is like a grammar of language. What this means is that multimodal resources are used in 

different communities or groups to represent the values, identities and beliefs of such 

communities or groups.  

Kress and Leeuwen (1996) recognise that signs carry different meanings across different 

cultures, which is what makes semiotics so multidimensional. Moreover, Kress and Leeuwen 

(1996) state that the world is represented visually and that representation requires that sign 

makers choose the forms of expressions they want represented. This is especially affective in 

media representations of online communities. Twitter for instance is an online community 

where the culture of hashtags is used to label particular content or interests of the online 

community (Campbell, 2018). Kress and Leeuwen (1996) would recognise hashtags as a 

semiotic resource that represents a community or individual’s intentions as it alerts on-liners 

to specific social instances happening in the corporeal world. In the case of SSGHS, hashtags 

formed a part of online activism, where the sharing of the hashtag intensified the vision curated 

by the Fallist era. Multimodal Discourse will thus provide me the tools to examine how the 

online protest forms a holistic view of decolonisation in South Africa. Specifically video 

imagery of the learners protesting will account for semiotics of bodies in protest and how the 

body is used as means to carry the issues of racism expressed by the learners.  

3.6 Chapter Summary 

This chapter presented the theoretical and analytical framework to be used in the study. The 

study takes on a decolonial and feminist view which problematizes race and gender as well as 

an increasing change within these structures that shape social identity within South Africa. 

Decoloniality as stated above contributes to the change of racialization in a post-modern 

society, likewise, feminist theory, particularly standpoint or black feminist theory further 

contributes this paradigmatic shift faced by the onset of racism and the discourses faced by 

women of colour. The chapter then ventures in to discussing the analytical framework by 

looking at how semiotics is used in observing the issues voiced by the protesting learners 
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online and whether their (the learners’) claim of racialization are justified as a cause of concern 

nationally and potentially contributing to the larger racial paradigmatic shift. The modes of 

semiotics by Iedema (2003b) contribute to data analysis by considering South Africa’s history 

of racialization and gender discrimination, looking particularly at how the apartheid legacy is 

re-enlivened within the school environment. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Research Design 

4.1 Introduction 

The chapter discusses the research design of the study. The study follows a qualitative 

methodology and semi-qualitative approach. The chapter begins by introducing qualitative 

methods and further focus on Virtual Ethnography as a qualitative research design. The chapter 

then discusses the data collection utilized in the study followed by ethical considerations and 

feasibility of the study. The chapter then concludes with a summary of the main points 

highlighted as important to the study. 

4.2 Research Design 

The study follows a qualitative research design in which the researcher creates a 

multimodal/virtual ethnographic record of online data of the protest emergent on Twitter 

during the early days of September 2016. Qualitative data will serve as the focal methodology 

of the study as the study is interested in understanding phenomena that is naturalistic. The 

research will also make a partial quantitative inference as the researcher intends to include 

Twitter post as a form of data analysis. This is so because online posts (referring particularly 

to Twitter) are accompanied by likes, hashtags and retweets that is significant in gaining a 

perspective on how reactive people were to the protest enacted by the black learners at SSGHS. 

4.2.1 Qualitative Methodology 

Qualitative methodology is an approach that seeks to understand phenomena in context-

specific settings, such as real world settings, where events unfold naturally and the researcher 

plays no part in manipulating phenomena (Golafshani, 2003). Qualitative methods allows the 

researcher to immerse in the research by recognising that the real world is subject to change 

and therefore, the researcher should be present during the changes to record events after and 

before the change occurs (Patton, 2002 cited in Golafshani, 2003). Nachmias & Nachmias 
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(1987) further conveys the importance of qualitative research methodology in understanding 

the behaviours, ideologies, and motivations behind beliefs, values, emotions, and the social. 

Furthermore, Ethnographic research is a qualitative approach that involves the study of social 

interactions, behaviours, and perceptions that occur within groups, teams, organisations, and 

communities (Reeves, Kuper, & Hodges, 2008). The central aim of ethnography “is to provide 

rich, holistic insights into people’s views and actions, as well as the nature of the location they 

inhabit, through the collection of detailed observations and interviews” (Reeves et al., 2008). 

More recently, however, virtual ethnography has emerged as a means of tracking online 

phenomena as a form of socialisation, mediation, and action.  

4.2.2 Virtual Ethnography (VE) 

Virtual ethnography (VE) is a new form of ethnography developed to study the routines of 

online communities (Hine, 2002). Unlike ethnography, VE traces the daily activities of people 

online without being in close proximity or face-face with participants being observed. Virtual 

ethnography follows the online community through the different mediums and technologies 

used by people and in which an account can be given to the engagement in online/web surfing 

(Hine, 2002). 

Although the internet is said to be detached from real life, VE contributes in understanding the 

cultures and communities in the online world and the creation of meaning established by online 

communities (Hine, 2000). Likewise, VE involves ‘lurking’5, observing and engaging with 

online communities, it includes a record keeping, field notes, auditing6 the particular website, 

following up of intertextual and hyperlinks, documentation in the form of screenshots, 

downloading videos, and so forth (Hine, 2000, 2002). 

In keeping to the nature of virtual ethnography I intend to observe the protests as they emerged 

                                            
5Lurking: is a form of observing online communities without engaging with these communities. A lurker first 

learns the conventions of online sites before actively engaging. 

6Auditing: auditing a website entails a thorough analysis of all the factors that affect that website such as the 

overall traffic of people visiting the website and its web pages 
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online, record the comments that followed, follow hyperlinks to other media/news platforms 

corresponding to the issue observed, that is the protesting learners. Further, I will create a 

record of the culture of the online platform and the videos posted by the protesting learners. 

 

Moreover, VE transforms linguistic and anthropological perspectives of observation and 

objectivity. Virtual ethnography conceptualises both culture and context for social interaction 

where practices, meanings and identities are intermingled (Domínguez et al., 2007). Hine 

(2002) further characterizes VE as “taking seriously the accounts of the world produced by 

technological subjects” and “role between social actors and the use of technological spaces 

such as online forums and chat rooms in tracing the mediation between the actors involved, 

qualifies as qualitative data because researchers are able to observe phenomena unfold” (p.14). 

VE according to Hine (2000) is an adaptive ethnography, which sets to suit itself to the 

conditions it finds itself and therefore is adequate in exploring mediated interaction. Hine 

(2000, pp. 64-65) states the following of VE: 

1. It is used as a device that renders the internet as problematic, rather than being 

inherently sensible, this is acquired through its use. The status of the internet as an 

object communicating in people’s lives and community-like formations. 

2. Interaction media provides a challenge to ethnography as it brings into question the 

notion of a site of interaction. Likewise, interaction media like the internet can be 

understood as both culture and cultural artefact. 

3. Ethnography is useful for mediated interaction as mobile rather than multi-sited and 

the investigation of the making and remaking of space.  

4. VE is also consequential as the concept of field is brought into question because culture 

and community is not self-evidently located in place. 

5. The challenge of boundaries and connection between the ‘virtual’ and the ‘real’. 
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6. VE is also interstitial as it immersed in the activities of both the ethnographer and 

subject. 

7. VE involves intensive mediated interaction and adds a new dimension to the 

exploration between informants and technological mediums. 

8. VE is carried out through temporal and special divides as new technological mediums 

allows the informant to be absent and made present within the ethnography. 

This means that each platform has its own ‘culture’. Gary Vaynerchuck, a leading social media 

specialist in the industry, often states this sentiment.  

Thus, the researcher intends to use selected videos posted on Twitter of the protesting girls at 

Sans Souci, in congruent to the comments mediated by online public. A virtual ethnographic 

approach will therefore extend the qualitative method for the study.  

 

4.2.3 Twitter 

The social media platform known as Twitter emerged in 2011 as a microblogging platform 

where users are permitted 140 characters in which to express themselves. More recently, 

Twitter has become popular for the use of the hashtag (#) symbol followed by keywords; this 

creates an ethos of trending and important information that cannot go unobserved. Hashtags 

also contributes its dues to MDA because of its micro-texting nature, which problematizes 

social, political, and economic occurrences. 

Social media platforms are particularly popular for its uses of MDA as it targets people globally 

to form part of the culture based on the criteria set forth on the platform. Twitter for instance, 

and important to this study, is established as a microblogging culture in which users are 

permitted to write brief text updates of about 140 characters about their life, activities, opinions 

and status which social media observers are able to view (Java, Song, Finin, & Tseng, 2007). 

In turn, social media observers are able to correspond their opinions with equivalent micro-

texts that cannot go unnoticed; this in turn has increased the popularity of Twitter and the rate 

in which information, activities, and status are posted (Ma, Sun, & Cong, 2013). The 
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importance of MDA here is the use of micro-texting and hashtags which form part of the 

current culture on Twitter and in which the protest can be observed for the rate in which 

hashtags contributed to the popularity and vocality of institutional racism at SSGHS.  

For instance, memes, gif’s, and hashtags are either a representation of some social occurrence 

or a response thereof and epitomises political, economic, racial, gendered philosophies. 

Meme’s are virally transmitted cultural symbols or social ideas that are obvious or have very 

deep meaning while gifs are a display of short images or frames that represent cultural and 

social ideas or emotions (Gil & Fisher, 2018). These visual based messages often replace 

words and phrases and so play an important role in how users communicate online. Hashtags 

are also important for this study as it enables the viral spread of social, cultural, political ideas 

and or emotions. 

4.2.4 Hashtags 

The concept hashtag is said to be a referencing label. This is led by a combination of characters 

preceding the hash (#) symbol, hence the term hashtag. The function of a hashtag is meant to 

ease the task of finding messages that carry a specific theme or content. When enough people 

adopt or share the same hashtag, it increases the social network formed by the hashtag (Salazar, 

2017). The hashtag particularly complements Twitter, as this is a site that is restricted to 140 

characters. What make the use of the hashtag significant are its uses for summoning forms of 

social unrest, promoting social good or generating conversations about mundane things. More 

importantly, the hashtag keeps online communities together. Salazar (2017) identifies different 

purposes that hashtags embody namely:  

● Ad hoc- these are in response to news and unforeseen events; 

● Recurring- these are used by twitter to continuously contribute to online discussion 

around a particular topic; 

● Topical-hashtags that popularise discussions over particular hashtags and 

● Non-Topical- these add an emotive quality to a particular hashtag. 

A hashtag ultimately serves the purposes of exclaiming a social instance as something that 
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should not go unnoticed. It is for this reason that the research includes hashtag analysis in 

mapping out the larger debates of racialization and decoloniality in South Africa 

 

4.3 Data Collection 

The research involves collecting material from online media, specifically Twitter, where 

videos, images, and comments were recorded for analysis. In addition, the research makes use 

of the code of conduct of the school and drew a comparison to the claims of institutional and 

gender-based racism. The above materials are worthy of a qualitative methodology as it 

involves mediation, this is established by comments and hashtag posts-participant/objective 

observation; sociability- where online users respond diligently on the matter and the researcher 

is able to further investigate reactions of an online community. Moreover, the research 

qualifies as qualitative as it captures the problem within two contexts, one being the protests 

online, and the racialized accusations corporeally. 

4.3.1 Videos (Collected from Twitter) 

Two selected videos of the protests were collected from Twitter. The study looked at how these 

learners in the videos recognise themselves as black females and the forms of exclusion and 

racism attributed to their hair. In this way observing the semiotics of the body in protest. 

4.3.2 Twitter Posts and Hashtags 

The researcher identified three major hashtags threads which popularised the protest of the 

young female learners at Sans Souci, specifically: #StopRacismAtSSGH which had an 

approximate amount of 50 posts and 799 retweets; #thetruthwillproclaim, which had about 18 

posts and 421 retweets and #MurrayMustFall, which had 34 posts and 211 retweets. I will 

analyse three posts taken from the thread7 #StopRacismAtSSGH and one post from the hashtag 

#thetruthwillproclaim. In this way obtaining some perspective to the online responses about 

the protest. 

                                            
7Thread: This is a series of tweets connected by one person. 
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These posts were purposefully selected because of their engagement with each of the three 

hashtags. All the threads pertaining to the online protest are interconnected and posts can be 

viewed across all three hashtags. Notably, each hashtag was chosen based on their specificity 

to SSGHS i.e. (i) crisis and SSGHS #StopRacisimat SSGH, (ii) CoC of SSGHS 

#Truthwewillproclaim and (iii) SSGHS principal and Fallist era #Murraymustfall. A further 

elaboration is provided in the analysis chapter.  

A graphic representation of the hashtag threads used in this study is provided in Figure 4.1. 

4.3.3 Code of Conduct 

The CoC provides a textual representation of the vision and principles of the school. Each 

school in South Africa has some form of the CoC and it is usually tailored to the particular 

school, governing body, and community. 
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Figure 4.1: Total number of posts, retweets and comments of hashtags 

A discourse analysis of two of SSGHS code of conduct was undertaken by the researcher to 

investigate the policies in which these black female learners express their experience of 

institutional racism. Notably, there are two version of the CoC that was analysed. The first one 

is the CoC 2015 (revised) and the second emerged post-protest 2017. This is indicative that 

the 2015 code of conduct has already gone through conversion for the year 2016 and suggests 

that the code of conduct preceding the 2015 CoC may have been (even more) problematic’ for 

the learners. Unfortunately, this version could not be sourced in time for this study. The 

researcher was able to obtain the CoC 2015 (revised) from the Sans Souci Girls High by 

emailing the school and the CoC 2017 was obtained through the internet. It could be argued 

that a textual analysis will be much suitable for the analysis of a code of conduct; however, 

the code of conduct carries semiotic representations that hope to provide truth to racialized 

claims at the school. Notably, the CoC is a public document and can be requested by 

prospective parents scouting for good schools. For this reason, CoC’s are often displayed 

proudly in the schools foyer and distributed at ‘open’8 days around the country. 

4.3.4 The Yellow Book/Demerit System 

The yellow book is used as means to enforce learners to be responsible for fulfilling their own 

tasks and remain goal-orientated. The book is also used to record misdemeanours by the 

                                            
8‘Open’: In South Africa, open days are meant to showcase what makes an institution a viable option to a learner 

or student, especially true of middle to upper class parents of children of school-going age.  
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learners. The researcher will use the book as a form of analysis as this forms part of the 

documentation learners used in their protest in revealing how racialization has been instituted 

discriminatively and how this may be comparable to historic semiotic documents employed 

during apartheid 

4.4 Ethical Considerations 

Data for the study was collected from Twitter. Here forth, the ethics of online research will 

then be discussed.  

The ethics of conducting research online has opened up a lot of discussion regarding 

public/private space and anonymity. Many scholars entrapped in old researching tools debate 

the authenticity online platforms present in research, as the amount of human interaction 

occurring online is much speedier than offline. One may ask how is a researcher ever able to 

make use of online platforms when the mode of socialisation changes in an instant. In addition, 

when considering online research, issues such as gathering data; analysing online interaction; 

data protection and regulations surface when reaching an agreed ethical standpoint (Eynon, 

Fry, & Schroeder, 2008).  

Committees such as AoIR (Association of Internet Researchers) and NESH (National 

Committee for Research Ethics in the Social Sciences and the Humanities) have established 

guidelines in making internet research ethical. AoIR (2012), for instance state that “ethical 

issues become salient as the researcher develops research questions, seeks and gains access to 

individuals and/or information, manages and protects personally identifiable information, 

selects analytical tools, and represents the data through dissemination, in published reports, 

conference presentations, or other venues”. AoIR (2012, p. 5) also advocates that the ethics of 

internet research follows a set of guidelines rather than a strict code of conduct. This is so due 

to the diverse contexts and adaptability of online platforms.  

 

Some of the guidelines highlighted by AoIR (2012) and applicable to my research are:  

● The greater the vulnerability of the community / author / participant, the greater the 

obligation of the researcher to protect the community / author / participant. 
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● ‘Harm’ is defined contextually, ethical principles are more likely to be understood 

inductively rather than applied universally. That is, rather than one-size-fits-all 

pronouncements, ethical decision-making is best approached through the 

application of practical judgment attentive to the specific context. 

● Ethical issues may arise and need to be addressed during all steps of the research 

process, from planning, research conduct, publication, and dissemination. 

Ess (2002) recognises that when dealing with online data it is important to note the 

acknowledged public venue of the space being investigated. Online platforms like Facebook, 

Twitter, YouTube, and Snapchat are recognised as online public spaces. This means that 

individual privacy, confidentiality and informed consent is less obligatory as people on these 

online venues often present themselves with pseudonyms or avatars9. As stated earlier data 

will be collected from Twitter, which is nationally and globally recognised as a public avenue 

for interaction. The ethical considerations of informed consent and confidentiality thus become 

less obligatory as the researcher is interested in what affects learners institutionally rather than 

how it affects a select group of participants online and offline. However, as an online observer, 

it is also important to recognise the public avenue to be investigated and to be sensitive to the 

aims and values of participants in this online setting (Eynon et al., 2008).  

For practical reasons, I have kept the name of the school the same, but have changed the names 

of learners and twitter users alike. 

4.5 Feasibility of the Study 

The study will contribute to larger body of knowledge within the discipline of education and 

women’s and gender studies but also to the decolonising paradigm that is becoming a wide 

debated issue within institutional structures in Africa and the globe. The study intends to reveal 

the importance of valuing black girls’ identities and their perceptions of Africanising pedagogy 

in South Africa. The study hopes to demonstrate that decoloniality is protruding the globe 

vastly and is sanctioned over virtual space.  

                                            
9Avatar: An icon, image, or figure that represents something or someone as something else. 
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4.6 Chapter Summary 

The chapter has introduced qualitative methodology, which will be the foci of data collection 

and analysis. This chapter reflects upon qualitative methodology as a naturalistic and context-

specific approach. Qualitative methods mentioned as part of the research include, recording 

keeping and participant observation online. The chapter then introduces the concept virtual 

ethnography as a qualitative tool in analysing the data. Virtual ethnography as presented in the 

chapter involves online data collection of hashtag posts, comments by online commuters and 

the collection of videos and images and follows online content regarding a specific event 

emerging online. The chapter goes on to discuss the process of data collection and focuses on 

specific data that intends to be utilised in the research such as, videos social media post and 

documentation, referring specifically to the school’s code of conduct. Thereafter, the ethics of 

online research is discussed as well as the feasibility of the study.  
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CHAPTER 5 

Analysis of Code of Conduct 

5.1 Introduction 

The chapter begins by examining the code of conduct of Sans Souci and draws a comparison 

with the CoC of 2015 (revised) which was claimed to have been institutionalising racism and 

discrimination through the stratification of African hair, language, and general comportment. 

The CoC of 2017, which is claimed to have been amended and introduce an inclusive ethos at 

the school. I begin with the CoC of 2015 (revised) which was in use at the time of the protest 

and thereafter the newly drafted CoC that was redrafted in light of the online protest.  

5.2 Analysis of 2015 Revised Code of Conduct 

Figure 5.1 is an image of the cover page of the code of conduct for Sans Souci Girls’ High 

School. Here the name of the school ‘Sans Souci Girls’ High School’ appears first, followed 

by the emblem and then ‘Pupil Code of Conduct’. The words ‘Sans Souci Girls High School’ 

and ‘Pupil Code of Conduct’ are capitalised and boldened and together with the emblem, it is 

enlarged and centred, almost filling up half a page. The name of the school appears first 

symbolising something that is held in high regard and prestige. In addition, the school’s 

primacy to the learner, that is to say, the school should be embraced as the most important 

foundation that the learner needs to reference before anything else.  

Thereafter, the emblem appears second and is shaped as a shield, with a yellow frame and the 

interior separated in two halves. The top half of the emblem appears in red and bottom in blue. 

The top half of the shield is filled with an image of an open book, symbolising education, 

knowledge, and power. At the bottom, one finds an image of three lions, this representing 

Englishness, supremacy, and nobility. Note the lions also occupy a large amount of space 

within the shield, thus strengthening its association with Englishness and projecting that being 

a member of the school entitles one as part of some form of aristocratic community.  
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Figure 5.1: Front cover of CoC 2015 (revised) 

Beneath the shield is a banner in the shape of a ribbon with the Latin words disce prodesse 

written inside, which translates as ‘learn to be of service’. This is symbolic of the quality of 

education the school offers, that learners entering the school will leave as social agents of 

society, equipped with the knowledge of how to survive the larger society beyond the school, 

i.e. learners who are able to easily find forms of employment or enter a tertiary institution 
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compared to learners attending less prestige schools. This also means that attending the school 

will challenge the learner to be responsible for making themselves useful to society. Moreover, 

below the emblem are the words ‘Pupil code of conduct’. The word ‘Pupil ‘stands alone with 

the ‘Code of conduct ‘directly beneath. In doing so, affirming and drawing attention that the 

code of conduct strictly addresses the learner and should thus be valued with great significance 

to the learner. Beneath the words ‘code of conduct’ it is noted ‘Revised December 2015’- this 

is suggestive that the previous CoC might have not been any different, hence learners 

frustration of the policy and action taken online. 

Following “Revised December 2015’ appears a list of characteristics that can also be found on 

the second page of the code of conduct, this filling up the other half of the cover page of the 

CoC (Figure 5.2).  

 

 

Figure 5.2: Characteristics expected in the CoC (page 2) 

These characteristics highlight what being a member of the school should embody. It is also 
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important to note that the characteristics highlighted are also framed and centred, thus marking 

the characteristics as detrimental to the identity of a learner attending Sans Souci. It is also 

worth noting that some of the characteristics enlisted on the second page do not appear on the 

cover page, perhaps this is to only highlight the most valued qualities the school wishes the 

learner to remember. It also acts as a constant reminder to which learners at the school need to 

aspire to, almost acting as the most prominent rule needed to be taken with all seriousness.  

As stated above, the characteristics highlighted on the second page and found on the cover 

page of the code of conduct creates an expected image that learners should embody. The 

following is extract is taken from the second page of the code of conduct that will focus on the 

characteristics envisioned by the school. The following phrases and words will be taken from 

the extract to draw attention to the implicit meanings construed in the CoC (Table 5.1). 

Table 5.1: Phrases and words taken from the extract to draw attention to the implicit 

meanings construed in the CoC 

‘courteous’ ‘wisely’ 

‘respect’ ‘activities’ 

‘beliefs customs, language individuality’ ‘discovering’  

‘property of others’ ‘developing’ 

‘social awareness’ ‘potential’ 

‘personal’ ‘supporting’  

‘social responsibility’ ‘encouraging’ 

‘service to others’ ‘accountability’ 

‘resources’ ‘integrity’ 

‘carefully’  

 

At first glance, the characteristics appear sincere, passive, and possibly expected of a school 

that is independent and is held with high regard. The above words and phrases symbolise the 

importance of what is claimed in the emblem and motto of the school. It also projects 

projecting the idea that entering the school will develop a social agent that is not only socially 
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conscious, but also able to be an active member of society capable of being resourceful and 

knowledgeable within the larger society. These qualities appear inviting and unthreatening and 

therefore would seem alluring to equip a young girl with the ability to move swiftly within 

society and potentially economically. Largely alleviating girls from stereotypes accompanying 

their gendered roles, especially black girls’ lack of agency during apartheid compared to their 

affordances post- apartheid. However, what comes across as curious, perhaps not at first 

glance, but later making a dubious presence, are the words and phrases (Table 5.2): 

Table 5.2: Phrases and words in the CoC that come across as curious and dubious 

‘embracing a lifestyle’ healthy environment’ ‘language of the institution’  

‘good health’  ‘always’ ‘assist’ 

‘well-being’  ‘consideration’  ‘learning process’ 

‘adopting practices’  ‘respect’ ‘Additional Language 

speakers’ 

‘secure’ ‘all others’  

‘safe’ ‘always speaking English’  

 

Earlier I noted that the characteristics on the cover page and second page differ by a rule or 

two, these words and phrases are thus taken from the omitted characteristics on the cover page, 

from point H-L. The phrase embracing a lifestyle, good health; well-being in conjunction with 

adopting practices; secure; safe; healthy environment and all others is representative of 

ensuring that learners entering the school embrace a particular standard and quality of life. 

Adopting practices is symbolic of the idea that a learner is to remove themselves from their 

primal lives and embrace one that is safe, secure, and much healthier. This is to say that 

learners are to follow the culture of the school strictly, as it is one that is more accomplished. 

In this way also, civilising learners at the school. Adopting and embracing a lifestyle further 

places emphasis on a particular social class the learner would be immersed in and distinguished 

from other learners in neighbouring schools. Thus other lifestyles need not co-exist alongside 

the only one envisioned and promised by the school, it is the only one that fosters intellect and 

secures social and economic mobility and the only one that helps girls to be of service. Which 

further sounds inviting considering stigmas around black girls in general. Furthermore, point 
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K where the words consideration; respect and all others together with point L always speaking 

English; language of the institution; assist; learning process and Additional Language speakers 

‘indexes that the non-white demographic of learners are instructed to be considerate, respectful 

of the existing white demographic at the school, this comes into play through the phrase ‘all 

others’. If one carefully considers always speaking English, language of the institution and 

additional language speakers, it would be correct in presuming that these relate to a language 

policy.  

Although not explicitly codified, it is aimed at foregrounding English as the main language 

that will always be in use by learners at the school. The use of ‘additional language speakers’ 

is recognition by the school of learners who speak other languages, thus also advocating that 

a non-white demographic exists at the school. Therefore, by making use of ‘all others’ it is 

assumed that the non-white demographic are the ones who need to be considerate of their 

fellow peers as they will be excluded when black learners communicate through additional 

languages. This comes across a form of exclusion as black learners are domesticated into 

embodying Englishness as though it is innate to them.  

Similarly, the need to civilise and adopt practices is further observed by the phrase ‘always 

speaking English’- this is constitutive of disinventing other languages, that is to say, English 

is the only language of recognition and is to be used for all learning and socialising purposes 

and that other languages cannot co-exist. This can also be thought of as a means of tolerating 

black learners in unwanted spaces. This is to say that although black learners are able to occupy 

spaces predominantly owned by whites, their use of language must conflate with that of 

Englishness. This is further sanctioned by ‘language of the institution’- here creating a sense 

of imprisonment, that learners need submit to the institution as it is the most powerful deity 

enabling learners the identity of supremacy. Instead of phrasing English as the medium of 

instruction, the institution signifies ruler ship and therefore places a stamp of approval for only 

English to be the language of discourse.  

Furthermore, the words and phrases: assist; learning process of English Home Language and 

Additional Language speakers  amplifies a sense of Englishness and the erasure of African 

languages. This is to say that English is the only sufficient language that aids in educating the 

learner and further facilitating their learning, which is particularly important for additional 

language speakers- here again clearly targeting a diverse demographic and further stating that 
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embracing English exudes intelligence and social class. Moreover, below the characteristics 

the school states, “This Code of Conduct is amplified by a set of School Rules and Procedures 

framed in terms of existing National and Provincial Legislation.” This is to say that the 

characteristics cannot be challenged as it falls in line with officialised legislation. Arguably, 

SSGHS is paying lip service to current dispensation, but completely skirting over the issue of 

multilingualism and inclusion.  

Notably, the Use of Languages Act 12 of 2012 documented by the department of basic 

education promises to uphold and take practical steps and design mechanisms to elevate the 

status and advance the use of indigenous languages in South Africa. However, it appears that 

the use of English is able to be the primal and only language within the institution, which is 

supposedly supported by legal and national law.  

Congruently, the Schools Act of 1996 states that schools need to accommodate African 

languages as part of their curricular as to alleviate previously marginalised groups. In the case 

of Sans Souci however, it appears that no such curricular could exist. It is also a fact that 

schools can conduct their learning in a language that is suitable to the majority of learners at 

the school, however, needs to accommodate for other languages where applicable and able to 

assist the learner in the learning process (Schools Act of 1996). In this case, there is no 

challenging that English needs to remain the primary language of use even if you are an 

additional language speaker.  

What’s more is that the school acknowledges national law however, continues to persist with 

English as the language of the school, thus suggesting that the Ethos of Sans Souci cannot be 

challenged as their policy adheres to the rules of the constitutional legislation. This further 

suggests then that nationalised legislation supports the school’s implantation of racialization 

and gendered discrimination. This would also silence concerned parents as the school has pre-

emptively responded to their ‘responsibility’ through the disclaimer discussed above.  

Figure 5.3 shows an extract is a continuum of the CoC found on page 2 and highlights general 

behaviour, expressions of behaviour and behaviour constituted by the Schools Act of 1996. 

An analysis of this will follow: 
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Figure 5.3: Rules pertaining to general behaviour at SSGHS 

Table 5.3 depicts words and phrases that highlight expressions of behaviour contained in the 

Schools Act of 1996. 

5.2.1 Gendered Identity 

The above words and phrases arguably create a projection of an ideal image of a girl attending 

the school. The words considerate, courteous; behave; softly spoken; like ladies and obey 

particularly assumes an identity linked to a Westernised/English epitome of what females need 

to embody, which should personify someone who is delicate and can be moulded to specific 

requirements and who is submissive to Englishness- here the naturalising of black girls’ 

identities are at play. 

The words CONSIDERATION and RESPECT appear more than once not only as a 

characteristic but as part of the general behaviour as well, however, in this instance it is 

capitalised, which reinforces its importance. Acting as a methodical guideline for girls to 

continuously be conscious of their behaviour.  
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Table 5.3: Phrases and words that highlight expressions of behaviour as contained in the 

Schools Act of 1996 

‘expected’ ‘judged’ 

‘considerate’ ‘Pupil’s own best interest’ 

‘courteous’ ‘beyond reproach’ 

‘respectful’ ‘softly spoken’ 

‘helpful’ ‘like ladies’ 

‘neatly dressed’ ‘Smile and greet’ 

‘behave’ ‘politely’ 

‘dignified’ ‘stand aside’ 

‘loyal ambassadors’ ‘loud and inappropriate behaviour’ 

‘behaviour affects reputation’ ‘obey’ 

 ‘CONSIDERATION AND RESPECT’ 
(originally written in capital letters) 

 

This could also mean that the consideration and respect for all others is stressed and needs the 

greatest attention, thus amplifying the awareness of being in a white space. One may ask, 

“Who has to be considerate or respectful?” These characteristics can also be viewed as a 

naturalising process as learners will seemingly embrace the school’s lifestyle until the end of 

the school journey. The impact of this is not only a learning issue but that of feminist as well. 

These qualities, for example, softly spoken, courteous, obey, judged and so forth comes across 

as a form of imposing a culture onto learners by suggesting that what the school introduces 

learners to is something normal and any other sort of reality is therefore un-progressive. The 

qualities highlighted above presumably serves as a visual marker in finding an identity and 

social stance to be affiliated with Rosenborough and McMichael (2009), in this way suggesting 

that the space in which learners will be submerged enables the correct classification of one’s 

identify and affiliation within society. This point is discussed further in the discussion chapter.  

The following extract is taken from page 3 of the revised CoC and speaks towards the 

allegations of language use within the school (Figure 5.4). Note, the following words, and 

phrases are placed under the section titled “strictly prohibited at all times": 
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Figure 5.4: Section of rules that are strictly prohibited at SSGHS 

 

Table 5.4: Phrases and words that highlight prohibited behaviour at SSGHS 

‘Bad behaviour and language’ “Inappropriate language and swearing” 

“Use of any language’ ‘Loud talking and inappropriate behaviour’ 

‘school uniform or representing the school’ ‘Cavendish Square or any other public venue’ 

‘Afrikaans may be used’  

 

5.2.2 Language Use 

During the protest that emerged online language was one of the causes of acclaimed 

discrimination and racialization at the school and as observed earlier, the characteristic always 

speaking English; language of the institution; assist; learning process; Additional Language 

speakers and all others sets the tone for discrimination of African languages. This is further 

sanctioned with Use of any language; Afrikaans may be used and inappropriate language and 

swearing at points E and F. This is to say that other languages within the school are not valued 

or recognised as they are forbidden within the institutional space. ‘Other’ languages are also 

strictly forbidden- this creates a racial undertone, as the only other languages are African 

languages. It is clear that only English and Afrikaans may be used- where Afrikaans may be 
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used as an additional language for learning purposes. Although English and Afrikaans are 

official languages of South Africa, the exclusion of African languages is amplified by the 

phrase ‘Use of any language’ thus suggestive of aiming at the remaining official languages, 

which happen to be more Africanised than Westernised. This reinforces the apartheid language 

ideology that English and Afrikaans are superior to African languages and therefore should be 

used in education.  

This is reminiscent of the Soweto Uprising of 1976, where languages of the colonisers were 

instituted as a means for locals to adopt the mainstream culture, which ultimately meant the 

erasure of African languages in South Africa. This instruction observed in the CoC arguably 

discredits African languages and African/black people in the same way the apartheid 

government did. This was seen with the forced legalised use of English and Afrikaans in all 

schools during apartheid. Which at the time sparked the mass rioting of learners’ as a result of 

this legislation and to great extent this rule implemented by the Sans Souci is symbolic of 

resemiotizing the control of black bodies in white spaces as was done during apartheid where 

the use of language became the mechanism for this act. 

Furthermore, there are two points in which the CoC makes use of “Bad behaviour and 

language” and later repeating it as “Inappropriate language and swearing,” seen at points D 

and F. These two phrases have racial undertones, although bad behaviour is a quality any 

school would disvalue of their leaners, and as observed English and to some extent Afrikaans 

are languages that are held in high regard, therefore insinuating that other languages other than 

English or Afrikaans are bad and expressive of bad behaviour. This is further ensured by 

marking other languages as inappropriate. It is worth noting that ‘inappropriate language’ is 

placed alongside ‘swearing’. This is constitutive of stating that African languages are unfitting 

within the school and that it threatens the social class of the school. Swearing by itself marks 

the idea of bad language. However, in conjunction with inappropriate language clearly targets 

an African language and therefore the black demographic present within the institution. This 

phrase is further symbolic of stating that African languages are unfitting for the school and 

largely that blackness or rather black people’s cultures are strictly prohibited within the 

schools’ space. Importantly, language use is not confined to the school as the CoC extends to 
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‘Cavendish Square10 or any other public venue’, point H - meaning that learners need to 

conduct themselves at all times as per the institution’s standard. This is to say that even outside 

school hours the school remains in control over learners’ behaviour, bodies, and linguistic 

options. This is further symbolic of learners having no agency and constantly subjecting to the 

institutions’ identity, this coupled with ‘Use of any Language’ surely places some sort of 

confinement on a black learner’s ability to converse in their home languages not only during 

school hours but beyond that as well, marking the erasure of the black learner’s home 

language.  

This further falls in line with “Bad behaviour, language, inappropriate language, and 

swearing.” This is to say that speaking an African language outside the school environment 

places judgement on the school and ultimately lowers the value of the school. It appears that 

a white culture/agenda is being pushed. It could also be argued that the Cavendish square rule 

is not distinctively aimed at the black demographic at the school, however, this coupled with 

the strict monitoring of black girls’ languages, undertones of racialized behaviour (seen by 

words such as ‘loud’, inappropriate’ and so on) and strict hair policy, certainly amplifies the 

exclusion of black culture and identities. Importantly, in the African culture, it is well-known 

that black people will speak loudly as it is meant to imply that they are not gossiping (Williams, 

2017). 

Likewise, this (re)contextualises the apartheid law in which black bodies were monitored in 

white spaces. Note Cavendish square is a shopping precinct in the surrounding vicinity of 

Newlands, also the location of the school, thus associating Cavendish square as an upper social 

location where inappropriate language and behaviour cannot transpire- further placing 

pressure on black learners at the school to be mindful of their blackness in white spaces. The 

need to monitor black bodies in so-called white spaces predates back to apartheid, where black 

workers entering white residential areas needed to comport themselves by adopting to the rules 

and cultural tendencies of their white employers. The need to monitor learners’ bodies is 

something that is clearly crucial to the school as this is later observed in section 14, which 

                                            
10Cavendish Square: A high-status shopping centre submerged in the suburbs of Newlands and located 1km from 

SSGHS.  
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deals with appearance and dress code.  

In addition, the school also makes use of the term ‘Sans Soucian’ (page 6 of 2015 revised 

CoC). This is to say that the school fosters learners who will embody the image of the school 

and will be recognised by society as members of the institution. This is also to create an 

identity which learners at the school are required to exude not only within the institutional 

space but also as part of their being. The term ‘Sans Soucian’ to a great, extent is demonstrative 

of learners representing the school and in turn projecting what the school perceives as 

successful and acceptable members of society. By using this term, it is also presumed that 

learners’ bodies are governed through rigorous imagery and embodiment of the term Sans 

Soucian.  

The term ‘Sans Soucian’ also to a large extent is a way of exercising control over learners’ 

bodies, this is to say that as members of the institution an English persona will be ingrained in 

learners, in doing so creating civilised, obedient, soft spoken women within society- ultimately 

embodying the persona of Englishness and whiteness. This is further symbolic of the need to 

colonialize the uncivil. By this, I mean the term Sans Soucian may be construed as a vision of 

white superiority and racial standpoint, in turn, black learners supposedly accept this 

consensus and are thus colonised as they adopt the culture of the West. 

Figure 5.5 shows an extract taken from page 8 and relates to the demerit system, also identifies 

as the ‘yellow book’ that formed a significant part of the protest that emerged online. One of 

the causes of protest was that the demerit system was seen as a means of motivating learners 

to work hard and always and be goal oriented towards their education. However, as will be 

discussed later on, the demerit system, which is used in the form of the yellow book, became 

arguably another means of institutional racism. In Figure 5.5, students give a clear indication 

for the distribution of the rewards and losses obtainable. Rewards are marked by service to 

others; Good behaviour; Good service to the school; Goal achievement and so on. Losses are 

distributed in terms of incorrect uniform; name badge not worn; Homework not up to standard; 

Behaviour not acceptable and so forth. Thereafter, an outline of the intervention strategies to 

be taken for the amount of losses and rewards by learners. What’s more is that parents are 

notified of their children’s offenses through a colour-coded system, yellow, green, and blue.  

With yellow as the loss of 10 rewards, green, the loss of 30 rewards and blue constant offenses 
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resulting in community service-in this way exposing learners to the sort of consequences their 

actions have within society. This seems plausible as the school hopes to mould learners into 

respectable human beings where they are able to realise unsanctioned behaviour improbable 

within society. 

However, what appears questionable is the administering of rewards. At the beginning, it is 

noted that learners begin the year with ’50 merits’ which will not be carried over to the 

following year. Observing the action given for rewards, it is clear that learners need to obtain 

at least 125 merits at grade level 10; 11 and 12 and 150 merits at grade levels 8 and 9 in order 

to gain a badge- this marking a learner as an outstanding Sans Soucian who is then given the 

‘seal of approval’ to participate in ‘polite society’. 

In this way, black learners need to earn their right to participate in the social space. However, 

this also appears shrewd as learners are given 50 merits a fresh each year where a badge is 

only remunerated at 125 or 150 merits. Given these figures, it can be assumed that learners 

need to strictly abide by the school’s law to receive rewards of +1 almost committing no 

offences to be recognised as behaving in a way that is deemed appropriate within the 

institutional space. This practice can arguably be seen as a reflection of life beyond the school 

and how the learner is therefore domesticated through a colonialist system. This form of 

discipline can also be seen as a modern-day form of ‘civilising the native’ (cf.Fanon & 

Chevalier, 1970) as discussed previously as the need to strive and fit in a mainstream society 

that the absorption of white culture becomes a necessary paradigm. 
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Figure 5.5: Image of the demerit system found in the CoC 2015 (revised) 
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Moreover, the following extracts were taken from pages 9 -10 and relate to appearance, dress 

code and hair (Figures 5.6 and 5.7), while Figure 5.8 illustrates rules pertaining to cultural 

adornments worn by learners. Table 5.5 recapitulates essential words and phrases associated 

with appearance and dress code. Here it is observed that ‘APPEARANCE AND DRESS 

CODE; RULES, REGULATIONS AND PROCEDURES FOR PUPILS’ are capitalised and 

act as exclamation that learners’ comportment is strictly censored. What is also apparent is 

that ‘Behaviour and manners’ and ‘affect appearance’ is constitutive of impacting the 

perception outsiders have of the school and the type of demographic birthed from the 

institution. 

 

Figure 5.6: Rules pertaining to appearance and dress code of learners at SSGHS 

Hence, the term ‘Sans Soucian’ was mobilized as a means of ensuring learner’s behaviours are 

certified according to what the school instructs. This is to stress the importance of learners 

adopting, embracing, and upholding a white standard of acquitting themselves in order to be 

recognised as a civilised member of the institution and ultimately society. It can be argued that 

conducting oneself according to the policy of the school is exemplary of many schools and 

organisations for that matter; however, later on this appears to be a direct howling at black 

learners at the school. 
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Figure 5.7: Rules regulating to learners’ hair and nails and make-up 

 

Figure 5.8: Rules pertaining to cultural adornments worn by learners 

As stated earlier the school clearly places a strict monitoring of learners outside the institutional 

space, here again it is repeated by ‘not meet in any public area (e.g. Cavendish or similar). 

This is a clear emphasis that black learners need to conduct themselves respectfully when in 

assembling in former white areas as learners occupying these spaces have a significant impact 

to the value of Sans Souci. This is an indication of governing black bodies in white areas and 

can therefore be seen as reframing the population act of 1950. Consequently, the school cannot 

practice this act in its extremity but the subtle whitening of black learners goes a long way to 

normalizing a particular type of ‘socially-acceptable’ blackness in these white spaces. 
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Table 5.5: Words and phrases associated with appearance and dress code at SSGHS 

‘APPEARANCE AND DRESS 
CODE’ 

‘Hair must be neat and plain’ 

‘RULES, REGULATIONS AND 
PROCEDURES’ 

‘Natural’ 

‘Behaviour and manners’ ‘ONLY nylon additives’ 

‘affect appearance’ ‘no wool’ 

‘the rules’ ‘Braids… kept fine and neat’ 

‘any public area (e.g. Cavendish or 
similar)’ 

‘Thick and bulky’ 

‘large groups’ ‘not exceed 5mm’ 

‘draw attention’  ‘No exotic hairstyles’ 

‘loud or inappropriate behaviour’ ‘hair may not be combed out to create afros’ 

‘representing the school’ ‘No weaves, extensions dreadlocks, twisting 
or wigs are allowed’ 

 ‘reversal - nylon additives’ 

 ‘Henna’ 

 ‘cultural adornments’ 

 ‘be discussed’ 

 ‘must not be visible’ 
 

The phrases large groups; loud or inappropriate behaviour’ and draw attention are also 

stereotypical and discriminative perceptions associated with black people. The injuries of 

colonialism have consequently stained black people with derogative terms such as loud which 

can be seen by representations of tribal dances and chanting, large groups which can be seen 

by a community of tribesmen occupying a space in the wild and how tribal or natives culture 

draws attention as this is seemingly unfit through the eyes of the coloniser. What I mean by 

this that the learner’s blackness and ultimately the survival of such historical imagery of 

African people is analogous to the use of the above phrases utilised by the school.  

This sort of ideology is further observed during the apartheid era where black people were 

particularly castigated for displaying these behavioural characteristics. This shows how a 

particular racializing discourse is resemiotized- this through projections of tribesmen during 

colonialism-then through the exclusion of black people during apartheid as they formed part 
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of society. Now it is perceived as a hindrance within a ‘civilized’ western culture and presently 

through a policy structure where the rights of black people are seemingly more protected.  

5.2.3 Black Hair 

Moving forward, one is met with the instructions pertaining to hair. Initially a generalised 

consensus is given about hair that needs to be plain, neat, and natural, a policy that can be 

expected of schools whether governmental, or private. However, it is not long before a direct 

instruction to black learners is observed. The CoC states that ‘ONLY nylon additives’ (point 

C) can be used. Clearly, this is directed at black learners whose hair needs to appear smooth 

and sleek hair as far as possible. White learners do not typically use nylon additives because 

their hair supposedly is naturally tailored to hegemonic ideologies of good hair. Nylon is a 

type of synthetic hair used in braiding African hair and adds a sleek and shiny texture to 

hairstyles. This is symbolic of naturalising black girls as though they need to fit a certain image 

acceptable only in a uniform culture- that is an English culture.  

This is further amplified by the statement ‘Braids… kept fine and neat’ and ‘not exceed 5mm’ 

(point D and E)- here again symbolising that black girls need to convert to the dominant culture 

of the school, so much so that a strict monitoring is placed on the quality and width of braided 

hair. This in turn projects the idea that thick/curly black hair is not acceptable for the ethos of 

the school and needs to be made invisible as far as possible and should arguably lean more to 

westernised hairstyles as far as possible. It is also worth noting the distinct emphasis by the 

capitalising of the word ‘ONLY’. Adding another form of exclamation that needs to be taken 

serious and further stating that nylon is acceptable and will contribute greatly to adopting the 

image of a white girl. The school also comes across as threatening by implicitly stating that 

black girls who do not take the particular nylon instruction with all seriousness, will 

specifically have this rule removed. This is added as a note in section 14.1- ‘reversal of the 

abovementioned rule regarding nylon additives’. This is a punitive-based instruction that 

ultimately leaves the black learners with no real options in the shaping or coiffing of their hair.  

Adding insult to injury, the CoC could be said to further shame African hair by using terms 

such as ‘thick’, ‘bulky’ and ‘exotic’- here stating that African hair is atypical because its 

quality is not tailored to an unmarked Westernised ideal. Even more egregious is the fact that 

black learners cannot comb their natural hair as this creates afros. Black learners are further 
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forbidden from styling their hair in the form of weaves, extensions, dreadlocks twisting and 

wigs, this in conjunction with the reversal of the nylon rule is arguably a way of making black 

girls feel naked, exposed, and susceptible to the strict policy in which African/kinky hair is 

shamed and discriminated. In so doing, enabling the internalisation that blackness is 

problematic and furthers the perseverance of white culture as the only sensible one.  

What further solidifies the argument that the CoC is discriminative and projective of Western 

ideology is the rules found at section 14.5 and 14.6 (Figures 5.7 and 5.8). Here it is observed 

that the use of ‘henna’ (point B) is outlawed in conjunction with cultural adornments which 

are permissible only if found acceptable and if found so, must be invisible. Henna is a cultural 

practice preserved by Indian and Muslim people. Henna is used to colour hair and create 

cultural markings on the body during ceremonies such as weddings, birthdays, and other 

significant cultural practices. This is significant as it is clear that even other cultures apart from 

African are not permissible at the school, there is only one culture valued here (at the school) 

and only one that will be given breath. Therefore, black learners are particularly targeted 

because they are a representation of overthrowing, challenging, and largely purging 

Western/English culture.  

Morrow cited in Thompson (2009, p. 833), states, “Hair is the basic natural symbol of the 

things people want to be” and throughout the history of black styling practices skin colour and 

hair are intertwined and hard to separate. Erasmus, 1997 cited in Marco (2012) states that 

“discourses of good hair do not only talk, but they are as biological as can be and is often 

associated with other biological aspects of a Black woman’s stereotyped body, such as big lips 

and round buttocks”.  

Lester, 1999 cited in Marco (2012), asserts, “the popular perception of good hair is hair that is 

closest to what looks like white people’s hair and commonly fits the criteria of long straight, 

silky, manageable, healthy, and shiny.” Bad hair according to Lester (1999) is described with 

criteria that juxtapose perceived good hair and identified as hair that is short, matted, kinky, 

woolly, coarse, brittle, and nappy. Thompson (2009) further states that during the 18th century 

Europeans began categorising the place of blacks in society and did this through appearance, 

which included skin tone and hair as a determining factor.  

African hair was thus deemed unattractive and inferior so much so that it was insisted that 
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blacks do not have real hair or referring to it as wool (p. 833). In section 14, specifically 14.4 

of the code of conduct it is observed how this sense of ideology still exists presently within 

the school. This particular section speaks to the resemiotizing and (re)contextualising of 

blackness in white dominant spaces and how hair is interlinked to the appearance of the body 

and an identity marker for societal interpretation. In addition, the resemiotizing of black hair 

as unnatural, this can be observed by the “no wool” rule in section 14.4 (point C) of the 2015 

revised CoC.  

It is evident here that black learner’s hair forms a part of an idealised identity and is therefore 

a signage representative of the place, this being the school. In this way place affords learners 

to situate themselves as one with it, the learners’ identities is thus corporeally constituted as 

seen with the hair styles valued by the school and supposedly within society. Here, hair is a 

social linguist marker that forms part of embodying the identity of a Sans Soucian, which in 

turn can be a reflection of the psychological embrace of coloniality in colonised societies.  

The strict monitoring of the body resonates with work discussed by Peck and Stroud (2015) as 

a corporeal linguistic landscape. Therefore, in light of the online protest, we see just how the 

learners are re-authoring their skinscape to better suit the manner in which they wish their 

bodies and identities are read. Leading on from here we see that SSGHS set forth to redraft 

their code of conduct once again, this only two years after its amending in 2015. In the next 

section, I will examine the re-redrafted code of conduct for the year 2017, I will examine 

comparable sections already analysed in the 2015 revised CoC. 

5.3 COC 2017 (Post-Protest) 

Figures 5.9 to 5.12 show images of the 2017 code of conduct. These images are the cover page, 

the preamble, general principals, and specific codes of the newly drafted CoC for Sans Souci 

Girls High 2017: 
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Figure 5.9: Image of the cover page of the new CoC for 2017 post-protest 

The new founded draft of the code of conduct is representative of a formalised document with 

a polite tone and positive face. In the 2017 code of conduct one is presented with the words 

‘Code of conduct’, followed by the date ‘FEB 2017’ and thereafter the name of the school and 

the emblem. And, like the 2015 revised CoC, the words are capitalised, bolded and centred, 

however, it does not occupy half the page and has been greatly resized.  

This could index some embarrassment by the school and saving face after the online protests 

and clear sanctioning of racialized and gendered discrimination. More importantly, clothes, 

hairstyles, comportment, and language use are important at the school and I argue that they 

make up the semiotics of the body. 
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Figure 5.10: The preamble of the CoC 2017 

Unlike the 2015 CoC, there is no appearance of the characteristics that occupied the other half 

of the cover page.  

Instead, an introduction is given and the reason for the redrafting of a new CoC described with 

the words and phrases (Table 5.6): 
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Figure 5.11: Above rules of general behaviour in the CoC 2017 

 

 

Figure 5.12: Section pertaining ambassadorship of learners 
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Table 5.6: Words and phrases expounding the redrafting of the new CoC 

‘redrafted’  ‘inclusive’ 

‘country’ ‘proud to be’ 

‘transformation’  

 

This is then followed by a deliberate highlighting of the problem- this was observed by words 

and phrases depicted in Table 5.7: 

Table 5.7: Words and phrases highlighting problems that led to redrafting of the new CoC 

‘following a popular uprising’ 'challenging issues of race and gender’ 

‘colonial past’ ‘Africans in Africa’ 

 

Which is further followed by niche words and phrases occupying the new CoC (Table 5.8): 

Table 5.8: Niche words and phrases occupying the new CoC 

‘need for transformation’  ‘drafted’ 

‘change specifics’ ‘school’s Vision and Mission statement’ 

‘more positive in approach’ ‘South African School’s Act of 1996’ 

‘pupils from diverse areas’ ‘proud and uphold.’ 

‘social class’  

 

In this way, the school saves face by acknowledging the protests of 2016 and initiating change 

of the CoC to be more inclusive of the schools diverse demographic. This then begs the 

question, why is this done only because of the online protest? In addition, if protests did not 

occur would the status quo have changed? This is a clear indication that the school would have 

continued with its firm instructions if black learners did not muster the courage to expose their 

daily-enlivened experiences at the school. In this way, one can clearly see the impact virtual 

space has in creating the corporeal realities people envision. This one can also attribute to how 
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decolonization is able to thrive through virtual space, particularly the use of social media. 

Moreover, on page 2 of the 2017 CoC, one is represented with a preamble- this further 

demonstrating a sense of professionalism now placed into action at the school and instead of 

diving directly into the rules as observed by the 2015 revised CoC. The preamble serves as 

referencing point which maps how the policy is designed, essentially acting as a content page- 

this was not the case previously. 

On page 3, one is presented with Section A: General Principals, these are the characteristics 

found on the cover page and page 2 of the 2015 revised CoC. Specifically, the rule pertaining 

to language has been excluded- “always speaking English, the language of the institution, to 

assist in the learning process of English Home Language or Additional Language speakers. 

Also, to show respect for all others”. This assumedly changed as an impact of the 2016 online 

protest. What does remain however is “adopting practices which will help to secure a safe and 

healthy environment for all.” Perhaps as means of demonstrating that, the ethos of the school 

enables learners to unlock their potential in a space that is unthreatening during the phases of 

self-development. 

In the 2015 revised CoC it was observed how discourses of “othering” or “otherness” was 

policized. Table 5.9 shows the changed use of phrases that were representative of othering 

black learners at Sans Souci. This can be observed under Section B: Specific Codes – 

Ambassadorship, page 3 of the 2017 CoC.  

Table 5.9: Changed use of phrases representative of othering black learners in the 2017 

CoC 

2015 Revised Code of Conduct  2017 Code of Conduct 

‘all others’ ‘school community’ 

‘Cavendish square’ ‘any context’ 

‘loud and inappropriate’ ‘behave well’ 

The phrases above are clear markers of how the school’s policy needed to come across as 

endearing towards all learners and not directly targeting a specific racial group within the 
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institutional space. It was also observed how the black learners’ bodies were strictly monitored 

in other former white areas such as Cavendish square, in the 2017 CoC this has been rephrased 

as ‘any context’, in this way suggesting that all learners need to demonstrate good behaviour 

where ever they are.  

The removal of Cavendish Square also alludes to the fact that former white spaces are no longer 

predominantly white. This is because places like Cavendish Square no longer are celebrated 

as a white space due to levels of separation disbarred by the government post-1994. This is to 

say that people of different racial groups are now able to occupy these spaces and that the 

school claiming this as a predominant white space in itself raises questions of claiming 

ownership over a space previously secluded for whites only. 

It was also observed how the use of the phrase ‘loud and inappropriate’ in the 2015 revised 

CoC was suggestive of stereotypical classifications of black people in general, in the 2017 

CoC this has been rephrased as ‘behave well’. This of course begs the question as to who 

decides what ‘good behaviour’ looks like? So while the school is making some headway, there 

is still a push to enforce a particular ideology of ‘correct’ or ‘acceptable’ behaviour. This 

overall comes across as sincere and somewhat inclusive in stating that all learners, regardless 

of racial identity belong to the school community, in this way not explicitly identifying black 

learners as the problematic ones. Figures 5.13 relates to dress code and appearance and appears 

on pages 5 and 6 of the 2017 CoC.  

It is immediately apparent that the section has been abridged with less focus on African hair 

(Figure 5.14). In the 2015 revised CoC it was clear that African hair was particularly targeted, 

here the monitoring of hair has been reduced and somewhat inclusive of African hair, now 

allowing hairstyles such as ‘afros, donuts, dreadlocks’, and ‘half-up/down arrangements’. 

Likewise, demonstrating inclusivity of other cultures by abandoning the rule that forbids henna 

and cultural adornments. In this version, monitoring hair appears less stringent and more 

welcoming of black learners, also acknowledging black learners and their cultural hair 

varieties.  

Here again, the school’s policy is seen to display some sense of recognising the school’s 

racialized diversity and also implementing national law such as the school’s Act of 1996 which 

states that schools need to practice inclusivity. This also comes across as less threatening to 
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black girl’s gendered identities, where they are less pressured to have their hair resemble 

smooth and sleek hair and comport themselves as though they have been bred from western 

ancestry. 

 

Figure 5.13: Rules pertaining to appearance and dress code of learners in the CoC 2017 

 

Figure 5.14. Rules pertaining to hair, cultural adornments and nails and make-up of 

learners 

Furthermore, on page 6 a small section has been added pertaining to language (Figure 5.15): 
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Figure 5.15: Rules of language use 

In the 2015 revised CoC, the language policy can be found in sections of behaviour and 

expressions of behaviour as well as the section titled strictly prohibited at all times. In light of 

the 2016 protest, minor changes have been made to the language policy of SSGHS. Here it is 

observed that English remains the language of instruction ‘classes are conducted in English’, 

this symbolising that English remains the dominant language of learning at the school and 

other languages remain secondary (Table 5.10). 

Table 5.10: Words and phrases related to language and behaviour policies in the revised 

2015 CoC 

‘classes are conducted in English’ ‘home languages outside the classroom’ 

‘Home languages’ ‘encourage’  

‘enhance understanding’ ‘inclusivity’ 

‘permission from the teacher’ ‘bullying tactic’ 

‘permitted’ ‘deliberately exclude or gossip about 

others’ 

 

The school then comes across as inclusive when stating that home languages are permitted, 

this only if it enhances learning and understanding ‘Home languages may only be used to 

enhance understanding’, ultimately still projecting the idea that home languages other than 

English is not as useful for the process of learning. What’s more is that home languages may 

only be used if permitted by the educator, ‘permission from the teacher’s- here still placing a 
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strict monitoring on African languages, this was also stated in the 2015 revised CoC where 

black learners needed the permission of their white educators to speak their home languages.  

Moreover, as part of the protest it was revealed that African/home languages were not 

permitted on the school ground during intervals. Here however, the school has amended this 

policy by allowing the use of African language on school grounds- with this in mind African 

languages are given some breath but only during school intervals and if permitted by their 

educators 

During the online protest it was revealed that speaking home languages was offensive even 

during intervals and thus often resulted in detention for black learners, this is another example 

of the impacts social media has in creating corporeal change, as black learners are seemingly 

permitted to speak their home language at the school. However, the school still creates a 

negative image of home languages by stating that home languages should not be used as a 

bullying tactic or to exclude or gossip about others, ‘bullying tactic’ ‘deliberately exclude or 

gossip about others’- this may appear as pre-emptively associating African languages with 

symbolic violence.  

This supposedly includes English or even Afrikaans that should not be used as a form of 

bullying, however, if the school community predominantly converses and understands English 

and Afrikaans and only black learners are able to converse and understand Xhosa, it can then 

be assumed that African languages are still somewhat excluded. This is because white learners 

who are surrounded by black leaners will be excluded during interaction, whereas black 

learners are less likely to be excluded during interactions with white learners, as they are able 

to understand English and Afrikaans.  

In turn, suggesting that black learners who use African languages could be uttering words that 

might target other learners who do not speak the same language, i.e. African languages are 

represented as a language that could harm or bully other members of the school community. 

This is further accompanied by ‘encourage’ and ‘inclusivity’- placing an emphasis that due to 

African languages now permitted at the school that it is the black learners who needs to 

practice inclusivity, as their language will make white learners feel out of place.  

Moving forward the following section deals with the merit system/ yellow booklet that formed 
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a great deal of distress for black learners as revealed by the online protest. Below is an image 

of the amended merit system found on page 8-10 in the 2017 code of conduct (Figure 5.16).  

 

Figure 5.16: Section outlining the demerit system in CoC 2017 
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Figure 5.16: Section outlining the demerit system in CoC 2017 (continued) 
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Figure 5.16: Section outlining the demerit system in CoC 2017 (continued) 

As stated earlier, the 2017 CoC contains a much lengthier detailing of what each section entails 

or sets out to achieve. In the 2017 CoC the merit system expresses a more positive outlook in 

which to develop learners to become more involved in cultivating their academic performance 

through goal setting (Table 5.11).  

Table 5.11: Words and phrases in 2017 CoC expressing academic performance through 

goal setting 

‘Positive merits’ ‘helpfulness’ 

‘affirmation’ ‘behaviour’.  

‘achievements’ ‘set goals and targets’ 

‘excellence’ 
‘academic and extra-mural performance’  

‘time allocated by teachers after school’ 
‘diligence, perseverance and improvement 
in academic work’.  

 

Compared to the 2015 revised CoC, the merit system fully expresses how the accomplishments 
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are spread out instead of using distinct values (+1, see 2015 revised CoC) - here words such as 

(see below), creates an assured space of learning in which to foster girls that are academically 

and socially capable of success. It also averts old feelings and memories for the uses of the 

yellow book. 

What’s more is that the losses as described in the 2015 revised CoC is now described as 

‘infringements, consequences and disciplinary levels’, here again removing any distinct values 

placed on misdemeanour such as the -1 (see 2015 revised CoC, page 8). The levels of 

infringements are structured by 4 levels, with 1 and 2 as minor misdemeanours and 3 and 4 as 

serious. Compared to the 2015 revised CoC, measures of discipline were given based on 

losses, this further expressing that to misbehave within the institution would be seen as a 

failure, ultimately that the learner would be the failure.  

In the 2017 CoC however, the levels of infringement is accompanied by corrective measures, 

this is to say that misdemeanours is not a failed act but rather a way to improve a leaners sense 

of being or how they conduct themselves as set forth by the school’s vision. Note that the 2017 

merit system is spread out through three pages, whereas the 2015 revised CoC only appears 

on one page. This is to say that the 2015 revised CoC had a definitive ruling over learners’ 

behaviour and misdemeanour at the school. It also worth noting that infringements are much 

detailed than the merits expressed in the 2017 CoC. Here still placing a great emphasis on 

learner’s behaviour at the school.  

It is clear that the 2017 CoC is representative of formalised document with a more tedious 

documentation of policy at the school. This in comparison with the 2015 revised CoC is 

representative of a school that appears to be professionally structured and ethical in terms of 

the treatment and so called appearance of inclusivity of the diverse demographic of the 

country. However, judging by the time period of 2015 revised CoC it can be presumed that 

already some sort of unrest was occurring at the school and by amending the policy, the school 

ultimately conserved Englishness and whiteness and therefore strictly excluding African 

identities, this in some way stamping the school’s identity as something that cannot be argued 

against.  

However, due to the online protest clear amendments have been made to revolutionise black 

culture within the school. This is to say that if the online protest had not occurred, the school 
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would have remained vigilant with their racialized and discriminative instructions. 

5.4 Analysis of the Yellow Book / Resemiotizing and (Re)Contextualizing the 
Use of the Dompas 

Figure 5.17 depicts images taken from the hashtags (#): #thetruthwillproclaim; 

#MurrayMustFall and #StopRacismAtSSGH and relates to the merit system described in the 

2015 revised CoC, page 8. Thereafter, images of the reference book (dompas) utilized during 

apartheid. The analysis examines the utilization of the merit system described in the 2015 CoC 

and how this is symbolic of the dompas used during apartheid, i.e. demonstrating the yellow 

book as recontextualisation of the dompas. 

In appearance the book is yellow and the size of an A7 handbook, that is width * height = 

74*105mm of which the dompas was in similar size. Further, centred on the cover of the 

yellow booklet (see image 1), appears to be a sketched image of architectural design, 

surrounded by lush gardenscapes. Upon entering this architectural figure, one is faced with 

large gates and walls/pillars made of stone. The gates are directed inward to appear inviting. 

It is also noticeable that the architectural structure is distanced from the gates; this presents an 

onlooker with the ideal of a path-like journey toward the figure, as if to project an affluent and 

aristocratic atmosphere and space. 

Beneath the image of the structure one finds the name of the school, ‘Sans Souci Girls High 

School’ printed in calligraphy style, this then serves to validate the architectural figure as the 

school but also contributing to the affluence of the school. The calligraphy style adds to the 

institution’s way of symbolising its richness and association to Englishness.  

Moreover, on the top left of the yellow book is a section marked for the learner to inscribe their 

details onto the book. In this way, the yellow book is seen as a contract that manages the 

learner’s behaviour and use of language in the school. Effectively, the learner affords the 

school power over their identity and thus, susceptible to the demands of the school. 
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Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 

   

Image 4 Image 5 Image 6 

Figure 5.17: Analysis of the yellow book / resemiotizing and (re)contextualizing the use of the dompas 
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There are clearly many parallels that can be drawn between the dompas and the yellow book. 

This largely is representative of resemiotizing the dompas used during apartheid, as the yellow 

book is a form of documentation that is used by white educators at the school to determine 

behaviour that is not fitting within the institutional space.  

In addition, when black learners engage with each other using African languages this is 

recorded as a misdemeanour in the same way black people were monitored by their white 

employers and were given permission to move about in white areas for employment 

commitments. Often white employers had to record the existence of black people working for 

them so that they were not charged for criminal activity, in the case of Sans Souci, it is 

observed that being black is as effective as it was during apartheid, this by the way blackness 

is excluded in a former white space through the use of language. 

On the inside of the cover page of yellow book, the schools anthem can be found followed by 

South Africa’s national anthem on the first page in the yellow book. The idea of having the 

South Africa’s national anthem in the first page is a way of keeping positive face and depicting 

the school as welcoming of all South African nationals. On the other hand, by having the 

school’s anthem appear directly behind the cover page of the yellow book, almost acts as a 

shadow lurking in the corner of one’s eye.  

In this way arguably reminding learners that the school remains the primal allegiance, which 

ensures that girls are met with hopefulness within society. Following the national anthem on 

the first page, is an outline of the merit system that is identified on page 8 of the 2015 revised 

CoC. This spans over three pages proving a small detailing of the merit system- this is to say 

that the yellow book is the corporeal manifestation of the merit system that will be conducive 

in monitoring learners’ behaviour at Sans Souci. 

Moreover, as seen in image 2, the interior of the yellow book appears to have a table like design 

in which columns and rows have been created for the recording of disciplinary and rewarding 

actions of learners. The columns in the yellow book are made up of gain and loss (ea. 

Separate); a reasoning column (an explanation behind the disciplining by the educator); a total 

(a tally of the amount of gains and losses). Further, it has a periodical column (a record of 

dates for each disciplinary measure), and lastly a signature column of the educator responsible 
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for the discipline of the learner (an indication of the educator taking ownership upon the issue 

of disciplining). What makes the yellow book contentious is its comparable nature to the 

dompas. The yellow book used by Sans Souci sings tunes of a similar nature; however, instead 

of fines or imprisonment, the learners would receive demerits and detention for incomplacent 

‘Sans Soucian’ behaviour.  

As stated earlier, the yellow book is the corporeal manifestation of the merit system, however, 

as will be seen later on, the yellow book mainly record the shortcomings of learners 

achievements at the school rather than a celebration thereof. This is further symbolic of 

‘managing’ learners within the school. And largely symbolic of the dompas which managed 

black bodies in white spaces. The recording of African languages as a shortcoming of black 

learners is symbolic of managing black bodies in white dominated spaces. 

Image 1 and 2 in conjunction with 4, 5 demonstrates the comparability between the yellow 

book and the dompas. The interior of the dompas was a table like design in which columns 

and rows have been created as a means of recording activities of some sort or the other. The 

design of the columns in the dompas was made of: the biographical details of the employer; a 

periodical of engagement, a signature column of the employer, a periodical of the employees 

operating within white areas. And finally, a periodical of the discharge dates in which the black 

person was relieved from his white employer and no longer expected to be present in a white 

area.  

Similarly, the interior of the yellow book shares distinct columns such as: a periodical record, 

a signature column and a purpose/reasoning column. These comparable variables of the yellow 

book and the dompas arguably situates the past in the present. The yellow book is 

recontextualised and resemiotized in the sense that it is exercised in a former white only 

institution which manages the mobility and agency of black bodies. What’s more, if a learner 

is caught offending the schools’ law this would be recorded in the yellow booklet and the 

student receives a demerit and detention as a form of intervention for so called ‘unlawful 

activity’. 

The dompas is further resemiotized by size, comparable interior, and issuing it to learners in 

which learners of colour are significantly affected as seen by the protest online.  
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In considering the above, the yellow book thus appears to be reminiscent of a resemiotizing 

and (re)contextualizing nature of the dompas. Firstly, both are exercised in a white dominant 

space, both share an authority asserted over black people and the behaviours expected in white 

spaces. In the case of the yellow book and like the dompas, it is seen as a form of managing a 

black individual and creating an ideal that the black person needs to comport themselves 

toward, creating an ideal in which the black person has to immerse themselves and change the 

very nature of their environment (cf.Fanon, 2009).  

This places stress on the learner particularly because these young girls are at a developing stage 

of their lives in which their identities are easily affected by criticism (Carrim, 2009; 

Thompson, 2009). This is a point in their lives where they develop into the type of adult they 

will become, how they will come to value their bodies as adult females, and how they become 

actors within society and their perceived relationship to the world (Thompson, 2009). The 

yellow book contributes to the imposed identity that the learners need to naturalise themselves 

towards. 

Likewise, it could further be argued that racialized connotations are not reflected through the 

yellow book as all girls at Sans Souci are issued the book upon enrolment. The difference 

however, as seen in images 2 and 4 is that black girls particularly receive demerits for the use 

of an African language, namely, isiXhosa- which is a language spoken in the home domain, 

and a language spoken by half the Cape Town population.  

The usage of isiXhosa at the school is problematic as it discourages the fundamental socializing 

of moulding girls into “confident, multi-skilled young women who are comfortable with who 

they are” or “ensuring that the name of the school is held up in a positive manner at all times” 

(https://www.sanssouci.co.za/about-us/. 2017). The above quote can also be viewed as a 

juxtaposition of two identities. In the first instance, the school proclaims that young girls 

attending SSGHS are in an environment that celebrates individual identities and the 

characteristics that come along with those identities, such as physicality, culture, and language. 

On the other hand, young girls attending the school also need to adopt the identity of the school 

and act as ambassadors of the school beyond school hours. It is also true that many privatised 

along with governmental institutions supply their learners with a guide on how to be suitable 

representatives of the school. However, what is observed is that the natural identity of the 

learner should succumb to the identity envisioned by the school. Therefore viewing the South 
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African language, isiXhosa, as an unsuitable qualifier for this identity. What this also means 

is that the learners are then placed in an environment where they need to supress their African-

ness in order to adopt the ‘Sans Soucian’ identity. 

As stated earlier the system of the yellow/merit book is described on page 8 of the 2015 revised 

CoC. It is clear that language is not noted in the ‘loss’ section of the 2015 revised CoC, 

however, this could be implied by ‘bad behaviour’ which is firstly amplified in sections of the 

CoC pertaining to general behaviour and expressions of behaviour. In image 2, it is a pragmatic 

observation that African languages are targeted and therefore black learners speaking 

isiXhosa.  

It is also clear that black learners socialising in isiXhosa are the ones who embody 

representations of bad behaviour, inappropriate language and loudness and therefore are the 

ones who need to ‘respect’ the beliefs, customs, language individuality and property as well 

as embracing and adopting the culture of the institution. In addition, in observing how the 

merit system is supposedly distributed in the 2015 revised CoC and how certain actions are 

actually monitored at the school, there is definite cause for racialization persisting within the 

institutional space.  

It is also worth noting that on the tail end of the yellow book is an outline of how the yellow 

book will be utilized by educators. This outline reads as follows: 

● This book will be collected at every end-of-day register period and handed back at 

every morning register period. 

● If a learner departs from school early, then book to be handed in to office on 

departure. 

● Merits will be recorded weekly by the register teacher/grade head. 

● No defacing book 

● Carry this book at all times. 

● In the event of loss, you will have to pay R30.00 to have it replaced (expressed in 

capitalised letters) 
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This is further symbolic of utilizing the yellow book as the dompas by the use of ‘no defacing 

book’ and ‘at all times’- this is representative of how black people could not be found without 

the dompas in a white area or else receive punishment for criminality. In addition, by the 

explicit instruction not to deface the book, learners are keenly aware of the reverent value 

placed by the school on the book. 

5.5 Chapter Summary 

The chapter examines the code of conduct of SSGHS and draws a comparison between the 

CoC 2015 (revised) pre protest and the CoC 2017 post protest. The researcher suggests that 

there is some embarrassment implied by the change in CoC 2017, however the CoC still 

advantages the unmarked (white) learners. The researcher examines sections of the CoC’s that 

infringe on black learners’ identities as these formed part of the main issues black learners 

were facing at Sans Souci. The chapter further examines the yellow book and makes a 

comparison with the dompas used during apartheid as means of regulating black people in 

white spaces. The researcher investigates the yellow book as a (re)contextualising the dompas. 

The researcher also discusses the demerit system used by the school, which instructs how the 

yellow book should be practiced at the school. The researcher links the documented data to 

the claims of racialization and decoloniality in former white institutions. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Bodies in Protest 

6.1 Introduction 

The chapter deals with the semiotics of bodies in protest, where a multimodal and discourse 

analysis will demonstrate the black girls’ experiences at the school as it emerged on Twitter. 

Multimodal Discourse Analysis will particularly allow the researcher to observe semiotic 

characteristics within the protest that accentuates the learners’ racialized reality at the school 

and how the body is used as means to make this interpretation. The chapter focuses on two 

particular videos that emerged online, September 2016 and observes how the protest is 

symbolic of the realization of decoloniality in South Africa post-1994.  

6.2 Protesting Bodies in Pursuit of Resolution 

The first video was posted by Malefu, a self-identified Fallist member, on 1 September 2016 

and received 17 retweets and 5 likes (Figure 6.1). The video is an 18-second scene of the 

protest occurring on the school premises on 1 September 2016. Screenshots of the video is 

attached (see Annexure G). 

The video begins by learners chanting: 

“Siyaya, siyaya, siyaya noba kunzima, nokuba bayasidubula, siyaya, siyaya, siyaya, nokuba 

kunzima...” 

We are going (forward), we are going (forward) we are going (forward, no matter how hard, 

even when they are shooting at us. We are going (forward), we are going (forward) we are 

going (forward, no matter how hard). As they are chanting, their bodies are swaying back and 

forth, moving as though they are calm ocean waves. This sort of bodily movement by the 

learners appears as if they are at ease with their cause and are headstrong with their actions to 

move forward in challenging the racist practices of the school. This further positions the 
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learners as activists who seek to be heard without causing unrest, which is usually associated 

with black people in protest.  

 

Figure 6.1: Post of protest video taken from the hashtag #StopRacismAtSSGH. 

The learners, nevertheless, display a tenacious spirit and sense of self, meaning that as they 

persist to move forward with their actions they are sending a message that they will no longer 

change their position and will persevere in challenging the school’s racist and discriminative 

policy. In addition, stating that they have the free will not to conform to a hegemonic ideology 

of what girls should embody and that celebrating their hair and language practices is something 

the school needs to adopt instead. Moreover, some learners are seen with their hands raised 

and clasped together as they protest. This is a symbol of empowerment, commonly associated 

with the phrase Amandla Awetu11 used by black people during protest in apartheid. This 

gesture is a statement of power to the people and the force of the masses in unity against one 

cause. This tradition of raised hands and clenched fists as a form of power has survived into 

the present and used by many activist groups in demonstrating their perseverance in 

challenging oppressive systems and placing power back into the hands of the ‘people’. The 

                                            
11Amandla Awethu: a concept that is birthed from Nguni languages which means power to the people and forms 

part of the and was used ironically in the struggle against apartheid (Davenport & Saunders, 2000) 
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young girls of Sans Souci, therefore, use this sign in demonstrating that the force of young 

girls is more powerful than the oppressive instructions that currently excludes their blackness 

and projects it as problematic.  

The learners raised hands is not only symbolic of empowerment but also demonstrative of a 

tradition of protest that honours black bodies and imagines them as fearless and a force that 

will not be undermined through colonial and racialized carving. It also positions the young 

girls as fearless leaders to other black girls who are fearful of voicing their enlivened states of 

oppression through institutional policies.  

Here the concept of writing and rioting women come into play, as the learners are 

representative of a generation afforded with many opportunities especially educationally. This 

then shifts the parameter for other young black female learners by suggesting that black 

females can appear as though they carry the stereotypes awarded during apartheid whilst also 

protesting for something that has a deeper cause, such as the lack transformation for inclusivity 

existing in former white spaces.  

This ability to protest is constitutive of the writing women, which the learners also embody 

because they are situated in a space that affords them intellectual prosperity. In so doing, the 

young black girls are representative of blackness of their bodies dethroning the standard 

feministic identities created through colonisation and further survived by apartheid. In a 

similar fashion, representing how pedagogical practices can be used as a powerful mechanism 

to control people of colour and enforce exclusion in a way that reproduces coloniality and the 

ideologies of how black girls appear as though they do not exist. This is especially achieved 

through the exclusion of African hairstyles in a former white institution. 

Furthermore, the learners appear to be chanting within the school grounds where the school 

gate is sealed, as if to keep the learners in a confined spaced where their actions can be 

controlled. By keeping the learners locked within the school premises contributes to their cause 

in which their black bodies are monitored and restrained by the school. This is symbolic of 

demonstrating the lack of agency they (the black learners) have within the school and the 

power exercised in managing black bodies. This is also demonstrative of the power the school 

exerts over young girls and the school’s ability to manage learners effectively because if these 

were adults the school would be incapable of managing their movement of marching beyond 
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the schools location. In this way, the school exposes the realism of the racial and discriminative 

claims the learners are protesting towards. And as an effect justifies the learners voicing of the 

school negativity towards their blackness.  

What’s more, demonstrating the monitoring of black bodies in a white subjugated space. In 

this way, the learners’ black bodies are perceived as an object that is displaced and will not 

dishonour the affluence of the school, therefore confining the black learners protest as though 

they are wild animals that need to be caged and kept under strict surveillance. This sort of 

discourse is further demonstrative of the injuries of colonialism (Kamya & Trimble, 2002), 

this is to say that colonialism still lurks as form of durable disposition filtering its way through 

different fields of society, in this case the field of institutionalism where blackness is seen as 

a liability that needs to be managed. 

This is observed by the learners’ inability to protest beyond the school premises and deal with 

their problem where the surveillance of their actions are still monitored through a White 

authority. Moreover, what is further observed is a combination of adult and other learners 

supporting the black learners and protesting along with them (the learners). However, these 

supporters are only able to do so from outside the school’s entrance gate, as the black girls are 

locked from within. This is perhaps to keep the public from joining the learners cause and 

drawing more public attention, which, by effect will be consequential to the school’s image 

and impact negatively on how the public and parents who have enrolled their daughters at 

SSGHS perceive the school hereafter. However, this in turn is achieved as a result to the protest 

emerging online, where the school is negatively perceived by the public and even more so as 

the protest reaches a larger audience because of the spread information over social media. The 

effect of dividing the learners from the public is a means of demonstrating the joys of white 

privilege in deciding how black people will contest the actions of their (the school) instructions 

and the involvement by larger communities. 

 

siyaya siyaya (we are going forward) 

The words siyaya siyaya (we are going forward) - which was also a powerful anti-apartheid 

struggle song (Patel, 2018) that was adopted by the spirit of Fallist movement as well and 

contributes to the idea of empowerment by the learners. These words are expressive of not 
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only projecting the learners as fearless but also their vulnerability within the school- meaning 

how they are given no choice but to acculturate themselves to the dominant practice of the 

school which is further administered through the school’s policy.  

In this way having no choice but to self-exclude their African culture and identity-this therefore 

becomes a process that the learners themselves need to do, which further implicates them 

emotionally and psychologically. By going forward, the learners express a sense of 

challenging the school’s policy and how this discourse forms part of their everyday reality, 

where they are constantly reminded of their displacement within a former white subjugated 

space, this experience is embodied through their Afro hair and language.  

Therefore, the protest voices the struggle these young black girls endure as a daily enlivened 

reality and excluding their identities as a process of reformation through the projection of the 

school’s hair and language policy-in this way reproducing the ideological constructs in which 

blackness is seen as something that cannot exist parallel to Westernised cultures. Even more, 

‘going forward’ expresses a fundamental need to voice their concerns to be heard. It also shows 

a form determination in exposing the radicalised intentions pollicised by the school that 

interferes with the learner’s sense of identity. 

‘shooting at us’ 

Similarly, the words ‘shooting at us’ is symbolic of the girl’s physical and emotional 

assassination of their identities. It is a way of expressing how their identities are pierced with 

racialization and discrimination, which impacts on their ability to form an awareness of their 

Afrocentrism or hinders the practicability thereof. The word shooting refers to the immense 

impact the school has on learners’ ability to value themselves and their blackness. The 

learners’ Afro hair exemplifies the protest as it directly transgresses the rules stated in the CoC 

of the school. It is also a means of stating how the school hopes to keep their blackness as a 

particular order of (in)visibility. As Kerfoot and Tatah (2017, p. 38) suggests, the learners 

blackness is illustrated as processed of erasure in which their affective and epistemic stances 

are discursively disbarred and through which linguistic features of their repertoire and material 

markers become enregistered as ethnically and linguistically ‘other’. The same effect can be 

seen here where young black girls are made invisible through their hair and language and 

largely are perceived as other within the school daily. 
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Furthermore, the word shooting is also symbolic of something wounding you from within, this 

is to say that the young girls lived experiences at the school not only affects their identities but 

also influences their psychological processing of having to endure how the schools code of 

conduct institutionalises racialization. What I mean by this is that a school’s code of conduct 

is seen as a legal document that effectively provides rules and regulations in which to regulate 

pupils’ movements and provide basics rules of behaviour and comportment. Therefore, the 

school uses this ability to mobilise racialized actions as a form of discourse, which the learners 

supposedly cannot contest. 

What is further observable in the video is the learners’ facial expressions12, which is filled with 

gratification and cheerfulness, in addition, some learners’ hair is in its natural form, meaning 

that these young black girls are allowed to have their hair styled in afros or other styles that 

they practice culturally. It is arguably during the protest itself that we see these ‘writing’ 

women become ‘rioting’ women who are able to express their individual identities more 

accurately. This is an indication that the learners may be keenly aware of how their skinscape 

(Peck and Stroud, 2015) may have been read in the past and how they are consciously 

reshaping it through their hair, language, and comportment. This means that they are allowed 

to express themselves without the strict surveillance of their appearance and use of language. 

The protest therefore acts a state of being oneself without regret or consequence. Linking this 

to the words of the chant siyaya siyaya (we are going forward) is symbolic in the sense that 

they are using their natural hair as statement to voice that they will no longer adhere to the 

racialized and discriminative practices towards their hair and African language as a daily-

enlivened experience at the school. And that they will move forward by styling their naturally 

even though the school’s policy strictly forbids it. This is why Twitter plays an important role 

for online protesting because the fact that these learners have publicly exposed their 

prohibition of their hair allows online commuters to act as advocates for their cause. In this 

way, learners and twitter users are challenging the actions of the school.  

If the school were to ignore this amount of public pressure, it would arguably escalate into 

criminal charges against the school. Additionally, as the protest was online, the school had 

                                            
12Facial expressions: Only described as the identity of the learners who would be visible.  
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little to no control of how their public image was created online and would no doubt have been 

aware that they were receiving negative publicity. Moreover, Twitter is seen as space where 

the schools actions toward black learners are forever documented and where corporeal change 

allows this documentation to be filed away.  

6.3 “The Black Nation is Dying”, the Enlivened Experiences of Black Exclusion 

This particular video was posted by Malefu on 1 September 2016 and is a 30 second scene of 

the continuing protest action by learners on that day (Figure 6.2). The video can be observed 

from the #StopRacismAtSSGH thread. The post by Malefu received 11 retweets and 3 likes. 

Although the amount of retweets and likes appears ineffective, what is important here is the 

significance of the learners’ use of bodies in bringing out their enlivened raclialized 

experiences at Sans Souci Girls High. Below is an image of the post, thereafter an analysis of 

the video will follow. Screenshots of the video is attached (see Annexure F). 

In this video, the learners are chanting their rendition of the song O’Safa saphela isizwe 

esimnyama that is sung in the movie Sarafina. O’safa saphela isizwe esimnyama means the 

black nation is dying.  
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Figure 6.2: Post taken from the hashtag #StopRacismAtSSGH. 

The chant goes as follow: 

O’Safa saphela isizwe esimnyama 

Safa isizwe safa isizwe [The nation is dying]  

O safa, saphel' isizw' esimnyama O safa isizwe sabantsundu Anitshelen' inkokheli zethu 

zisilamulele kuloludaba" 

The black nation is dying. Implore our leaders to intervene on this quagmire and save us. The 

black nation is dying. Implore our leaders to intervene on this quagmire and save us. Whoa 

whoa whoa whoa whoa whoa Whoa whoa whoa whoa whoa...The black nation is dying. 

Implore our leaders to intervene on this quagmire and save us. The black nation is dying. 

Implore our leaders to intervene on this quagmire and save us. This particular form of activism 

was taken from the hashtag #StopRacismAtSSGH that will be discussed in the following 

chapter. 
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In this video, the learners appear to be more composed, but seem quite invested in the chanting. 

As they chant, their bodies are attuned to the lyrics and rhythm of the song. Their arms are 

swaying in right to left motion and their legs simultaneously following. The springiness in 

their legs makes it appear as if their feet is slightly elevated from the ground as they step one 

foot down moving in a left to right motion. This is to say that the learners are invested in the 

message they are trying to voice in the protest.  

Similarly, the dance like movement of the learner’s bodies along with song is representative 

of a form of protest where dance is used a means of being immersed in a moment where one 

is able to break free and express oneself without consequence. In this way, the protest acts as 

space where the young girls are free to celebrate their African identities with a sense of 

assurance that this will not be received in bad faith.  

It is further observed that the learners are dressed in their school uniform and are dressed 

according to the stipulated dress code in the schools policy, which is: No items under the 

school shirt is observed; Jerseys are not worn without blazers. The learners’ blazers appear to 

be neat, clean, and freshly ironed- meaning the girls appear to be maintaining the standard 

dress code set in motion through the school’s instructions. In addition, their school ties are 

tucked under the school jersey, where only the bow of the tie is visible.  

Some learners’ hair appear to be neat and tidy in the sense that their hair has been shaven off 

as braids and other African hairstyles are not allowed, leaving learners to shorten their long 

afro-textured hair. Here the learner’s bodies illustrate their conditioning at the school through 

the schools attire. It is clear that even during protest the learners are respective of the schools 

strict dress code, referring respectively to section 14.1 (pg.9) of the 2015 revised CoC.  

In this way, the learners exemplify the identity expected of them to uphold and are assumedly 

fearful of doing otherwise. Alternatively, simply projecting how the schools policy has 

succeeded in naturalising their sense of appearance even in the form of protest. However, this 

could also contribute in demonstrating that apart from feeling imprisoned by the rules and the 

structures, the learners use their appearance as statement of how their bodies are governed 

through rigid school practices that have over the years become hegemonic. By this, I mean the 

attention to adhering to the schools dress code stems from the reproduction of civilising the 

black man, here the girls dress code is representative of how they have been civilised. 
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In the far right one or two learners are not dressed in their designated school uniform, this may 

be construed as an act of rebellion. The uniform is arguably representative of embodying a 

white image and adopting white culture that adds to the imprisonment of their African 

identities. Another form of rebellion observed in the video is that some learners appear to have 

their hair styled in an Afro whilst dressed according to the schools dress policy.  

In this way almost demonstrating a sense of misbehaviour regarding the school’s hair policy. 

By having their hair in its natural form is symbolic in a sense that their hair is nothing but 

another catalyst used in oppressing their sense of self. Not as young black girls but as young 

girls who are able to celebrate their identities according to how they’ve been habituated in the 

home domain and where the constant surveillance of their appearance be less constitutive of 

their ability to succeed within society. Also being able to celebrate their hairstyles according 

to their own cultural standards where the approval of western perspectives is not conferred 

first.  

The issue of the learner’s hair at the school is a clear demonstration of an interplay between 

coloniality and decoloniality. Fanon et al. (1963) states that “decolonization, as we know, is a 

historical process: that is to say that it cannot be understood, it cannot become intelligible nor 

clear to itself except in the exact measure that we can discern the movements which give it 

historical form and content”. The protest therefore is arguably symbolic of discerning the 

ideologies imposed through colonialism and instrumentalized through apartheid, which still 

lurks post 1994. The learners’ natural hair becomes a semiotic of protest that epitomizes the 

struggle to decolonize white institutional spaces.  

Moreover, as stated earlier, the learners appear to be chanting their own rendition of the song 

O’Safa saphela isizwe esimnyama in the movie Sarafina. The movie, which was produced in 

1992 focusing on student led protest during 1976, particularly referring to the Soweto uprising 

where black learners protested against Afrikaans and English as a medium of instruction 

throughout schools in South Africa politicized in 1974. This instruction added further insult to 

the oppression already existing and was used as means to ensure that colonialist languages 

remains empowered through adoption. The movie provides a perspective of one of the 

learners, Sarafina, experiences within the protest and with apartheid. At some point Sarafina 

becomes an activist of note and ends up imprisoned for this. As Sarafina sits in her cell 

reflecting on apartheid, the song begins to play and is chanted by other black imprisoned 
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members.  

This is significant because of the place the song is sung, a prison cell-which marks a form of 

enslaving black people for opposing the apartheid government and teaching society a lesson 

that black people have no power nor agency to act as though they are mutually intelligible as 

whites. This to some extent is resemiotized within the protest where the young black girls are 

also confined to protesting within the schoolyard as the school gate is purposefully shut closed 

so that learners cannot escape and move their protest beyond the school’s location.  

The learners therefore are demonstrating a juxtaposition with themselves and Sarafina. 

Therefore, their chanting of O’Safa saphela isizwe esimnyama can be seen as a reflection of 

white supremacy and the power maintained through the imprisonment of their black bodies. 

This is seen in the way the school manages their protesting and confines to a space where they 

are monitored for their action, much like blacks imprisoned during apartheid for challenging 

the apartheid law. In this instance, we see life imitating art as the struggle for recognition and 

identity is palpable in both. 

‘The black nation is dying’ 

The words ‘The black nation is dying’ is a means of voicing how their (the black learners) 

experiences forms of exclusion within the school. It is representative of blackness being wiped 

out through the continuation of naturalising discourses- that is, the naturalising of young black 

girl needing to pursue an impossible white ideal. This is reminiscent of the injuries of 

colonialism and apartheid in the sense that these systems are aimed at creating blackness as a 

‘problem’ and therefore black people as something that needs to be erased from society.  

While genocidal avenues are no longer possible in South Africa, we see it nonetheless 

occurring through attempts at naturalising their physical comportment and behaviour. By using 

the word ‘nation’, the learners are voicing how they are representative of an emancipated black 

group of children who make up a freed generation in South Africa but are yet experiencing 

forms of erasure and discrimination post-1994. One can plausibly assert that the learners are 

questioning the validity of the ‘born free’ notion. It is also a way of stating that blackness is as 

vulnerable as it was during apartheid and although blacks are supposedly in power, there is 

still a lack of privilege and disadvantage enlivened by black children.  
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‘Implore our leaders to intervene’ 

This is demonstrative of a cry for help from black leaders in South Africa. It is a means of 

saying that only the leaders of South Africa can combat racialization through the 

institutionalisation of inclusivity for black learners. In this way also placing blame on black 

leaders, as they are responsible for creating change and ensuring that the persistence of 

racialization and gender discrimination is no longer prevalent within institutional policies or 

former white spaces. The use of ‘implore’ further criticises the fact that South African leaders 

have taken a step in the wrong direction as black learners who are supposedly ‘born free’ are 

burdened with the injuries of colonialism and apartheid.  

This places a great emphasis on the fact that the South African government has not been 

effective in ensuring that the schools Act of 1996 remains true in its legislating of 

accommodating and elevating the status of learners of colour and promoting African languages 

within schools. In this way also placing South African government officials in the public eye, 

where they (the leaders of South Africa) are pressurised to respond to the racialization of these 

learners and ensure that the matter is dealt with. And by having this over Twitter further places 

South African leaders in the firing range to respond because if this matter is ignored it would 

add another layer of hatred from the South Africa public and possibly the manifestation of 

online hate, which to some degree is detrimental especially when the government wants to 

maintain the public’s trust.  

‘this quagmire and save us’ 

The term quagmire is believed to be a soft area of wet land that your feet sink into when 

walking across, much like quicksand. It is also understood as a difficult or unpleasant situation 

that is tough to avoid or escape (https://dictionary.reverso.net/english-definition/, 2018). By 

using this term creates the impression that these black girls feel that their identities are in the 

process of being wipe out. It is a means of suggesting that being at the school compromises 

their blackness and is a clear indication of how the school’s exclusion strategy is succeeding 

in the erasure of their black identities through the hair and language instructions in the 2015 

CoC.  

What’s more, by using the term quagmire in conjunction with the fact that SSGH is a formerly 
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white institution is further symbolic of how black bodies are extorted, that is to say that there 

is clear confirmation of white supremacy and culture lurking within the institution and 

exercising power over black bodies. This is a tradition that is most identified through 

colonialism and apartheid. There is a clear separation in which black and white cannot coexist, 

which appears to be what the 2015 CoC projects.  

Furthermore, the learners express how arduous it is to relieve themselves from this radicalized 

situation within the school. Assumedly they attend the school to receive a particular level of 

education in order to improve their quality of life once they have completed their education- 

either qualifying and moving on to tertiary education or perceived as skilful individuals and 

receiving above average employment in the corporate sector.  

Therefore, there is a complete disconnect between their actualized identities and the one they 

are being naturalised into. This quagmire (the school) therefore symbolic in suggesting that 

blackness are like wild flowers among roses and needs to weeded from the garden. Therefore 

calling out to the leaders to save them, as they do not the power to do so on their own accord 

because their situation is challenging. 

How are these videos constitutive of decoloniality in South African pedagogy? Firstly, it 

demonstrates a continuing manifestation of racialization towards black people post 1994, 

where the born free generation are supposedly to reap the rewards of democracy. Instead, the 

learner’s who are representative of the born free generation are affected by the injuries of 

apartheid and ultimately colonialism. More importantly, these protests are a call for change 

and demonstrative of a class of bodies that are dissatisfied with learning as these targets their 

blackness. By having the protest emerge online is a way of gaining attention from South 

African leaders to become more involved in changing the way the education system sets out 

values and is considerate of the diversity of learner’s, where not only one kind of identity is 

perceived as norm and all others as transgressed because that would be symbolic of no 

progress. 

It is important to note that both videos of the learners in protest can also be seen in light of 

what Dlakavu et al. (2017) suggest as a contrast between rioting women and writing women. 

On the one hand, the learners come across as stigmatized black females causing some form of 

unrest. If this had occurred during apartheid the learners would be representative of a class of 
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women who are uneducated and protesting without cause, much like an uncivil and 

unintelligible demonstration. However, since being members of a former a white institution, 

the learners are representative of a youth who are immersed in quality education un-afforded 

to learners during apartheid.  

These learners have been removed from marginal discourses into a nation that affords them 

the ability to celebrate their Africanness. More importantly, these black learners form part of 

the elevated group of individuals who are not accustomed to the injustices of apartheid and 

therefore are also considered writing women as they are equipped with a formalised education. 

The learners to some degree embody both rioting and writing women as they are protesting as 

though they were from lower class backgrounds, however, their attire situates them as writing 

women as they are in an institution where they are provided with knowledge and resources 

that enables them to contest the discourses of naturalising them as though they were a sea a 

white girls. In this way, the black girls’ bodies embody both identities of rioting and writing 

women.  

6.4 Chapter Summary 

The chapter looks at two online post where video footage of the learners’ actions can be 

viewed. Each video discussed in this chapter describes the semiotics of the protesting body. 

The chapter observes how the young black female learners at Sans Souci utilize their African 

hair and language demonstrating the issues they are faced with at the school daily. The chapter 

discusses how the learners in protest re-enact the ongoing racialized tensions birthed by 

apartheid and is currently pollicised in former white institutions across South Africa. The 

chapter looks at how learners refers to a song chanted in a movie during apartheid as a 

representation of how the oppression enlivened by black people during apartheid. This is 

suggestive of the learners claiming that this narrative of the treatment of black people is still 

visible post-1994. The black learners are further juxtaposed between writing women and 

rioting women and how the black learners embody these concepts interchangeably.  
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CHAPTER 7 

Imagining Decoloniality Through Hashtags 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter refers to the three trending hashtags that popularised and shed light on the protest 

at SSGHS. The chapter briefly discusses the three hashtags and examines three posts appearing 

on the hashtag #StopRacismAtSSGH and #MurrayMustFall. The analysis will focus on the 

posts generated by members who identify as Fallist activists, namely Malefu, RhodesMustFall, 

and Lindiwe a political member of the Environmental Enhancement Fund Single Colour 

(EEFSC) at Cape Peninsula University of Technology (CPUT).  

The chapter hopes to shed light on the pressing issue of racialization of learners in a democratic 

and diversified country. The chapter examines the employment of this cause by Fallist 

members as a means to further develop and strengthen the debate of decoloniality in pedagogy, 

which they began challenging since 2015. The chapter further examines these posts in light of 

orders of invisibility (Kerfoot & Tatah, 2017). 

7.2 Analysis of the Three Hashtags (#) 

Figure 7.1 is a representation of the main trending hashtags, namely #StopRacismAtSSGH, 

#MurrayMustFall, and #TheTruthWillProclaim that popularised and advocated the black 

learners SSGHS protest on Twitter. The figure demonstrates the total number of posts and 

retweets connected to each hashtag.  

To follow is a brief discussion of the hashtags, thereafter I focus on three posts which 

problematizes the learners’ experiences and further contributes to the realisation and 

implementation of African identities. This will presumably account for some perspective on 

how decoloniality is imagined over social media. Notably, the SSGHS is arguably still 

influenced by institutionalised structures attuned to Westerns perspective.  
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Figure 7.1: Total number of retweets for each hashtag. 

7.2.1 #StopRacismAtSSGH 

The #StopRacismAtSSGH thread commenced on 1 September 2016 with an amount of 765 

retweets. The #StopRacismAtSSGH was initiated by Malefu who identifies as a Fallist 

member; this is observed by ‘@IAmAFallist’. Malefu starts by making a few online posts 

regarding learner’s endeavours at SSGHS and acts an informant constantly providing updates 

of the learner’s protest. In this way, situating the cause as part of the larger debate on 

decoloniality, which has been observed by the rigorous activist movements across South 

Africa since 2015, referring particularly to the Fallist movement edging towards decoloniality 

in South African pedagogy. 

Firstly, however, the hashtag #StopRacism is a leading online trend on Twitter that mediatizes 

racial, political, economic, and institutionalised debates rooted in South African society, 

historically and concurrently. This will be followed by the cause #StopRacism hopes to 

mediatize as can be observed by the words ‘At SSGH’, where SSGH is an abbreviation of 

Sans Souci Girls High - this highlights a specific racial locale that hopes to draw in online 

public interest. In doing so, the protesting learners not only gain exposure locally but also 

reach global heights as well as the followers of the hashtag #StopRacism expand beyond South 

African online users. 

The online community, then acts as a continuum of the cause when using the #StopRacism 

even more so exposing the issue at a global level. Upon viewing the #StopRacismAtSSGH, it 

becomes clear that the racial issue is that of an institutional one. Taking into account the influx 

of protests and activist groups challenging institutional structures, policies and learning criteria 
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since 2015, it is not uncommon to use qualifiers with established hashtags such as the 

#StopRacism. By the AtSSGH accompanying the #StopRacism, this in turn becomes a matter 

linked to the specific cause of overthrowing racialization lurking in former white owned 

spaces. The matter of Sans Souci Girls High then acts as another layer of crisis occurring in 

South African pedagogy and society and by this reaching a global society it then becomes 

doubly symbolic of the need to materialise the identities of former marginalised.  

7.2.2 #TheTruthWillProclaim or #TheTruthWeWillProclaim 

The #TheTruthWillProclaim is a particularly striking hashtag, as it requires ‘insider’ 

knowledge of the protest as it is a throwback to the anthem of the school and therein the protest 

effectively uses the school’s own words against itself. The phrase ‘the truth we will proclaim’ 

is used in the school’s anthem, in this way stating how the protesting learners will do justice 

by challenging the school’s policy by revealing the daily lived experiences of black learners 

at the school. It can be argued that the learners are reclaiming their truth about being black 

(and proud) at SSGHS. The effect of using this phrase in the school’s anthem is also symbolic 

of how controversial the policy of the school appears.  

On the one hand presenting itself as an affluent institution that fosters learners to be socially 

and academically competent. Whilst realistically what is occurring are forms of oppression 

experienced mainly by black learners at the school, the black girls then use this as a way to 

strike back at the school by allowing the “truth” to proclaim itself through the learner’s protest 

against school’s policy and the use of the yellow book. This to a large degree also places irony 

in the school’s actions towards treating black girls as though they are radicalised entities 

draining the mainstream culture from the school. This is to say that the school steps ahead to 

erase blackness within the ethos of the school because black learners entering the school are 

symbolic of change-which means a change in the schools ‘established’ consensus. 

 

7.2.3 #MurrayMustFall 

This particular thread was initiated on 31 August 2016 and commenced 2 September 2016. 

The hashtag targets the principal of SSGHS, Mrs.Murray. This was assumedly created to 

portray the headmistress as a dictatorial figure ensuring that whiteness persists through daily 
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discursivity at the school. Mrs.Murray who was the headmistress at the time and the only one 

since 2000 was claimed to ensuring that the school’s hair and language policy was strictly 

obeyed. The ‘MustFall’ has become a social affix associated with Fallist activists as a political 

strategy that targets racialized discourses in institutions. This can be observed by a series of 

Fallist intentions during protests such as FeesMustFall, RhodesMustFall and so on.  

This trend has also been passed on to dethroning political figures such as Jacob Zuma (former 

president of South Africa) –ZumaMustFall- these political figures are representative of 

corruption and ensuring South African society remains regressed. Therefore Murray is viewed 

in a similar light contributing to the regression of black people even post 1994. Mrs.Murray is 

further a symbol of apartheid system because of her long period of governing the school post 

1994 and has been in “power” almost as long as South Africa has been democratic. In this 

way, Mrs Murray is seen to be a custodian for the long lasting oppression imposed on to black 

people and the persistence of colonialism.  

7.3 Analysis of Online Post Taken from #StopRacismAtSSGH, 1 September 
2016 created by Malefu 

As stated earlier, after concluding the analysis of the tree hashtags, the researcher will focus 

on two Twitter posts focusing on the protests emerging online and linking this to decoloniality 

envisioned for South African pedagogy. This particular post received 15 replies; 404 retweets 

and 93 likes (Figure 7.2).In the post, Malefu draws attention by posting “a learner was 

punished for speaking Xhosa like what msunery is this? (Angry emoji)”.  

Malefu also advocates herself as a Fallist member, which can be observed by @IAmAFallist. 

In this way, Malefu’s involvement in posting of these images can be read as a renewed call for 

decoloniality through protest against the racialized practices at SSGHS. Malefu also acts as an 

online catalyst for change fallist members are known as unafraid (and often socially critical), 

pioneers against racial practices disguised in institutional policies. 
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Figure 7.2: Online post: “A learner was punished for speaking Xhosa like what msunery 

is this? 

The tone of the post comes across as both appalled and angered. The post begins by referring 

to ‘a learner’, in this way driving empathy to a particular image of a young child of school 

going age. This learner is representative of the learners protesting at SSGHS. This is to say 

that the case of one learner’s experience sets the tone for the racialized discourses of many 

other black learners at the school. This can be presumed because if one black learner’s 

experiences are heard the question then remains what about other black learner’s experiences? 

‘ 

Speaking Xhosa’ further highlights how the learner is targeted, this through an African 

language which appears to be the cause of conflict between black learners in a former white 

exclusive space. In this way, also suggesting that black learners are targeted at the school, as 

they are representative of a community using this speech community. The phrase “like what 

msunery is this?” is expressive of anger displayed by Malefu, which is further reinforced by 
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the angry emoji13that gives it a particularly angry undertone. ‘Msunery’ can be read as part of 

online sarcasm where twitter users make statements about things that are ironic within society. 

Some statements are about everyday affairs whilst other statements are meant to point out the 

irony and utter uselessness of leadership in South Africa. By using the term ‘msunery’, the 

user was able to tap into the trending hashtag #msunery, which first emerged as a response to 

the claims of racialization by black female learners at SSGHS.  

The question mark further act as a means to prompt online response. The phrase “like what 

msunery is this?” not only appears in the form of anger but also is demonstrative of empathy 

for the learners who were prohibited from speaking their home language in this formerly white 

institution. The post points to the exclusion that these learners have had to endure and for 

online users to reflect on the vulnerability of the learners within the school.  

The ‘msunery’ comment is quite apropos as it is befuddling that African languages in an 

African country is not allowed. ‘Reading the post in relation to the ‘msunery’ comment and 

the angry emoji face, it is possible that the user is indexing the irony of a school which does 

not allow learners to learn in their own language. It also points towards the slow movement of 

change post-1994. This suggest that there is still a great sense of white power exercised within 

South Africa which makes it ironic since the government has extensively dedicated itself to 

alleviating former marginalised racial groups.  

This is also suggestive that South Africa’s development in accommodating all racialized 

groups in pedagogy is one that is slow moving, possibly at the hand of leadership. Moreover, 

by marking the prohibition of using African languages as a personal affront, Malefu creates a 

vivid portrayal of what the learners at SSGHS may be experiencing. An imagined sense of self 

of the learners’ experience at the school for Twitter users to embody their reality subjectively. 

In this way placing themselves in the position of the learners through the visualisation of the 

post and accompanying of images. Following the usage of written text by Malefu, the post is 

then marked by the hashtags #StopRacismAtSSGH and #TheTruthWillProclaim. The joining 

of the two hashtags reinforces the issues raised by the learners and furthermore foregrounds 

                                            
13Emoji: This is an illustration of pictograms that represents ideas and emotions. 
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the young learners’ activism. 

Furthermore, as shown the same post Malefu includes images of the yellow book. The images 

highlight the school’s prohibition of African languages, namely isiXhosa. The first image 

appears to be a sheet of paper, which consists of a table-like design where columns and rows 

are observed. In one of the rows under the column named ‘loss’ and then in other column, 

‘reason’, a text which reads “speaking Xhosa” appears. What ’s more, is that under the 

columns total, date and signature is indicative of the learner losing a mark for speaking Xhosa. 

In the image, it is clear that the learner has received a demerit for speaking isiXhosa, which is 

observed by the -1 mark recorded in the loss column and the 24 in the total. In the row above, 

the learner had 25 in the total column, thus there is an obvious shortcoming by the learner 

speaking isiXhosa.  

This image illustrates that there is some form of monitoring of an African language at Sans 

Souci, which by default is the monitoring of black learners at the school, as they are 

representative of this speech community. This is to say that black learners at the school are 

therefore targeted for not confirming to the Sans Souci ideal and the normative practices at the 

school. We can infer a sense of harsh language regulation and monitoring at SSGHS which is 

epitomized by the negative marking explicitly associated with the (transgressive) use of 

African languages (Xhosa in this case) at the school. 

Moreover, the image further illustrates how practices of racialized exclusion is embedded 

within an institutional policy and is used effectively to strictly monitor black learners. This 

further resonates with apartheid where black people were constantly reminded about their 

blackness as something that is criminal. In the case of Sans Souci, black learners possibly 

threaten the prevailing white culture in spaces where this is still able to exist post-apartheid. 

Because South Africa is supposedly a free nation, forms of white dominance may have led to 

it being masked in clever new ways in post-apartheid South Africa. Because of this tweet and 

many others alike discriminatory practices can no longer remain discreet thanks to the very 

public nature of virtual spaces, as seen in the case of Twitter. The second image acts a 

confirmation of where these transgressions are recorded as it illustrates the complete 

appearance of the yellow book. In this way, the yellow book can arguably be seen as 

resemiotizing the manner in which black people were regulated previously.  
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This further demonstrates a long lasting power struggle between black and white people in 

South Africa. The yellow book is seen as a mechanism used to systematically control the 

marked learners at the school. This is to say that it not only act as a resemiotizing symbol of 

the dompas but as a legal document of the population act of 1950. In this way, a clear 

separation is placed on learners of colour and white learners.  

The image that follows, depicts the destruction of the yellow book, this is done by learners 

tearing the yellow book apart and throwing it away as if to project the idea that the book will 

not be utilised as form of making the learners blackness an issue within the institution (Figure 

7.3).  

 

Figure7.3: Post taken from the hashtag #StopRacismAtSSGH 

It further resemiotizes the protest against the dompas which came into effect in 1952 as 

protesters during this time enacted the response to the dompas as the learners did in their 

protest. In this way there is a clear resemblance of contextual re-enactments by the learners as 

was in apartheid, where the struggle against white superiority was initiated at the expense of 
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black people mainly, which can be noticed in the case of SSGHS.  

When combining the text (plus emoji), hashtags and the visual images of the yellow book, we 

see a tweet which is quite convincing and it is unsurprising that there were 404 retweets and 

93 likes. Saliently because of the nature of Twitter, this post is not static. The images can be 

downloaded and shared and other uses can comment as well. This is one of the advantages of 

elevating a protest to the online space, as protesters are able to reach a large (often-conscious) 

audience that would then place pressure on SSGHS and the education domain as a whole in 

South Africa. 

7.4 Analysis of Online Post Taken from #StopRacsimAtSSGH 

The post taken from the #StopRacismAtSSGH on 2 September 2016 was posted by the Rhodes 

Must Fall movement. This particular post received 1 reply, 60 retweets, and 23 likes. It is 

important to note that the post, which is created by the Rhodes Must Fall movement, falls in 

line with the Fallist movement. The Rhodes Must Fall (RMF) movement played a pivotal role 

during the 2015 protests by university students, where the Rhodes statue, which was situated 

at the entrance of the University of Cape Town (UCT) constantly, reminded students of the 

power of white privilege that remains prevalent in the discourses between space and personnel 

at the university.  

One of the pressing issues that arose from RMF is the lack of acknowledgement of South 

Africa’s diversified population. The same can be observed in the case of SSGHS. This in turn 

is symbolic of the frustrations young South Africans are experiencing as they so hope to have 

the many diversified identities, languages and cultures realised within South African 

pedagogy. By having Fallist members support the learner’s activism, the racist practices at the 

school was exposed and became fodder for the larger debate of decolonialty in South African 

institutions. 

The post above reads “Photos of the placards are heartbreaking” #SansSouci 

#StopRacismAtSSGH. In this post, there is clear need to highlight the images of the placards 

as this is meant to demonstrate the learners’ grievances by bringing to life an emotion that is 

filled with devious interpretations. In this way, prompting online commuters to physically 

click on the images in which to view these ‘heartbreaking’ moments performed through the 
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learners protesting. The term ‘heartbreaking’ together with the images creates a reality in 

which the online audience gains first hand impression of the learners’ daily-lived experiences.  

The description of the placards as ‘heart-breaking’ arguably sets the viewer of the post as 

empathetic to the learners’ cause. It is the precarious nature of students’ identities at school, 

which is made visible through the post. According to Kerfoot and Tatah (2017) identity erasure 

is achieved through making particular linguistic forms or features iconic while also producing 

an ‘other’ identity category. In this way, these young girls are made to be seen as other through 

their hair which can be recognised as a semiotic feature of their identities. This is to say that 

hair can be read as a sign of identity characterization, in this case the learners are seen as other 

as they seemingly do not fit within the normal profile of a Sans Soucian.  

The first image reads “being black shouldn’t be a burden”. This is to say that black bodies are 

targeted at the school and is therefore problematic. The word ‘burden’ is meant to symbolise 

how the learners feel about the colour of their skin within the institutional space and how this 

hinders aspects of their mobility at the school. This further resonates and re(contextualises) 

the treatment of black people during apartheid, this is to say that an aspect of apartheid is 

brought into motion at the school in the way that black learners feel that their blackness places 

a burden on their ability to learn or to simply exist.  

Instead they are faced with instances where they need to comport themselves according to the 

predominant culture of the school as they need to be respective and aware of the space they 

are immersed in and will embody as part of their journey at the school. In this way, the black 

learners are naturalised into conforming to hegemonic ideologies of female’s identities. The 

learners protesting about the burdens of their skin colour entails dual indexicalities (Kerfoot 

& Tatah, 2017), the first being the erasure of black girls epistemic stances at the school while 

also indexing learners as ‘other’ and rendering their identities within the school impossible. In 

this way almost silencing black girls’ ability to express their Africanised identities and placing 

a conscious feeling of shame of their blackness as something that is naturalistic or innate. This 

is further emphasized through the statement “they tell us to leave our cultures at home.” The 

word ‘they’ indexes white educators at the school who are doing the works of ‘telling’.  

This is to say that there is some form of discourse in which learners are made aware of the 

displacement of their black bodies within the institutional space. This can further be seen in 
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light of dual indexicalities through which discourses of otherness are circulated through the 

learner’s cultures and the burdens of their blackness. Linking this to the school’s policy section 

14 (see chapter 5) where the vision of a Sans Soucian is imagined through particular linguistic 

features.  

Furthermore, the image to follow seen in figure 7.3 reads “black hair matter”, this is used to 

highlight the main causes of contention at the school. This could also be interpreted as another 

issue black learner’s face post-apartheid because of their blackness. The “black hair matter” 

aims at symbolising one of the many lack of transformational and exclusionary aspects failed 

to be addressed by necessary legalising entities such as the Western Cape Education 

Department. In a similar vein, ‘Black hair matter” draws contextual links to the global Black 

American movement “Black Lives Matter” in this way placing the issue at the school as a call 

for global awareness and contribution to enforcing decoloniality as an enlivened reality for 

black people.  

Additionally, “black hair matter” is constitutive of demonstrating a clear variation of feminine 

embodiment. That is to say, that black girls have to endure forms of racializing discourses that 

is not necessarily experienced by white girls. This is clearly visible through the racialization 

that is implicit in some sections of the 2015 CoC and at other times made more explicitly 

(discussed previously in chapter 5). Wilson and Russell cited in Thompson (2009, p. 842) 

further suggests that hair becomes a major preoccupation in adolescent girls so much so that 

their self-esteem fluctuates with each glance in the mirror. The “black hair matter” therefore 

stands as a symbol of how the school’s policy infringes on black girls’ ability to maintain a 

stable sense of self. It is also important to mention the significance and symbolism of the 

colours red and black observed in marking the posters. Red and black writing are increasingly 

popular among protesting bodies, this can be observed by many demonstrations enacted by the 

Fallist movement such as Fees Must Fall, Free Education, Rhodes Must Fall and largely Black 

Lives Matter. Red and black are significant markers for activism, red for instance, is associated 

with social democratic movements and liberal parties. Black on the other hand, is 

representative of anarchism, nationalist movements, and atheistic human rights rebels. The 

images above are a symbol of the learners attributing to some activist and liberal movement.  

The image “being black shouldn’t be a burden” is contrasted in both red and black, whereas 

“black hair matter” is textualized in red only. The words “being” and “shouldn’t be a” appear 
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in black. The words “black” and “burden” are thus textualised in red. The words textualised 

in black are symbolic of the learner’s human rights, stating that they have the right to express 

their identities through their own feministic and cultural epitomes. The word “being” is also 

meant to evoke how their humanity is comprised through their blackness and how they are 

products of a history and sociology of collective debasement, violation and victimization 

(Nyamnjoh, 2015).  

In this way, demonstrating that their humanity is under attack and that there is no form of living 

just as themselves based on the colour of the skin. The words textualised in red are constitutive 

of a more socialistic movement where black hair needs to be realised within an Africanised 

country and become less of a racializing and discriminating factor for young girls born free of 

apartheid. Additionally, the variation of black and red may also be attributed to an ‘us’ and 

‘them’ effect, stating that black girls experience different forms of social and political 

treatment at Sans Souci compared to white learners.  

7.5 Analysis of Online Post Taken from #MurrayMustFall 

The post taken from the hashtag #MurrayMustFall and was posted on 31 August 2016 by 

Lindiwe who is a member of the EEFSC (Environmental Enhancement Fund Single Colour) 

at CPUT. As of [data collection] the post received 0 likes; 0 retweets and 1 like (Figure 7.4). 

 

Figure 7.4: Post taken from the hashtag #StopRacismAtSSGH 
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In this particular post, a series of hashtags appears to commemorate the protest at SSGHS. The 

post reads:  

Let us rise 

#thetruthwewillproclaim. 

#stopracismatpretoriagirls 

#stopracismatsanssouci 

#SansSouci 

#MurrayMustFall 

#Blackhairmatter 

 

“Let us rise” is a powerful declaration as it signals a collective uprising against a shared enemy. 

It can therefore be framed as a call for action in which to gather like-minded groups to stand 

together and influence change. The verb “Let” is a way of sanctioning people to be more 

proactive in the issues that young learners are facing at school. The pronoun “us” implies that 

everyone should be involved in creating change arguably as masses or movements are more 

powerful than any given entity. The verb “rise” is specifically conjures up the image of facing 

battle or rising up against an enemy, in this case rising up against the maltreatment of young 

learners in formerly white schools. Therefore, “Let us rise” is a way to rouse support as the 

post affects everyone as the deictic pronoun “us” indexes the learners and all those that oppose 

the practices at the school. It also creates the impression of a cause which all those in the listed 

hashtags below the statement “Let us rise” can be a part of.  

Moreover, the series of hashtags can also be read as a skilful form of online picketing (cf. 

Toyer, forthcoming) which highlights the extreme causes of distress presently felt at the school 

whilst also commemorating other form of unrest, specifically which of the girls school in 

Pretoria which voices the same problems earlier in 2016. Their protest trended with the 

#stopracismatpretoriagirls. 

The hashtag #thetruthwewillproclaim appears as the first hashtag. As stated earlier the 

#thetruthwewillproclaim (also in appears as #thetruthwillproclaim) is recognised as lyrical 
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piece of the schools anthem. This is to emphasise the hypocritical practices at Sans Souci, 

where learners are undermined and the ‘truth’ of their identity is not valorised in the ethos of 

the school. Black learners instead experience their truth through strict monitoring of their black 

bodies. In this way, the #thetruthwewillproclaim pays homage to a pretentious projection of 

uniformity at SSGHS.  

The hashtag #thetruthwewillproclaim is also meant to advocate for black learners voicing their 

truth over social media, where this is not deemed possible at the school. This is to say that the 

through the protest action emergent online, the proclamation of the black learners lived 

realities becomes apparent. In addition, the use of hashtags effectively brings like-minded 

people together where their response to the online protest places pressure on South African 

leaders to end the tyranny of procrastination. 

The hashtag #stopracismatpretoriagirls appears after the hashtag #thetruthwewillproclaim. 

This forms another layer to the issue of racialization and gendered discrimination in South 

Africa. The hashtag #stopracismatpretoriagirls is meant to substantiate that the problem the 

young black girls are experiencing at Sans Souci is not an isolated issue but a nationalistic one 

as well, as Pretoria, which is located in the Gauteng Province kilometres away from Newlands, 

Cape Town, home to Sans Souci Girls High, which is located in the Western Province. The 

hashtag #stopracismatpretoriagirls is also a means of paying tribute to protests at Pretoria Girls 

High where black girls are faced with comparable racism. This in some sense advocates a 

strong political trend within former white institutions to maintain blackness as though it were 

some form of disease threatening Europeanist epistemology. In a similar vein, the hashtag 

#stopracismatsanssouci also commemorates the young black girls at SSGHS. Together the 

hashtags #stopracismatpretoriagirls and #stopracismatsanssouci is meant to signify the 

endangering and engendering of black females which not only is affective on a national level 

but global as well. The hashtags #stopracismatpretoriagirls and #stopracismatsanssouci is 

demonstrative of a long age struggle where blackness is narrated through Western relations. 

In 

The hashtag #SansSouci is meant to reveal some sense affluence associated with these words. 

Sans Souci is a French word, which really means to be carefree or free from worries, and is 

typically a representation of Western aristocracy through historical places. The hashtag 

#SansSouci page glorifies Western Culture and thought, the hashtag #SansSouci, therefore, is 
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meant to exclaim that the impacts of the West is so powerful that societies who have been 

bruised by colonial endeavours will continuously suffer by its hand in some shape of form. 

However, social media plays an important role here, where the uniformity of people’s 

emotions are able to force conversations of policy in pedagogy, even more so, forcing the 

implementation of creating a unified policy that enables the realisation of the vast cultures and 

languages in South Africa.  

The hashtag #MurrayMustFall in this post is contrasted in two ways. Firstly, it is placed under 

the hashtag #SansSouci, in this way showing the headmistress’ linkage to the hashtag 

#SansSouci, as both are symbolic of white power and privilege and the glorification of Western 

culture. Secondly, the hashtag #MurrayMustFall appears above the hashtag #Blackhairmatter- 

here linking the principal (now former principal) of SSGHS at the time as the central figure of 

the exclusionary claims voiced by the black girls of SSGHS. In this way, the hashtag 

#MurrayMustFall is viewed to be part of a hierarchical structure where the hashtag #SansSouci 

is representative of the influence and power of Westernisation/Colonialism. The hashtag 

#MurrayMustFall is representative of the power and privilege the members of the west has in 

in altering or implementing rules that do not necessarily harm people of their own culture but 

does so to ‘others’, hence, the hashtag #Blackhairmatter. The hashtag #Blackhairmatter 

therefore serves as a referencing of others who are consequently affected by members of the 

West, such as Black Lives Matter. 

The hashtag #Blackhairmatter serves to point out the central issue associated by the hashtags 

#stopracismatpretoriagirlshigh and #stopracismatsanssouci. It is also a picketing strategy 

voicing the causes of distress by the young black learners. The word black signifies a racial 

group as black is usually associated with people of darker skin tones. In this way, suggesting 

that black people are the target group here. The word hair is meant to replace ‘lives’ as in 

Black Lives Matter there-in suggesting that black people’s hair in South Africa are under 

surveillance and threat and hence they too ‘matter’. It can also be assumed is that the black 

hair matter is demonstrative of yet another facet of black people’s lives that is place under 

scrutiny. This hashtag comes across as somewhat exhaustive of the black people fighting for 

their identities to not be contested in a country where this reality should have long been 

dismissed.  

Under the banner of all these hashtag threads listed, “Let us rise” can be better understood. The 
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user wants all those affected by the listed hashtags to unite. Rising also indicates that until 

then, they have occupied a low station and therefore they need to rise up against the current 

crisis at SSGHS. This is also the premise for Fallist activists who are always challenging the 

status quo as they see the majority as continuously disempowered.  

7.6 Chapter Summary 

The chapter examines the three trending hashtags that popularised the online protest by young 

black girls at SSGHS. The chapter examines subsequent online posts emanating from the 

hashtags and how these form a holistic view of the issue of decoloniality in South Africa. The 

hashtags and posts discussed in the chapter was to further explore the impact of online 

protesting and situate it as a popular platform for activism. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Discussion 

8.1 Introduction 

The chapter revisits and expands on the analysis chapters previously discussed. The chapter 

hopes answer the research questions by reflecting on the significance of online protesting and 

the use of the body in online spaces. The chapter further reflects on decoloniality and how the 

born free generation utilizes online resources for the realisation and implementation of 

decoloniality. Lastly, the final remarks of the study are discussed in unification with future 

recommendations.  

 

❖ What semiotics is apparent through the curation of a Multimodal online archive of the 

protest? 

It is apparent that racialization and forms of discrimination are active within the school. This 

is portrayed in the way learners use their bodies to project what the school deems as 

transgressive behaviour, language, and body comportment. By the learners appearing in their 

‘ungroomed’ body, they are protesting against the school and exhibiting their own agency. By 

this I mean that these learners were plausibly protesting the fact that their blackness within the 

school had become a form of shame And as they were shamed corporeally, it is perhaps fitting 

that they also protested corporeally, with deliberately styling their hair in its natural form i.e. 

braids and afros. Their (black girls at SSGHS) hair and language practices were positioned as 

reprehensible. However, the learners’ bodies in protest relieve them from a state oppression 

that, as observed in chapter 6, is celebrated and enjoyed during the protest. This is further 

indicative that celebrating their Africanised identities is something that these girls have come 

to value and that being able to express themselves in a form that is naturalistic to themselves 

is all they are asking for. This in itself is wretched in the sense that young learners need to 
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dispute the realisation of their own identities in a space that never in the first instance would 

consider their views or feelings plausible.  

❖ What can be learnt about the way the body, voice and performance emerge as semiotics 

of protest on Twitter through the use of a Multimodal Discourse Analysis? 

Twitter in this research has proven to have an enormous impact in creating real (notable) 

change. This is seen with the fact that the school introduced the Xhosa language as part of the 

curriculum and course options for black learners. In addition, having the principal, Mrs Murray 

removed from her position, and the first principal of colour appointed at the school since 1994 

(Isaacs, 2018). Although the learners’ protest emerged online, this is an important source of 

exposure tapped into by young people. This is especially true about activist movements such 

as Rhodes Must Fall, Fees Must Fall, and Black Lives Matter. Online exposure appears to have 

been highly effective in airing the exclusionary practices placed upon the young black learners 

at SSGHS. Twitter, as discussed in previous chapters has become a popular site where these 

learners sought to gain the necessary validation and respect which the school did not offer 

upon following the needed procedures to raise their concerns. 

Online protesting largely is useful in exposing forms of injustices that so strongly tries to 

confine itself within the depths of institutional, societal, and political structures. The body 

online plays an important role in allowing users to connect psychologically and emotionally 

and feel as though they were at the school partaking in the protest, as though they were 

themselves the black learners fighting to have their identities realised in a diversified society. 

In the case of Sans Souci, the black learners use their hair and chanting in their home language 

as a means to demonstrate the durable disposition of a history embedded with racial discourses, 

which continues to manifest and filter through society and consequently affect those who are 

linked to these racialized classifications. 

The chanting of the learners as seen in chapter 6 is sung in their home language. Each chant or 

hymn within the protest is somewhat poetic as it has ties to historical chants enacted during 

apartheid, or like the movie Sarafina, is a representation of resemiotizing the impact of 

coloniality and apartheid. The chanting during the protest as such therefore becomes a 

metaphorical voice that speaks to racializing discourses in former white spaces and the power 

lurking in white spaces to continue implementing racializing discourses. In a similar vein, the 
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placards used during protest become a picketing demonstration to create a complete reflection 

of the daily-lived experiences of black learners in a former white institution.  

In the study, I also suggest that online protesting is more useful in having the identities of 

diversified groups realized in pedagogy and that protest which emerge online has placed the 

needed pressures on leadership in South Africa to the point where the learners’ actions were 

heard and changes implemented in the school post online protest.  

This was further linked to edging toward decoloniality by university students, which filtered 

down to high school learners. The study further aimed at answering the research question in 

which the (i) (re)contextualisation of racializing black bodies post-1994 was discussed (ii) 

linking this to the greater paradigm of decloniality and (iii) the impacts on young black girls 

gendered identities in south Africa post-1994. 

❖ What are the main issues that these young black learners raise? What is the reaction by 

the heterogeneous users online? 

The emergence of the protest online is a testament to the realistic struggles of pedagogical 

policies in institutions in South Africa. Virtual space, particularly social media allows learners 

to have an outlet for expressing their experiences, so much so that this often results in heated 

debates and negative publicity for the charged institution. Having the protest emerge online is 

further demonstrative of the resistance towards apartheid-like practices within a post-apartheid 

(Fallist) era. In the face of Western forms of social convention, these learners resisted the idea 

that it was the only narrative for them. 

The main issues that these young black learners raise are the infringement of their African 

language and feminist identities. In, addition also presenting and contributing to the ongoing 

deficiency of the education sector in South Africa as raised by the Fallist movement. This 

particular protest in unification with the uprising of university protests since 2015 is 

constitutive of outlining a major problem occurring in pedagogy, where the exclusion of a 

particular black racial class is summarily discriminated against. What makes these particular 

protests unique compared to the uprising of 1976 is that language is no longer the medium 

through which exclusion is practiced but the body has become an aspect that transform these 

exclusionary practices. Moreover, following the #StopRacismAtSSGH it can be presumed that 
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the learners were given psychological air by members of the fallist movement, this can be 

observed by a series of twitter posts initiated by Malefu who acted as an informant and constant 

media reporter of the learners’ endeavours 

Malefu, therefore, enables the learner’s distress to be heard globally and utilizes Twitter as a 

platform to have the learners lived realities gain the needed exposure. Following Malefu’s 

rigorous twitter post, the protest emergent online, not only is it observed as an activist 

demonstration, but also allows the emotions of black girls to be imagined. This is important in 

a context where these learners straddle three lanes: (1) white spaces, (2) black identity and (3) 

gender, specifically how to be a black female in a white space. 

❖ How does the protest at this school link with the greater dialogue regarding decolonising 

education in the South African context? 

The case of Sans Souci is unfortunately not new. The happenings at the school can be seen as 

a logical offshoot of racial classification that held favour during apartheid and colonialism. 

There is clearly an immense power struggle for the realisation and implementation of 

Africanised identities and forms of pedagogy. Ngugi wa Thiong'o (1986) asserts that the 

predicaments of Africa arise from the historical psychological/epistemological, cultural, and 

linguistic impacts of coloniality. 

In the case of Sans Souci, there are great symbolic references to the imposition of a 

Westernised identity. This can be seen by the strict monitoring of black girls hair as well as 

their behaviour within and beyond the school premises. One of the key levers of coloniality is 

the control over gender and sexuality (Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 2015), here the strict monitoring of 

black girls hair and comportment is demonstrative of a lack of agency the black learners of 

Sans Souci have to express their gendered/feministic identities. Ndlovu-Gatsheni (2015, p. 

492) further expresses that “decoloniality provides ex-colonized peoples a space to judge 

Euro-American deceit and hypocrisy and to stand up into subjecthood through judging Europe 

and exposing technologies of subjectivation.” Ndlovu-Gatsheni (2015) goes on to say that, the 

agenda of decoloniality is shifting the geography and biography of knowledge and bringing 

identity into epistemology.  

Therefore, it is plausible to frame the SSGHS learners protesting within a decolonial paradigm. 
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The case of Sans Souci presents obvious impressions of this. This can be observed by: the 

control of Africanised hair; banning of an African language and usage of apartheid-like 

measurements such as the dompas and behaviour of learners in former white spaces as a means 

to continue the ongoing exclusion of black people. What makes this case form part of a 

decolonial paradigm is the pursuit of gendered identities consistent with the learners view of 

themselves as Black and African. Throughout the world, there are activist campaigns that seek 

to overthrow colonialist ideologies of black females/learners. Movements such as Black Lives 

Matter are online pioneers in the disempowering of the colonial/western hegemonic practices.  

 

8.2 Future Recommendations 

The study revealed that school policies are an important aspect in creating a sense of belonging 

for learners, with this in mind, there should be a uniform criteria established in accommodating 

for South Africa’s diverse groups both in privatised and government funded institutions. 

Perhaps past and present learners and students need to draw up a mandate in which they outline 

their experiences with racism at school and the changes they would foresee in the near future. 

With that in mind, clear criteria should be established in school and university policies based 

on learners’ identities and languages and the forms of learning most suitable for learners of 

different racial groups. Each school and university policy should be screened by a board and 

approved when the policy does not discriminate against learners’ identities. 

Decoloniality has long been something that needs serious attention in South African pedagogy. 

Therefore, to plan and practice the constitution truthfully, all schools must consider the 

dominant home languages of learners and have learners placed in classes where they are taught 

in their home languages. A study focussing on the advantages and drawback of this type of 

orientation in schools would possibly generate adequate learning material in African languages 

as there is already sufficient learning material produced in English and Afrikaans. This would 

be one-step in decolonising South Africa and celebrating the diversity of the country. 

What also needs careful study is the seriousness of the education department to investigate 

learners’ claims of racialization. Leadership in this instance needs to a matter of importance so 

that learners’ concerns are heard and dealt expeditiously to avoid/minimize frustration and 
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other destructive results. What also needs great attention is a perspective gained on how black 

girls born post-1994 perceive, celebrate, or practice their femininity and how this is contrasted 

with the past. This is to say that former literature still speaks of a racializing body; however, 

black girls today are more aware of themselves and value their appearance in a more positive 

light. In this way, it is hoped that negative stereotypes associated with black girls are removed 

from socializing discourses, especially within the domain of education. 

 

8.3 Summary 

The chapter discusses the research questions proposed by the researcher. The chapter looks at 

online modes of protesting and the significance thereof especially in the case of SSGHS and 

largely the Fallist era. The chapter then discusses the impact that online protesting has on the 

paradigm of decoloniality in South Africa. The chapter also recognises the online protest as a 

modern day form of activism that is not only taken up by the learners of SSGHS, but as a 

culture of local and global intervention. Their protest foregrounds the subjugation of 

marginalised groups and their identities, cultures and knowledge’s. 
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ANNEXURE A 

2015 Revised Code of Conduct of Sans Souci Girls High 
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ANNEXURE B 

2017 Code of Conduct of Sans Souci Girls High 
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ANNEXURE C 

Thread of the Hashtag #StopRacismAtSSGH 
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ANNEXURE D 

Thread of the Hashtag #thetruthwillproclaim 
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ANNEXURE E 

Thread of the Hashtag #MurrayMustFall 
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ANNEXURE F 

Screenshots of O’ Safa iswe our nation. 
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ANNEXURE G 

Screenshots of siyaya siyaya (we are moving forward) 
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